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Chapter I
Hydrodynamic models and their implications
in the transient and residual circulations,
mud deposition and soil erosion, chemical and ecological dynamics
in the Southern Bight of the North Sea
by
Jacques C.J. NIHOUL
Based on work by ADAM Y., OE BACKER J.L., LAMBER~ONT J., LEBON G., NIHOUL J.C.J.,
RONDAY F.C.
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Groups, Universities of Liege and Louvain.
This chapter is a synthesis of recent advances of the Math. ModeZsea
programme proepared as a working docwnent for internaZ circulation and for
presentation to the InternationaZ CounciZ for the Exploration of the Sea.
The material is taken from recent progress reports and pubZished papers
and books. Refe1"ences shouZd ce made to the original- pubUcations.
, .
I
I
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I. - THE SOUTHERN BIGHT MODEL IN THE NORTE SEA MODELLING EFFORT
Based on :
- Math. Modelsea (1974), I.C.E.S. Hydrography Committee, C.M. 1974 - C : 1;
NIHOUL J.C.J. (1975a), Modelling of Marire Systems, Elsevier PubI., Amsterdamj
NIHOUL J.C.J. (1975b), Application of ~athematical Models to the Study, Monitoring
and Management of the North Sea, in "Ecological Modelling in a Resource
Management Framework", Resources for the Future, Washington D.C.
Mathematical modeln of the North Sea have been developed in most
of the bordering countries. The national efforts are now coordinated by
the Joint North Sea Modelling Group initiated by JONSIS (the Joint North
Sea Information System) reporting to I.C.E.S. (the International Council
for Exploration of the Sea). Data are provided by international surveys
called JONS~~ (Joint North Sea Data ACQuisition Program).
In an earlier stage, the models tended to address separately
the Physics, the Chcmistry and the Biology of the North Sea. Now, the
development of computing facilities allowing more ambitious programs,
these models are progressively integrated in a common, general, inter-
disciplinary model with thc purpose of understanding the North Sea environ-
ment, predicting its evolution, - taking into account the constraints of
modern society - , and assisting its management.
The distinction, between complex research models and simple,
oriented management models, 1S avoidcd. Management models are regarded
aS "subsets" of thc general multipurpose model, derivcd from it to answer
spccific questions with the degrec of sophistication which the objcctives,
on thc one hand, the reliability of data, on the other hand, recommend.
The different stages in the elaboration of the mathematical model
and of i ts submodels are shown in figure 1.
1.-
The mathcmatical description of thc system is confronted with the
data base constituted from existing or newly acquircd data (e.g. Jonsdap
campaigns, Belgian five ycars' survey of thc Eastern part of thc Southern
Bight, •.• ). Thc data base p~ovidcs information for :
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Ma!~ematic~~_~~~~~E!~~~
(Identification of the system,
dynamical equations)
Obj ecti ves
j
r.C.E.S.
~JO"'d'P
--------------.;;>'- ...ff!'__-------· Data Base
"~iath. ~lodelsea
Mathematical ~odel
----------
EconOmiCa\ Studi es / Research
Man agemen t ------------..;:>;:- ..."";..--------Dat a Ban k
Oriented Submodels
---------
Predictions
Assessments 11 Calibration and
and policy making adjustment loops
~--"----'-~~
fi g. 1.
i) a correlation study suggesting variables which are not significantly
interrelated and between which interactions may be disregarded,
ii) an orders of magnitude study indicating variables and processes
which can be neglected,
iii) a sensitivity analysis evaluating the degree of refinemcnt which lS
required in the specification of state variables and interaction
laws,
iv) a dialogue with the users of the model allowing a more preClse
definition of the objectives and indicating the degree of sophisti-
cation which is required to produce reliable predictions answering
the questions put to the model without unnecessary expensive
complexity.
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2.-
Tbe mathematical model which emerges from the confrontation with
the data base is sub~jtted to thc scientific reflection.
Data processing, simulation tests and fundamental research contri-
bute to a bctter undcrstanding of the structure of the system and of thc
ability of thc model to describc it. The assessment of thc modelling
prospective cfficiency combined with specific management requests deter-
mines subsets of the general model which can be used for reliable, speedy
predictions answering limited purposes and assisting immediate decisions.
Thc calibration, adjustment and exploitation of the submodels feed
back information in the general model whose development, combined with
new requests from management objectives, gives birth to second generation
submcdels with increased rcliability.
A continuous interaction betwcen research und application ~s thus
achieved in the guiding framework of mathematical modelling.
To proceed from a general mathematical dcscription to a tractable
mathematical model and later to more limited submodcls one can :
1) reduce thc support, i.e. the extent of the system in physical space
and time either by :
i) narrowing the field of investigation or
ii) averaging over one or several space coordinates or over time,
2) reduce the ßcope, i.e. the dimensions of the system ~n state space
either by
i) closing the system at a limited number of state variables
(allowing for the global effcct of other less essential para-
meters in adjustable coefficients) or
ii) avcraging ovcr suitably dcfined compartments of which only the
aggregate propertics, not thc details, are described.
The operating models of the North Sea can all be regarded as reduced
s~ze versions of an interdisciplinary three-dimensional model on which one
or several simplifications were performed as described above.
i) Integration over depth and reasonable hypotheses on the vertical
density distribution havc allowed the development of two-dimensional
models of tides and storm surges.
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ii) Further time integration (over a time suffieiently long to cover
several tidal periods and thus eaneel to a large extent tidal oseil-
lations and transitory wind eurrents) has given the residual eireu-
lation model where the rcsults of tidal eo~putations are used to
ealeulate thc foreing due to non-linear tidal interaetions.
iii) Tidal and residual models have been exploited to evaluate the dis-
persion and the adveetion of marine eonstituents and to elaborate
dispersion models adapted to the study of coastal discharges of
pollutants and off-shore dumpings.
iv) The hydrodynamie models have revealed distinetive marlne regions
where different eurrcnt regimes prevail and whieh appear as natural
boxcs for the elaboration of completely spaee integrated time de-
pendent chemieal and eeologieal box models.
Chemieal and eeologieal models have also been simplified by
restrieting attention to the aggregate propcrties of eompartments such
as dissolved substances, suspensions, bottom sediments, phytoplankton,
zooplankton, heterotrophie baeteria, fish, ••.
The Southern Bight model developed in Belgium demonstrated that in
this shallow area of extremely variable depth, thc dispersion of pollu-
tants was dominated by the shear effect assoeiatcd with the vertical
variations of very intense tidal eurrents. The predietions of the size
and the shape of patehes of pollutants after arelease were found ln
exeellcnt agreement with the observations.
The presenee of residual gyres was identified as a major faetor in
the sedimentation p~ttern and thc existenee of eeologieal niehes where
distinct ecosystems prevail.
In particular, the gyre discovered off the eastern Belgian coast
sueeeeded in explaining the observed aecumulation of mud and heavy metals
in the bottom sediments along the eoast by the entrainment and prolongcd
residence of highly turbid waters from the Scheldt estuary.
The model showed that thc gyre creatcd, in that region, outer-
lagoon eonditions charaeterized by high nutrient eoncentrations and
phytoplankton biomass but little zooplankton grazing and intensive
\
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recycling of nutrient8 by bacteria (revealing a rather unhealthy short-
circuited food chain where additional releases of nutrients might create
the conditions of entrophication).
\
A nutrient cycle box model was elaborated with special emphasis
on the coastal gyre reeion. On that basis, models were derived to simu-
late the translocation of pollutants (such as heavy metals) from the
wuter column, through the food chain, to thc consumable rish. Tbe pre-
dicted concentrations in fish were found in good agreement with thc
measured concentrations in sampled speC1mens.
Applications and assistance to management
The Southern Bight nodel can predict with great accuracy thc eleva-
tion of the water surface produced by tides and storm surges, the dis-
persion, sedimentation - and eventual recirculation by strong turbulence
- of suspended material as weIl as the final deposition of sediments on
the bottom. It can simulate thc cffect of coastal engineering works
(dredging, construction of a harbour, ••• ) and can give full assistance
to management in this respect.
By revealing thc existence of distinctive regions where different
circulation regimes prevail, the model identified ecological regions
which are the natural boxen for adjacent box models describing the dyna-
mics of the Bight's ecosystems. These models can evaluate the fluxes of
carbon, nitrogen, ••• , pollutants, .•• through the food chain and pro-
vide an estimate of the anticipated fish population and level of pollution.
In this respect the model can assist Public Health decision. Equivalently,
it can elaborate on Public Health tolerances to determine acceptable upper
bounds for the pollutants' concentrations in coastal waters or sediments.
The model can predict the dispersion pattern of pollutants both in
the water column and in the sediments. By cvaluating the extent of the
dammage produced by a g1ven coastal or off-shore release, thc model can
thus appreciate the opportunity of authorizing or penalizing dumpings in
the sea and assist management decision. Furthermore, determining the
transfer functions which relate the intensity of tl1e source (the amount
- 15 -
released) and the final concentrations in the sea, the model, working
backwards from Public Health tolerances, can set up for management the
problem of optimizing, subject to economical constraints, the tolerable
inputs and the locations of sources of pollution, coastal outfalls and
sea dumpings.
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II. - THE HYDRODYNANIC SUBMODELS
Based on :
- ~lath. Modelsea (1974), Lc.eS. Hydrography Gommittee, G.~i. 1974 - G : 1;
- NIHOUL J.G.J. (1975a), Modelling of Marine Systems, Elsevier PubI., Amsterdamj
- NIHOUL J.G.J. and RONDAY F.G. (1975), TeIlus, n, 5;
- RONDAY F.G. (1975), Ph. D. Dissertation, Liege University.
The models used ln this study are depth averaged models which are
the most popular (and economical) in shallow barotrophic areas. Let
be the equation of the bottom and
the equation of the sea surface; the axes e 1 and e2 pointing to the
east and to the north respectively. The transport of water U integrated
over the depth is eleared of turbulent fluetuations whose dispersing ef-
feets are taken into aeeount with an "eddy" viseosity. This "eddy" vis-
eosity eombines the effeets of shear and turbulenee [Nihoul (1975a)J. The
mean ~urrent Ü over the depth is also orten introduced :
U = U H = ~ Jr U dx 3
h
where H = h + r;;
is the instantaneous depth.
1.- Tidal and storm surge model (transient statel
The basic equations can be written [e.g. Nihoul (1975a)J
(2) ~~ + V.U = 0
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P 2H[~ - V(-Ä + g s)J + a V Up
- D2 fI U11 u + C10 V 11 VIIH
where f lS the Coriolis parameter, ~ the astronomical tide producing
force per unit mass. Pa the atmospheric pressure • a the appropriate
"edc1y" viscosity, V the wind speed at the anemometer level (10 meters),
C10 the experimental drag coefficient at thc sea surfacc and D the
bottom friction coefficient.
Thc order of magnitude of the shear effect viscosity is
ash '" 50 m2 js • Nihoul (1975a) shmvs that the turbulent contribution is
weak. For long waves the diffusive term can be easily estimated : in the
most irrcgular part of thc North Sea
10 '" 10-6 2 -250 • 4 2 m • S
(2 10 )
i) along the coast
One assumes
2.!! ;:: 0
an
where n lS the normal
This term is thus much smaller than the Coriolis, pressure and inertial
terms (10-3 to 10-4 m2.s-2 ) and will be neglected in the models.
The North Sea is limited by coasts and by open sea boundaries; two
kinds of conditions must be used :
unit vector pointing outward. For a zonal coast
one imposes U2 =0 , and for a meridian coast U1 ;:: 0 •
ii) along an open sea bounda~
Equations for long waves are hyperbolic, one must i~~ose either the
sea level or the water transport along an open sea boundarJ. This informa-
tion is supplied by experiments or by numerical predictions from other
models eharacterized by coarser grids.
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1.2.1.- For the Strait of Dover
It is difficult to have experimental current data in the Straits
of Dover. Moreover the current is very sensitive to variations of the
depth. For these rcasons sen level data are used as boundar.y conditions.
A linear interpolation for the sea level can provide good conditions
across the Straits.
1.2.2.- For the Skagerrak
From numerieal experiments the tidal influence of the Skagerrill~ on
the North Sea system is weak. Small errors in the estimation of the sea
level across this open sea boundary will not perturbe too mueh the whole
area.
1.2.3.- For the North Atlantic Entranee
The bathymetry near the 60th parallel is characterized by a large
plateau with a mean depth of 180 meters and by a deep channel of
400 meters. Along this open sea boundar.y amplitude and phase of tides
and storm surges are known only at coastal stations (Tbe Liverpool Tidal
Institute uses now pressure gauges along the continental shelf; but these
data are not yct available).
i) for tidal waves
.. ~ , ' .
Taylor (1922) and Godin (1966) studied the propagation of tides in
rectangular bays. They faund that far from thc reflection area the wave
has the charactcr of a Kelvin wave. The behaviour of the tidal wave in
the northern part of the North Sea is thus similar to a Kelvin Wave. In
this model one assumes a constant phase for the tide along a line perpen-
dicular to the British coast.
To calculate the phase along the open sea boundary fOP the pZateau
the following relation is used for the M2 tide
A A + r 360 in degrees
'l'r = 'l'ref - TI gh M2
where TM2 is the period of the M2 tide, r the distance between the
open sea boundary and the reference phase line, + r if the open sea
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boundary line is below the reference line, - r if the open sea boundary
line is above thc reference line. ~ ref ~s the phase at a tidal coastal
station. This formula gives us the value of <P at the Norwegian Trench.
A linear interpolation between <1> NT and the phase at the Norwcgian tidal
coastal station is used across the Norwegian Channel.
As the tidal wave has the character of a Kelvin wave at the Northern
entrance the amplitude profile of the sea elevation is assumed exponential
only one boundary condition ~s required to definc it completely. At the
west side, the amplitude is approximatelY equal to 1.2 m , thc Kelvin
wave profile givcs an amplitude at the Norwegian Trench A ~ 0.48 m ; at
the east side of the boundary, thc ~~litudc is 0.4 m and thc Kelvin
wave profile gives also 0.48 m at thc separation "point" between the
plateau and the Norweeian Channcl. One can thus assume a Kelvin profile
for the tidal waves •
.;.; )
... ... .~~_C?T!!1. ..~.1?:~_~.~.s
The estimation of the cross profile of the sea level for a storm
surge is very difficult. Until results from data pressure sensors are
available, one makes a linear interpolation between coastal stations.
2.- Residual circulation model
The mean flow Uo is obtained from the time-averaged equations
[e.g. Nihoul (1975a), Nihoul and Ronday (1975)J :
(4 )
where
is the new friction coefficient and is function of the amplitude of the
non stationary current field. For the North Sea U 1 is of the order of
1 m/s in the average; thus
,------------ --------
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is the new stress "hich combines the average wind stress
--------
and the "tidal stress" calculated by averaging the non stationary equations
For the residual circulation the geostrophic wind ~s calculated by means
of atmospheric pressure data. The surface wind is derived from the geO-
strophic wind by classical empirical formulas. The mean surface stress
over aperiod of one year is equal to
The continuity equation for the mean flow allows the definition of a
stream function ~
(6)
Dividing equation (4) by Ho a..'1d taking the curl in order to eliminate
the surface elevation t one obtains :
where
ß = df is the beta factor introduced by Rossby in order to take intody
account the variability of the Coriolis term with the latitude.
The stream function ~ can be split in three parts :
~ = ~stress + ~interaction + ~ leak
~ induces a circulation directly related to the etress e;
stress
~ creates a circulation which depends on the gradient of theinteraction
depth; ~ g~ves the contribution of exterior flows to the model.leak
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The North Sea is limited by coasts ~nd by open sea boundaries. Two
kinds of conditions must be used.
i) alona coasts
One assumes that the water transport across the coast ~s zero. The
stream function ~ ~s then a constant along a coast.
ii) alon~ open sea boundaries
Estimates of water fluxes across open sea boundaries
The inflow of water from the North Atlantic is estimated at
23000 km3/year [Kalle (1949)J. For the flow through the Straits of Dover
Cartwright's (1961) figures give 7400 km3/year • This value is many
times higher than the former estimates [Carruthers (1935)J, but this
value ~s now accepted as bcing ncarly correct. Wyrtki (1954) showed
that the water balance of the Baltic Sea is complicated. Over short
periods of time different authors have found either an outflow or an in-
flow according to atmosphcric conditions. In view of these complexities,
the figures of 200 km3/year given by Leavastu (1963) for a long period
of observation secm to provide,a reasonablc guide to the long-term mean
inflow. Dueto the lack of precisc long-term mcasurements across thc
Skagerr~{ one imposes a stream function at the two sides of the channel
.rith a diffcrence proportional to the net inflow. Inside thiG open sea
boundary it is assumed that thc current is unidirectional : in this model
this condition implies ~ = 0 wherc n is the normal to the boundary.an
The most important rivers are the ~fuuse, the Rhine and the Scheldt
which provide a ne1" inflow of 63 km3/y • The other inputs come from
German estuaries (60 km3/y) and from S.W. No~.ay. If one assumes. that
rain (inflow) ~s balanced by evaporation (outflow) and a steadY state
water budget, one obtains 30789 km3/y for the water outflow in the North
Atlantic. Observations reveal that the outflow is mainly concentrated J.n
the region of the Trench. In this model one imposes an inflow between
the Scottish coast and the third cast meridian and an outflow from that
meridian to the No~.egian coast. In these two sections a uniform distri-
bution of the flow is assumed.
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3.- Results of computations
The pracedure of computations far the transient and residual cir-
culation is giyen on the following flow chart :
Initial conditions
for U1 ' U2 ' ~
t c 0
IAtmospheric data
IWind computation
Transient I I~----~18oundary conditions data
circulation
Recording of
U1 ' U2 ' ~
at each grid point
It = t + At I
NO
YES
Mean wind
Stress over t max
Tidal stress computations
over t max
IResidual circulation
I END I
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The equations for the residual. circulation are solved by classical
methods.
The current regime in the North Sea is mostly tidal. The most impor-
tant partial tide is the lunar semi-diurnal. Coastal tidal data are weIl
known and come from the Table des constantes harmoniques de Honaco.
t • ••Currents and sea elevat~ons are not purely harroon~cal funct~on 01'
time due to non linear terms in the equations 01' motion. These non.
linearities appear in shallow areas : the Belgian, Dutch, Gerrnan, Danish
coast are characterized by shallow wuters. In order to compare the ampli-
tude and phase 01' the M2 tide at coastal stations, a Fourier analysis
01' the sea-level is carried out. The comparison between observed and
calculated amplitudes and phases for coastal stations shows a very -good
~greement. Some discrepancies appear ulong thc British coast for the
amplitude due to very sharp depth variations. Near Lowestoft (Suffolk)
some differences exist for the phase 01' the tide bccause this region is
submitted to the influences 01' the North Atlantic and Daver Strait tidal
forces. A slight error in the estimation 01' sea levels along open sea
boundaries strongly modifies the phase 01' the tide in these regions. The
approximation 01' the coastline by a rectangulnr grid introduces also
errors : the wave phase is thus very sensitive to the position 01' the
numerical grid.
Cotidal and corange lines are given in figures 2 and 3. The
agreement is good. Due to the small nUIT~er and low quality 01' sea level
m~asurements in the inner part 01' the North Sea one can conclude that
the present model gives better results than those provided by Proudman
and Doodson (1924).
Tidal currents measured and calculated are also compared; the
agreement is very satisfactory. Measurements should be concentrated
along the open sea boundaries with some measurements in thc central part
01' the grid to veriry the quality 01' the model. Results from computations
agree with measurements (the error is 01' the order 01' the experimental
- 24 -
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Lines of equal tidal phases and amplitudes in the North Sea according to the mathe-
matical model.
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fig. 3.
Lines of e~ual tidal phases and amplitudes'in the North Sea according to observa-
tions (after Proud~an and Doodson, 1924).
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error). Tbe numerical model can provide more information on the current
field than a small number of currentmeter stations.
The general circulation ~n oceans is mostly wind-driven. One can
explain with such a theory the existence of the different well-known
currents (Gulf Stream, Equatorial, Counter-equatorial currents, etc.).
The long-term circulation in thc North Sea is influenced by the North
Atlantic current which enters the North Sea through the Straits of Dover
and through the Channel between the Orcades and Shetland Isles. Thc
influence of thc Baltic sea is wcak but provides water with a lew content
of salt « 34 ~). From oceanographic measurements (T, s, O2 ) it is
possible to determine the general distribution of the different water
masses [Böhnecke (1922), Laevastu (1963)J (see figure 4).
In winter the North Sea water has no haline and no thermal strati-
fications except ~n thc Norwegian Channel and near thc coast line. The
barotropic model can be used. In summer thc haline stratification remains
weak but athermal stratification exists in the northern and central part
of thc bassin. The barotropic model may give approximate results during
that period of time.
One assumes here that the watcr is vertically homogeneous,
and a barotropic model is uscd. Böhnecke (1922) and Laevastu (1963) ob-
served that thc circulation pattern remained unchangcd all around the
year. The differencc betwecn summer and winter circulations is determined
by thc sizc of the areas of influence (spatial modification of vortex) •
To understand from a physical point of view the residual circulation
over 0. one-year time period, thc wind ficld is derived frem the ~can at-
mosphcric pressure distribution. Tbc geostrophic wind so calculated is
modified by empirical relations to obtain thc surfacc wind. Thc equations
of motion are solved with thc boundary conditions described bcfore.
To emphasize the i~~ortance of the tidal stress, one first solves
the equations for the residual circulation without explicitly taking the
tidal stress into account (figure 5). Tbc wide strcam coming from the
North Channel flows down the British coast as rar as East Anglia. Tbe
....----------- ----- --------
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Water masses in the North Sea according to Laevastu (1963).
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intensity of the stream is decreasing southerly; there is only one swirl
near the Scottish coast line. A sm~ll part of the North Atlantic water
enters the Skagerrak. The Dover Strait stream is broadening out after
Some kilometers end the width of this stream remains constant until the
Skagerrak. The circulation is very simple but it is impossible with this
model to explain the swirl in the German Bight, the swirl around the
Dogger Bank and the swirl near the Belgien coast. The model which takes
into account the tidal stress is the only one able to reproduce the
actual residual circulation (figure 6). The general pattern remains but
important modifications appear in different regions. Along the British
coast and in the German Bight swirls exist and are observed for a long
time [e.g. HilI (1973)]. Figure 6 exhibits also enother vortex around the
Dogger Bank; Ramster (1965) proves its existence with sea-bed drifters.
Other swirls exist in the central part of the North Sea where the residual
current was very weak in the former model (figure 5). The model reveals
also a south westerly current near the Belgian coast.
.----------- ---
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III. - MUD DEPOSITION IN THE SOUTlIERN BIGllT
Based on :
- Math. Modelsea (1974), I.C.E.S. Hydrography Committee, C.M. 1974 - C : 1;
NIHOUL J.C.J. (1975c), Effect of the tidal stress on mud deposition in the Southern
Bight of the North Sea, Proc. 2d Annual Meeting of the European Geophysical
Society, Trieste 20-26 Sept. 1974.
During 1912 and 1913, some 1200 samples were analysed, taken at
regular intervals, mostly with 0. Van Veen sampler, in the Southern Bight
of the North Sea. As described by Gullentops (1914) : "The Southern
Bight is strikinglY frec of muddy sediments, indicating that currents
and here also wave turbulence are high enough to allow only temporary
deeantation but no final deposition. Only in front of the Meuse-Rhinc
mouth, increased fluvial input of suspension material influenees the
bottom sediments. The big exeeption is the low energy triangle in front
of the eastern Belgian eoast ln whieh muddy sedimentation is devcloping
to 0. considerable extent due to Ioeal affluents as the Yser, but mostly
to the suspension material dragged out of the Seheldt estuary and trapped
ln this area.
"ERTS-A remote sensing documents provcd this fact strikingly,
showing 0. suspension plume in front of the Rhine mouth and 0. huge turoid
area in front of the eastern Belgian coast eonneeted with an extremely
turbid Scheldt estuary.
"The mud area could in globo be explained by thc tendeney to form
an outerlagoon, behind thc prelittoral ridges, in whieh increased sus-
pended matter arrival tends to be preserved by the currcnt pattern, is
flocculated and aggregated by biological activity and preserved from net
erosion by weakened wave activity."
The observations [Elskens (1974)J show thc castern Belgian coast
to be a privileged zone of mud accumulation in relation to the whole
network studied.
Figure 1 [Nihoul (1915a)J shows the residual currents pattern derived
from the simple classieal model in which the Reynolds stress, thc shear
/
/
/
/
/
f i g. 7.
Residual circulation in the Southern Bight without tidal stress.
Streamlines ~: const (in 104 m3js)
fi 9. G.
Residual circulation in the Southcrn Bight with the tidal stress.
Streamlines W = const (in 104 m3 js)
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stress and the tidal stress are approximated by a diffusion term. Such a
pattern - although it reproduces the expected North bound flow from the
Straits of Dover - cannot explain the observations of deposited sediments.
On the contrary, the new model described in section 11 predicts
the existence of a residual gyre off the Belgian coast which, increasing
the residence time of the water masses and in particular the entrained
water from the Scheldt estuary, fully explains the observed sedimentation
pattern (figure 8).
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IV. - ECOSYSTEMS DYNANICS IN THE SOUI'lJERN BICHT
Based on :
- Math. Modelsea (1974). loC.E..S. Hydrography Committee, C.M. 1974 - C : 1;
- NIHOUL J.C.J. (1975d), ~esoscale secondary flows. Implications in the chemical and
biochemical dynamics of the Southern Bight, Proc. Liege 6th Colloquium on
Jcean Hydr~dynamics, Liege, A~ril 28 - May 2, 1974.
An extensive survey of che:nical and ecological va.riables in the
eastern part of the Southern Bight was made during the years 1971, 1972,
1973 and 1974 in the scope of the Belgian National Program on the Envi-
ronment, Sea Project. On the basis of these informations, the survey
region was divided into three zones where different conditions prevail
(figure 9).
53°
Turbiditv
~ 10-3 kg/m3
fi g. 9.
Three zones in the Southprn Bight where a different rattern of residual circulation
is predicted by the model and wtlich also appear from the observations as three
distinct boxes.
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One can see that the different zones correspond to different resi-
dual circulation regimes.
i) Zone 1, off thc Belgian coast corresponds to the residual ~·re.
Water from the Scheldt estuary is to a larßc extent entrained in the gyre
before it can escape to the north. An island of high turbidity
(> 10-2 kß m-3) is observed in the region where closed stream lines are
predicted by the model. Bottom sediments in zone 1 are characterized by
larße areas of mud which can bc explained by thc tendency to for~ - as
shmm by the residual current model - an outerlagoon "in which increased
suspended matter arrival tcnds to be preserved by the current pattern, is
flocculated and aggregated by biological activity and preserved from net
erosion by weakened wave activityU [Hath. Hodelsea (1974)).
ii) Zone 2 corresponds to fairly parallel stream lines showing off the
north-bound flow of the branch of the Gulf Stream which penetrates the
North Sea through the Straits of Dover. The turbidity in zone 2 is
considerably lower and no systerr~tic silt deposition occurs.
iii) Zone 3 corresponds to water masses under direct influence of the
Meuse-Rhine estuary. The rivers' outfall ~s ~n a sense prolonged into the
Sea by a residual flow parallel to the Dutch coast, to the north.
The legoon conditions which result from the residual circulation
~n zone 1 is responsible for striking differences between the dynaMies
of the ecosystems in that region and in zone 2.
The high turbidity of the water in zone 1 causes light extinction
and reduces primary productivity. The dominance of microplankton in that
region (as compared to nannopla~~ton in zone 2) with a higher half satu-
ration constant could affect productivity in the same way. Taking into
account, also, that the depth is smaller in the coastal reg~on, one
should expect the integrated production (over depth) to be considerably
smaller in zone 1. Observations reveal however that - although there are
differences in the a~~ual variations - the yearly average is about the
same in the two regions [Podamo (1974)J.
This rcsult is obviously reIsted to the ~uch higher nutrient con-
centration andthe much larger specific phytoplankton biomass (measured
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by chlorophyll a) observed in zone 1 where lagoon conditions prevail
[Podamo (1974)].
Additional information is provided by the ratio phaeophJ~in a/
chlorophyll a which is systematieallY larger than one in zone 1 and
smaller than one in zone 2; indieating that~ in zone 1, most of the
phytoplankton eells are dead eells. Zooplankton grazing, on the other
hand, is more important in zone 2 than in zone 1, where planktonie and
benthic heterotrophie bacteria seem to play the essential role.
A picture thus emerges of a fairly weIl balaneed ecosystem in
zone 2 and a rather unhealthy one in zone 1 where intensive phytoplankton
production oceurs but not, as it should, to provide first level food in
the food chain. Tbe phytoplankton crop is harvested only to a small ex-
tent. Most of it is left to rot and most of the recycling of nutrients
oceurs at the dead phytoplankton level under the action of bacteria.
Tbe dynamies of the ecosystems thus refleets the residual eireula-
tion patterns and the outerlagoon situation ereated by the residual gyre
in zone 1.
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v. - DISPERSION AND SEDIMENTATION AROUND .4 DUMPING GROUND
Based on :
- NIHOUL J.C.J. (1974), Diffusion of turbiaity by shear effect and turbulence in the
Southern Bight of the North Sea, Pro~. Symp. on Turbulent Diffusion in Envi-
ronmental Pollution, Charlottesville, April 8-14 1973, Advances in Geophysics,
1§ A, 331;
- tJIHOUL J.C.J. (1975a), ~iodelling of Marine Systems, Elsevier Publ., Amsterdamj
- NIHOUL J.C.J. and ADA~ Y. (1974), Programme national sur l'environnement physique et
biologique, C.l.P.S., N 36.
Dumpings in the sea - even though the dumped material may not be
toxie as such - ereate, in many eases, an important pollution problem
assoeiated with the loeal inerease of turbidity and thc deposition of
sediments on the bottorn. Solid partieles in suspension affect the trans-
pareney of the water and may reduce photosynthesis. Silt deposits on the
other hand rnay affeet benthie eo~~unities und may be in shallow areas
prejudieiable to eggs and larvae.
In shallow seas, one is partieularly interested in the mean sedi-
ments concentration ~n the water eol~ and in the eoneentration of
bottorn sediments.
The equation describing the evolution of the mean concentration of
suspens~ons is derived from the three-dimensional dispersion equation by
integration over depth. The average over depth of the quadratic advection
terms gives two eontributions; the first one eontains the product of the
means, the second one thc mcan product of thc deviations around the
means.
Thc structure of tho latter is analogous to that of thc Reynolds
stress und experiments reveal that it is indeed rcsponsible for an cn-
hanced dispersion comparable to - but often more important than - the
turbulent dispersion. This e ffect is called the "shear effect" because
it is assoeiated with the existenee of a vertieal velocity gradient.
The shear effeet has been described by several authors in pipes,
channels and estuaries where, after integration over the cross section,
the flow - steady or oscillatine - is essentielly in one direction
[Taylor (1953), (1954); EIder (1959); Bowden (1965)J.
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In the shallow waters of the Sduthern Bight, it is generally suffi-
cient to consider thc mean concentrations over the depth but, out at sea,
no further averaging is possible ~d the dispersion mechanism is funda-
me~tally two-dimensional. A generalized model was thus developed to
account for the rotation of the tidal velocity vector and also include
the sedimentation and partial recirculation of the solid suspensions
lliihoul (1974), (1975)J.
If c and C denote respectively the mean specific mass of sus-
pensions (the depth-averaged mass of suspensions per unit volume) and the
specific mass of bottom deposits (the mass of deposited sediments per
unit bottom surface) the equations governing the evolution of C and·C
following a dumping at sea can be written [Nihoul and Adam (1974)J :
(8) Clc - - -1 H -(- -) ]ät + U • \l c = H v. H[y ü U U • V c
1 _2
- H- c a (1 - u2 ) + 'i/ • (\) \l c)
u c
ClC
-- = caClt
where U 1S the depth averaged advection velocity, H is the total
depth, y the shear effect coefficient, a the sedimentation velocity,
\) the turbulent diffusivity and where U c denotes the critical value
of u above which disruption of the bottom layer by turbulence reverses
the sedimentation flux and recirculates sediments in the water column.
It can be shown that the expression for the sedimentation-erosion
flux is a first approximation valid for mean velocities unever too
large compared to the critical value u c ' For larger values of the ratio.
u . .
-- more soph~st~cated formulas must be used and in particular one must
u c
take into account that the velocity u may exceed a second critical value
U e for which erosion of consolidated bottom sediments may occur. This
problem is discussed in the next section.
Knowing thc currents and the surface elevations ~ (from atlnses
or hydrodynamic models), knowing the depth h and thus the total depth
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H = h + r;; , the sedimentation velocity of the dumped particles, the turbu-
lent diffusivity and the critical velocity u c ' one can solve equations
(8) and (9) and predict as a function of time the evolutions of the patch
of suspensions and of the bottom deposits.
Off the Belgian coasts, several dumpings take place periodically
~n the vicinity of 51° 30' N 3° E . These dumpings have been simulated
on IBM 370-58 to evaluate their effect on the water turbidity and the
deposition of sediments.
The tidal currents which dorrinate 1n the area are determined by
numerical models and atlases of coastal currents. The critical velocity
is estimated at U
c
~ 0.8 reis and is exceeded during a fraction of the
tidal cycle. The shear effect coefficient calculated using the vertical
velocity profile valid in that region is found to be y ~ 0.45 • The sedi-·
mentation velocity is taken for the particular example chosen as
(j ~ 10-3 m/s •
Total mass
of suspensions
75
50
25
(Number of tons)
2 3 4
fig.10.
5 6 Number of
tidal ~eriods
~--- ---------1
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INoe,"
10 km
fig. 11.
Isoconcentrations 1 tidal period after the release.
4
Figure 10 shows the evolution with time of the total mass of sus-
pensions in the water colUIT~. Figures 11 and 12 show the evolution over
a tidal period of the curves of equal concentrations of suspensions and
deposits.
Curves 1~ 2 and 3 correspond respectively to concentrations of
1 mg/m3 • 10 mg/m3 and 100 mg/m3 of suspensions. (No curve 3 can
actually be seen on these figures because such high concentrations only
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Isoconcentrations 1 tidal period after the release.
2
appear around the point of dumping ln the first few hours following it
and are no longer visible after a quarter of the tidal period.)
Curves 4, 5 and 6 correspond respectively to concentrations of
22210 mg/m ~ 100 mg/m and 500 mg/rn of deposited sediments. (Curve 6
or its southern part on figurcs 13 and 14 may be regarded as locating
the dumping ground.)
7he results of thc numcrical sim~uation are in exccllent agreement
with thc observations. The essential points are:
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i) a rapid deerease of the total quantity of suspensions despite a pe-
riodie reeirculation of depositing sediments assoeiated with the stronger
tidal eurrents (the partial recirculation 1S reflected by the regular
bumps in the curve of overall decay);
ii) a strongly anisotropie dispersion eharacteristic of the shear effeet
and manifested by the elongation of the isoconcentration curves along the
great tidal axis;
f No""
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fig. 14.
Isoconcentrations 1 tidal period after the release.
iii) the tendency of the curves of equal concentrations 01' suspensions
to take, aftel" ....ne tidal penod, quasi-elliptical forms roughly centered
at the dumping point. This final shape can be predicted by a simplified
-model where the evolution equations are, to begin with, integrated over
a tidal period _[Nihoul· ( , 9T5a)];
iv} the division nf curve 6 (500 mg/m2) in two and the appearance of
a second zone of high sediments-concentration to the north-east 01' the
dumping··area.-.This_factor, combined with a general north-east bound
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residual current in the area, can be associated with the observed pro-
gressive displacement of the deposited dumped material towards the north-
cast.
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VI. - BOTTOM EROSIOn
Based on :
- LAMBERMONT J. and LEBON G. (1974), Erosion of cohesive soils, Programme national
sur l'environnement physique et biologique, C.I.P.S., N 40.
1.- Introduction
Sedimentation means the transport of matter through a solution due
to an p.xternal force rield. Thereby sediment layers are built up at the
bottom region of rivers, estuaries and oceans. Depending on the friction
velocity or shear stress acting at the layer, deposition or erOS10n
occurs.
Knowledge of the erOS1on flux under varJing flow conditions is
important in such diverse areas as estuary maintenance. channel design
and pollution dispersal in rivcrs and oceans.
Thc results provided by mathematical marine models are only truth-
worthy when correct boundary inputs are known [Nihoul (1975a)], i.e.
when the erosion flux is related to the fluid flow.
Hany investigations have been carried out on the transport of
sand beds (which is not a pollutant) but relatively little has been done
on muds. Particularly in pollution studies it is mandatory to have infor-
mation on thc settling and scouring rates of fine grained particles
[McCave (1912)].
In this section we concentrate on the physical behaviour of the
visco-plastic sediment layer and derive the express10n for the erOS10n
flux by considering the action of the turbulent flow.
In § 2, the mass conservation law for a sediment bed is formulated.
In § 3, the boundary condition at the bed-fluid interface is discussed;
use is made of the experimental data of Higniot (1968). The density dis-
tribution 1S discussed in § 4 and the interface nass flux continuity in
§ 5. In § 6, the analytic solution for the stationary erosion flux is
obtained which for a fine grained sediment can be simplified (§ 1). In
§ 8~ thc theory is shown to describe very accurately thc experimental
studies performed by Partheniades (1965).
-------- -- ._---
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2.- Mass conservation law for the sediment bed
Consider a dynawieally smooth and isotropie viseoplastie sediment
layer (sea bed) in a gravi tational field aeted on by a two-dimensional
turbulent fluid flow.
For simplicity we consider a two component non charged ehemically
non reacting system, for example water and a single component fine grained
sediment as clay.
The solid particle or sediment mass flux JS with respect to the
barycentric velocity V of the bed is defined by
(10)
where
( 11 )
s s •.• .p and V are the sol~d part~cle dens~ty and veloc~ty.
The mass conservation equation for the sediment component reads
Substituting (10) into (11) g~ves
( 12) dP S J S (s)at'=-V. -v. P V •
We shall neglect temperature gradients in the sediment layer.
Further we consider throughout the layer constant diffusion nS
and sedimentation SS coefficients. Thc sediment mass flux with respect
to the barycentric velocity is in this case given by :
Substituting (13) in (12) results in
These equations are formally the same as for a fluid. However, the
sediment layer differs from a fluid - the latter cannot by definition
support a shear stress at equilibrium- in that it shows viscoplastic
behaviour~ i.e. possesses a yield stress. That is to say, under an
.....---------------- -~ --
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applied shear stress less or equal to the yield shear stress, it behaves
like an elastic solid while above this stress it shows a rate of defor-
mation v!hich is a function of the difference between the applied and
yield stresses. The yield stress is a function of the solid component
density which varies through the depth of the sediment layer.
Introducing a coordinate system wherein thc z axis points down-
wards normal to the interface between the fluid and flat sediment layer,
we consider a seuiment layer in which thc solid particle density depcnds
only on z and t • Thc fluid flow above it is turbulent and two-dimen-
sional. Apart from a hydrostatic prcssure the fluid excrts then only a
shear stress to thc top of the sea or rivcr bcd.
Conscquently plastic shear deformation in thc sediment layer is,
if it occurs. parallel to thc x-y plane. A reasonable approximation
inside thc laycr is thcn to assume that the barycentric velocity compo-
nent in the z direction lS negligibly small while its other two com-
ponents are functions of z and t only. Under these restrietions (14)
reduces to :
wherein we have or.itted. the superscript s •
The z component of (13) is
(16) J =z D ~~ + S P gz •
3.- The boundary condition at the bad-fluid interface
According to Hi[';niot (1968) tlle shear stress whereby erosion finds
place is uniquely related to the yield stress. Tentatively we shall as-
sume this to be true. Thus for a given sediment layer, with solid particle
density Pe at the top, erosion finds place ....Then the shear stress exerted
on it by the fluid reaches a certain critical value.
To make this statement explicit let us reproduce the experimental
results found by Higniot.
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The yield shear stress 'y is, for a great variety of muds, experi-
mentally found to be related to the solid density p by
m
'y = n p
1S ex-
to 5
10- 15
where n and m are constants depending on the soil.
pressed 1n N/m2 and p in g/'l. Higniot found m to
for all cohesive soils examined while n var1es from
When 'y
be elose
10- 12 to
depending on the partieular sediment.
The yield stress at the top of the sediment layer, where p = P
c
'
is thus
(18)
Further it is found experimentally that the eritieal frietion
veloeity U. aeting at the sediment layer, whercby erosion finds plaee
is related to the yield stress by :
2
'y :::; 15 dynes/cm1U.,(cm!s.)
U (em/s) =
·c
for
for 2'y ;::: 15 dynes/em
In "'!.K.S. units, one has :
U (m/s) = 0.01778 ,1/4 (N/m2) for , :::; 1,5 N/m2
(20) { ·c y Y
U (mfs) 0.016 ,1/2 (N/m2 ) 2= for Ty ;::: 1,5 N/m
·c y
Figure 15, taken from Migniot (1968), shows how the relations (20)
eompare with the experimental points obtained for a number of sediments.
There is aremark to be made here. We infer from the experi!nents
performed by Migniot that 'y appearinf, 1n (19) is the average shear
yield stress of the bed in the ~pper region (say to 10 em) of the
layer. The eontaet with the fluid will lower the solid partiele density
and thus by (13) also the yield stress at the top of the sediment layer
by a faetor G, whieh we expeet to have a value between 1 and 5 .
Taking this into aceount we obtain from (17) and (20)
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fig. 15.
Critical friction velocity U* versus yield stress 1"y in upper sediment bed region
(after Migniot). The yield stress at the top of the sediment bed Gm".y is also shown.
{ (m/s) 0.0178 G m/4, 1/4
2
< l.:.2.. NI 2u -. (H/m ) for , - . m
*c y y Gm(21)
U (m/s) = 0.016 Gm/ 2 ,1/2 (N/m2 ) for T ~ 1. 5 "J/ 2--) m*c Y Y Gm
where 'y is now the yield shear stress at the top of the bed. It is clear
from (20) and (21) that Migniot's figure (fif,. 15) describes correctly the
relation (21) when the absciss in that figure is replaced by Gm,
y
~he relations (21) may be written as
(22) u
*c
(i = 1,2)
ln1 =2and1, defined for
>~ "JI 2T - 1 my am
The critical friction velocity is related to the shear stress
exerted by the fluid whereby erosion finds place by :
where i = 1 in region
region 2, defined for
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wherein P
v
~s the fluid density in the v~scous sublayer.
Combining (18), (22) and (23) one finds the relation between the
shear stress whereby erosion finds place and the instantaneous value of
the solid particle density at the top of the bed, Pe , i.e.
(24) B·'r = E. p 1 (i = 1 ,2)1 e
where Ei
2 2 q. B. 2
-- Pv Pi n 1 = mqi .1
The relations (20), (21), (22) &~d hence (24) have been determined
under quasi-stationary experiments and may consequently not apply to
rapidly varying bed shear stress.
Partheniades (1965) has criticized the existence of a relation
between a critical friction velocity or shear stress whcreby erosion
occurs and the yield stress at thc top of the bed. From experiments he
found that dissolving iron oxides into a sediment layer doos not noticcably
change the macroscopic shear stress but changes the bed stress whereby
erosion occurs. In what follows it will become clp.ar that it is only
essential that a relation of the type (24) exists while a relation as
(22) need not be true. That is to say, we demand that the instantaneous
physico-chemical composition at the top of the sedinent bed determines
uniquely the bed shear stress whereby scouring (erosion) occurs. Let us
observe that the bed shear stress necessary for erosion depends also on
the particle density in the viscous sublayer via Pv appeannr-: in (24).
However thc variation of P with particle density is rather small. This
v
agrees with the observation of Partheniades that the erosion rate is
practically independent of the average particle dcnsity in thc fluid for
the range up to 12 g/t attained in his experiments.
Supposc that after some time during which a sediment layer has
built up by deposition, the shear stress is rather suddenly raised, say,
due to the occurence of a storm. It is clear from (24) that in a short
time the sea bed will be eroded to the depth where thc solid concentra-
tion corresponds to the critical density. During such change one expects
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a high scouring rate or even the formation of mUQ pebbles entering the
fluid. Thia has indeed been observed [Higniot (1968), Partheniades (1972)J.
We focus our attention on the calculation of the erosion flux which
occurs from there on, when the npplied shear stress lS either constant
(steady state) or changes quasi-stationary. Thereto (15) has to be solved
under the appropriate initial and boundary conditions.
4.- The density distribution in a cohesive sediment bed
The initial condition of the sediment layer depends strictly
speaking on the whole previous deposition and erosion history.
Nevertheless one can form a reasonable good idea of the soliJ
particle density through the sediment layer from experiments in the
ultracentrifuge where processes are speedcd up enormously. Figure 16,
taken from Fujita (1962), shows how the solid particle density distribu-
tion p changes in a centrifuge with inner radius r 1 and outer radius
2,5
2,0
1.5
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
(1 ) t = 1 .2 103 s
(2) t = 2.8 103 s
(3) : t 5 103 s
(4) t = 7.8 103 s
(5) : t 00
fig. 16.
Variation cf density distribution in the ultra centrifuge (after Fujita).
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r 2 . The (constant) angular velocity is w and initially the two com-
ponents fluid is homogeneaus ~Qth a sediment density Po .
The important thing to observe is that for a rather lang time one
observes a sediment density distribution having a "plateau" region and
that the change in plateau density value varles only slowly with time.
Higniot (1968) who performed experiments on the settling of solid particles
in a gravitational field founcl also the distribution with a near "plateau"
regl0n.
Guided by these results we assume asolid particle density distri-
bution as shown in figure 17 and ass~~e that the density Pp at thc
--- -------------TURBULENT FLUID
--------- ---~-
---------
6 ----------
VISCOUS SUBLAYER
SEDIMENT LAYER
x
-------- --1.----·
ov
p
Interface
z
fig. 17.
Density distribution in the sediment bed.
"plateau", at z = <5 , remains constant during erosion. The density at
the fluid-bed interface at z = X , is denoted by p . As long as
c
erosion occurs its value is determined by (24), i.e. by the shear stress
acting at the interface.
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The vertical profile shown in figure 17 corresponds with the exper~­
rnentally observed dissolved silica concentration in the North Sea
[Wollast and Van Der Borght (1974)).
For X ~ z ~ 0 a parabolic sediment density distribution of the
following form may be assumed
(25) (Pe pp) ( 1 z - X)2 X ~ z ~ 0p = Pp + - - 0 X
which satisfies
p = Pe at z = X(26) ~p = Pp and (o,t) = 0 at z = 0oz
5.- The interface mass flux continuity
In (25), X and 0 are, of course, unknown functions of the time.
To determine them with (15) we need one additional boundary condition.
Thereto we set up the mass balance equation at the interface. Denote by
J: the sediment flux with respeet to the moving interfaae in the sediment
layer arbitrarily close to X(t) and by J:
arbitrarilY close to X(t) •
its value in the fluid
By definition one has :
(27) J. = pS (v S _ dX)e
- dt
where vS and v S are the velocities
+
-
of the sediment contaminant in the
dX
sediment layer and fluid respectively and dt is the velocity of the
interface.
The z components of these fluxes are
(28) . = pS (v~ _ dX) J • S (vS _ dX)J -- Pe .
-z e dt +z + dt
The sediment flux, in the sediment layer arbitrarilY elose to the
interface, with respect to the barycentric or center of mass velocity
v is by definition :
+
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J = ps (V S - v )
c +
Its z component 1S
J = ps (VS - v ) •
z c +
Combining (28) and (30) one obtains for the erosion f1ux counted positi e
downwards
+ s (dX ) J* + s dXp --v:::: p-
c dt + +z c dt
The approximation expresses that the barycentric velocity 1n the sediment
. ob dX1ayer 1S neg11g1 1e compared to dt •
As there are no sources or sinks at the bed-f1uid interface the nor-
mal sediment f1ux across it measured with respect to the interface ve10-
city must be continuous, so that
Hence (31) can be written, omitting the superscript s ,
J == J
z z, v
dX dn
+ p - = cr p - D~ (X t)
c dt c dt'
Here) (16) has been used and ,ve have put cr = s gz where cr is the
sett1e partic1e velocity 1n the sediment 1ayer.
To determine the f1ux J which crosses from the fluid to thez,v
sediment 1ayer we ca1cu1ate the diffusion and the sedimentation f1uxes
through the viscous sub1ayer.
The f10w in the viscous sub1ayer is 1aminar-1ike in that the mean
velocity profile is identica1 to the linear velocity profile of a plane
parallel laminar flow with zero pressure gradient [r.10nin (1965)].
Neverthe1ess the f10w is three-dimensiona1 and unsteady [Kline et aZ.
(1967)] • Strewcs were observed by them to waver and oscillate and to
paSs sometimes rapidly to the outer edge of the boundary layer. The con-
tinuous formation and breWc up of low speed streaks fluctuations, which
increasc the diffusion coefficient to a higher value than the molecular
one, presumably become more frequent and larger with increasing Reynolds
number.
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We denote the solid particle density (mass of sediment per unit
fluid volume) at the top of the viscous sublayer, where it meets the
logarithmic boundary layer, by Pb (see fig. 17).
The diffusion flux through th8 viscous sublayer with respect to
the interface velocity, counted positive downwards, may be expressed by
j d . f f::: - L (p - Pb)
z, 1 e
wherein the transport coefficicnt L lS defined by
D
'o'L::: - > 0
0'0'
whcre D
'o'
lS the diffusion coefficient and 0'0' the thickness of the
sublayer.
In (33) we have asslli~ed that the solid particle density varies
linearly through the viscous sublayer.
In addition to this diffusion flux there is a sediment flux through
the viscous sublayer. Its average, counted positive downwards 1S
~ 1 16'0' 1 i 6'0' 1
Jz,sed ::: 6'0' Jz,sed dz ::: 6 °v P <lz ::: '2 av (Pb + Pe)
o v . 0
The total flux through the sublayer, counted positive downwards,
is fOID1d by adding (33) and (35)
1
J ::: L (Pb - P ) + 0 0 (Pb + Pe) •
z,v e <_ v
The viscous sublayer thickness appearing in (34) lS related to the
critical friction velocity U the fluid kinematic viscosity and the
*c '
fluid density P
'o'
[Monin (1965)J
° = Cl. ~ = Cl. V -\ fP v
v vu v VT
*c
where T is the critical shear stress acting at the interface between
fluid and sediment layer and Cl. v is a universal constant of order unity.
Hence
L =
Dv _!t
=-- P Tl!
Cl. V V
V
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The relation (32) with J given by (36) and the L appearing hereinz,v
by (38) determine the additional boundary condition to (26). With them we
shall proceed to solve the differential equation (15); its solution is
approximated by assuming the parabolic distribution given by (24) and
yields the erosion flux.
6.- The solution for the 8rosion flux
Integration of (15) between z = X and z = a results in
f O(t) l2.3t dzx(t) f O(t)d= - (J -.Q. dzx( t) dZ + f o(tl d2D -_P dzx(t) dZ2
l li(t) dP- dz = - (J (px( t) dt p
where we have made use of ~~ (a,t) = 0 and
(40)
which follows fram (25).
Naw by Leibnitz's rule we have
(41) Q.... f li( t ) _ f li l2. da dXdt p(z,t) dz - dt dz + p(o,t) dt - p(X,t) dt •
x(t) x
(42)
Combining (39) and (41) and usinS (26) gives
.L rli p dz = p da p dX + (J (p p) + 2 D (p _ P )dt L p dt - c dt e - p a - X c p
X
We proceed to evaluate the left hand side of this equation by means of
(25). We find
( 43) 10 p dz = a ~ X (2 Pp + Pe) •
x
We have pointed out that it is a good approximation to assume that Pp lS
canstant, see figure 16. For a steady erosion flux which requires a
constant applied shear stress at the top of the viscoplastic sediment
layer one rinds from (24) that Pe is constant. Hence
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wbence for the stationary state we obtain fram (45)
J J + dX= Pez Z,v dt
D Pe -- Pp
= a Pe + 2 0 - X
da dX
-=-dt dt
Thus
( 45 ) 2 Pp + Pe (M _ dX) _ M _ dX + a (P _ P ) + 2 D ( )3 dt dt - Pp dt Pe dt e p a - X Pe - Pp .
In the stationary state Jz and J are constant. Hence it follows
z, v
dXfrom (46) that dt must be constant. It follows now from (47) that
o - X must also be constant.
In addition to this relation we obtain a second one when (40) is substituted
~n (32)
d f Ö da dX 2 Pp + Pe
dt P dz = (dt - dt) ( 3 ).
x
Thus for this case (42) reduces to :
(44)
(46 )
(48)
Eliminating ') D pp) (47 ) (49)a""-X(P e - between and g~ves
dX J z v
-= a-~dt Pp
Substituting this result in (46) gives for the stationary eros~on
flux
( Pe)J = Pe a + 1 - - J •
z Pp Z,v
The erosion flux,
upwards3 i.e. J = - J
z '
J for the stationary state counted as positive
is finally found when (36) is substituted into
One has
J = - Pe a + (~- 1) [L (Pb - Pe) + 1 a (Pb + Pe)]
Pp 2 v
wherein
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as follows from (24). L which ~s also a function of T is g~ven by
(38) •
The equation (52) has been derived under the assumption that
erosion oeeurs. The auxiliary eondition herefore is as folIows: when
thc instantaneous solid partiele density at the top of the bed ~s Pe
then erosion rinds plaee if and only ir the bed 3hear stress is larger
or equal to the eritieal valuc T dctermined by (53).
This loading condition ean also be referred to the initial bed
state. Considcr a fluid flow such that no erosion rinds place. (Either
sediment deposition rinds place or no deposition and no erosion.) Dcnote
the sediment density at the top of thc sediment bed in this state by
P1 • The minimum shear stress necessary for thc onset of erosion follows
from (24) as
For a shcar stress whieh is smaller but arbi trarily elose to
T 1 no erosion occurs. Thus (52) gives thc 3teady state erosion flux for
T ~ T 1 •
It is elear that the analysis implies that when the bed shear stress
~s deereased, erosion will cease at once.
Scouring will reoecur under this lower shear stress when the density
at the top of the bed diminishes until a value is reached which corres-
ponds with the new Pe determined by (53). The lowering of the density
during the period when no erosion occurs is due to the diffusion of water
into the sediment bed. From the other side deposition will counteract by
increasing thc bed density. However the experiments of Partheniades show
that thc latter effect is ncgligiblc, becausc lowering of thc shcar stress
results, in a very short time during which scttling is negligible, in a
lowcr scouring rate determined by (52). Scttling uill only oeeur when the
bed stress is lowercd to a minimum value which is elose to the value T1
at which scouring is first observed for a frcsh sediment bed.
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7.- An approximate expression of the erosion flux
11. simplifieation of the relation (52) is possible when the defloceu-
lated solid partiele d.iaMeter in very small. During stationary erosion
the solid partieles brp.ru: eontinuo~sly from the bed. Thus unlike deposi-
tion during whieh the partieles are floeculated, the diameter of the
particles passing during erosion through the viscous sublayer to the bulk
fluid is likely to be very small. Therefore the settle veloeity in the
viseous sublayer approaches a negligible value. This is in aeeordanec with
thc observations that single cla,.y partielcs can be carried in suspension
byBrownian motion.
during erosion we expeet thercfore to
Thc lattcr is of
Dv '" 10-
11
m
2/s whilc
The settling vcloeity cr vDvbe :mueh smallcr than L = 6 .
the ~rder 10-9 m/s
o '" 0.01 :m).
v
(thc molecular diffusion
Henee, for fine grained eohcsive soils
L » cr
v L » cr
Thc solid partielc density at the top of thc sediment layer Pe is
during erosion related to the bed shcar stress , by the relation (53).
Thc eondition
Pe
-- «
Pp
is therefore cxpected to be satisfied for suffieiently small bed shear
stresses. Under the eonditions (56) and (51), (52) reduees to
(58) for (i=1,2).
As J 1 = 0 for , = '1 we have
1/8· 1/[<·
, 1
= Pb E 11 1
Hence wo may write
1/8· )
,. 1
1
for (i = 1,2) •
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Thus
(60)
far reg10n 1. One may introduce a bed shear stress T2 whereby the flux
in region 2 would be zero if only region 2 would be present. That is to
say, when only the straight line describing the second region in figure
15 is considered with the understanding that this line is prolonged to
cut the absciss. Hence
( 61)
in region 2 •
Substituting (34), (37) into (59) yields for the erosion flux
(62)
where
for T ~ T.
1
(i = 1,2)
The constants appearing herein differ 1n the first reg10n (i = 1)
and second region (i = 2) according to (21) - (24).
It is interesting to observe that for Bi = 1 , (62) reduces to the
bed-load relation derived by Bagnold (1956), see also Monin (1965), for
a sand bed. The quantity A1 is there not determined from the theory but
taken from an experimental graph where it is plotted against sand par-
ticle diameter.
Of course, the cquations we have derived should apply equally to
the flow of air over a dust layer, at least when the latter has similar
properties as tbe sediment layer we considered above.
8.- Comparison with experiment
Partheniades (1965), (1972), conducted laboratory erosion experiments
1n an open rectangular channel. We quote him for the following facts.
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"The experiments were conducted in an open flume with recirculating
water at ocean salinity. Thc bed material, sampled from the San Francisco
Bay and known as Bay mud, contained approximatelY equal amounts of silt
and clay and some traccs of fine sand end organlc matter. It is a highly
plastic soil with a liquid limit of 99 % and a plasticity index (PI)
of 55 %. The clay proportion consists prcdominantly of montmorillonite
and illite. Figure 18 show·s the erosion rate as function of the average
bottom shear stress. Series I correspond with a bed remolded at its field
moisture of 110 % with a shear strcngth of about 20 p.s.f.
(~ 1000 N/m2 ) at ultimatc feilure and 11 p.s.f. at yield point. The
minimum bcd she~r strenßth at which erosion was first observed was about
0.002 p.s.f. (~0.1 N/m2 ) • Thc bed in series 11 was formed by releveling
that of series I. However, due to some unavoidable water entrainment, it
displayed a higher water content and lower shear strength. The observed
increase of the resistance to erosion was attributed to cementation due
to iron oxides dissolved in the watcr. TI1C fact that the increased inter-
particle bonds were not reflected in thc macroscopic shear strength of
thc bed indicates that the soil cohesion, as determincd by conventional
shear strength tests, is not a rcpresentative or a unique measure of the
soil resistance to erosionlI.
20
10
5
o 2
o Q Experimental points
Theory
fig. 18.
Variation of erosion rates J with
bottom shear stress T (after Par-
theniadesl,
J
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We have commented that a unique relation between the critical shear
stress and yield stress is not essential for the theory. The essential
thing is that the instantaneous physico-chemical composition at the top
of the sediment layer (at the sediment-fluid interface) determines
uniquely the shear stress whereby erosion finds place.
To apply the relation (62) to the experiments performed by
Partheniades we shall assume that the Bay mud has properties which cor-
respond closely to the data given by Migniot for the Provins clay. For
that mud m = 5 and n ~ 10-13 .
The shear stress whereby erosion occurs is related to the yield
stress at the top of the sediment layer by
(64)
aS follows from (22) and (23).
Series I
There ~s a clear change in the nature of series I, figure 18, for
a bed shear stress of about Tc = 0.011 Ib/ft2 = 0.53 N/m2 . Using this
value in (64) and Pv ~ 1000 kg/m3 and the values P1 = 0.0178 G5/ 4 ,
q1 = 0.25 found by Higniot for the first region [for completeness we
shall carry the correction factor introduced in (21) alongJ, we find for
. . 2.7 / 2the correspond~ng y~eld stress Ty = G5 Nm.
By inspection of figure 15 it is seen that this value corresponds
very weIl to the intersecting point of the two straight lines if the line
for the higher yield stress range (region 2) is drawn through the experi-
mental points of the Provins clny. The equation for this second line is
(m = 5) :
u* = P2 T q2 = 0.0139 G5/2 0.5y T y
Accordingly, we shall use the values
{P1 = 0.0178 G5/4 q1 = 0.25(65)
G5/2P2 = 0.0139 q2 = 0.5
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With (65) it follows from (64) that the two regions are separated
2
at the bed shear stress T::: 0.53 N/m •
From (65) and (24) it follows that
(66)
The erosion relation (62) becomes now
(67)
(68) J A (T O.2 0.2) 0.52 ::: ·2 - T 2 T for
20.53 N/m
0.4 0.43 A1 4.96 x 10-
6
1"1 ::: :::
TO. 2 ::: 0.83 A2 ::: 33 x 10-
6
2
The initial critical bed shear stress reported by Partheniades
2 2
whereby erosion occurs is T 1 ::: 0.0025 Ib/ft ::: 0.12 N/m
Using the experimental values
2 -6 2 2J 1 ::: 0.435 gift .h ::: 1.3 x 10 kg/m.s for T ::: 0.53 N/m
and
2 -6 2 0.025 Ib/ft2J 2 :: 2.46 gift .h ::: 7.37 x 10 kg/m.s when T :::
2
::: 1.197N/m
obtained from figure 18; we determine the constants 1n (67) and (68) as
2T 1 ::: 0.12 N/m
2
T 2 ::: 0.39 N/m
The calculated curve in figure 18 shows that with these values, (67)
and (68) give a remarkable good description of the erosion flux observed
in series I. In particular one notes that the change in slope is pre-
dicted by the theory.
To confirm the theory we must however check if, with the A's
given by (69), the diffusion coefficient in the viscous sublayer calcu-
lated with (63) corresponds in order of magnitude with the molecular
diffusion coefficient 10-10 - 10- 11 m2/s .
For the two reglons we obtain from (24), taking ~'v ::: 1000 kg/m3
J
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Using <Xv '" 10 \i = 10-
5 m2/s we find from (63)
2.4 10-11 2 in region 1Dv = x G m /s ,
10- 11 G2 2 in region 2Dv = 1.9 x m /s .
These diffusion eoeffieients are 01' the same order. For a eorreetion
faetor G = 5 , the average diffusion eoeffieient in region 2 is about
four times that in region 1. As the turbulent fluetuations in the viseous
sublayer beeome presumably more frequent with inereasing shear stress it
must be expeeted that the diffusion eoefficient beeomes larger.
Series 11
Partheniades reports that the increased resistanee against erosion
ln serien 11 is believed to be eaused by dissolved iron oxides.
Figure 18 shows that a strong increase in the erosion rate oecurs
2 2for this 11 bed by a shear stress of about ~ =0.031 Ib/ft = 1.48 N/m
Aeeording to (64) this eorresponds with a yield stress of
(m = 5) •
This value should eorrespond with the yield stress whereby the de-
pendenee of U. on l Gm ehanges strongly. However, from figure 15, wey
see that this value lS mueh too high. In conelusion we may say that the
physical properties of the bed in series II have ehanged so mueh that
~ugniot's data are not applieable.
Nevertheless we have mude an attempt to fit series 11. By trial we
found that if the value 01' B1 and B2 in (62)
better fit could be obtained. In partieular for
and m = 5 , it follows from (24) that q1 = 0.1
By fitting two points in the first region
and another point in region 2 we obtain for A 1
units
are lowered, a slightly
B1 = and B2 = 2
and q2 = 0.2 •
01' series 11 (figure 18)
A2 in (62) in M.K.S.
By using
A - 1.7 x 10-61 -
= 1.7 x 10- 11 m2/s
P1 = 0.036 •
,
we
-6A2 = 19.9 x 10 •
find now from (63) and (24) tuat
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With these values the yield stress at the top of the sediment bed which
separates region 1 from region 2 follows from (64) as T = 2.2 N/m2 .y
This value corresponds nicely with the breaking point observed by Migniot
(rig. 15). The value of P2 can now be determined from the relation
which holds true at thc breaking point where reg10n 1 and 2 meet, as
follows from (22). We obtain P2 = 0.033 •
The diffusion coefficient in region 2 follows now from (70), (63)
and (24) as D = 370 x 10- 11 which is 100 times larger than for
v2
series 1. The equations for the erosion flux in series 11 are in M.K.S.
units
20.34 N/mJ 1 = 1.7 x 10-
6 (T - 0.34) T~
J 2 = 19. 9 x 10-6 (T 0 . 5 - 1. 12) T ~
These g1ve a good description as shown in figure 18.
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Chapter 11
I
A mathematical model of microbial and chemical
oxidation-reduction processes in the Scheldt estuary
by
G. BILLEN and J. SMITZ
Based on work by Y. ADAM 3, G. BILLEN 1,2, M. HOENIG 1, Cl. JOIRIS1 , J. LEFEVRE2 ,
Y. RUNFOLA 3 , J. SMITZ3 •
1. Laboratoire de Chimie industrielle, U.L.B.
2. Laboratorium voor Ekologie en Systematiek, V.U.B.
3. Groupe de Mecanique des Fluides geophysiques, U. Lg.
Introduction
The deterioration of ehemieal and biologieal properties of natural
waters by domestie pOllution is not the direet eonsequenee of the presenee
of an organie load in the water, but is rather the result of hetero-
trophie baeterial aetivity which modifies oxidation-reduction character-
istics of the water while degrading this charge. Because other oxidants
than oxygen can be used by heterotrophie mieroorganisms (anaerobie
respirations), a eomplete oxidation-reduction budget is necessary to
deseribe correctly thc evolution of the chemical composition of the water
under microbiological influence. The classical models of river pollution,
using oxygen as thc only chemieal state variable, are confronted with
serious dlffieulties as soon as anaerobie mlerobial metabolisms occur.
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This ~ork presents an oxidation-reduction model of the influence of
baete~ial aetivity cn ~ater ecmposition, applied to the ease of the
Seheldt est'\;.ary'. Basie!:',lly the same phenomena oeeurs in natural water
systems custaining an intenac heterotrophie aetivity, such as bottom
water of stra~ified basins [Riehards (1965)J or interstitial water of
sediments [Thorstenson (1970)J. With a few modirieations, the same model
eould be applied to these eases.
1.- Experimental results
Typieal longitudinal profiles of concentration of several oxidation-
reduetion eompo~~~s are shown in fig. 1 for winter and summer situations.
Note abrupt transitions between zones where a given substance is redueed
or oxidized. Aeeording to these profiles, it is possible to define an
upwards zone (whith ehlorinities less than 2 e Cl/i) where oxidants
(° 2 , r-ln 4+, Im; , Fe+++, S04-) are suceessively reduced, and a downwards
zone (with ehlorinities higher than 2 g Cl/i) where oxidants are rege-
nerated in the opposite order. The reductive stage proceeds lass far in
the winter than in the summer : for instanee, reduced iron does not
appear in the winter.
Dark 14C- biearbonate incorporation, an index of heterotriphic bac-
terial activity has been de~er~ined along several longitudinal profiles
of the Scheldt (rig. 2). Again, t'.w zones can be distinguished : intense
heterotrophie activity occurs upwards, approximately down to tbe point
where 2 g/i ehlorinity is reached, und abruptly vanishes downwards.
Bacterial activity is m~ch less intense in the winter than in the summer;
an empirieal relation with water temperature T and river diseharge d
has been found : The ~ean upwards heterotrophie bicarbonate ineorporation
is proportional to ~ 10T/ d •
2.- General principles of the model
The above mentioncd results are easily interpreted : The Seheldt
EstuarJ is heo.vily polluted upwards Antwerp by important amounts of
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Dark 14 C-bicarbonate incorporation along a profile of the Scheldt, at different seasons.
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organ~c reatter. Owing to the intense bacterial activity) the redox
potential decreases from Dendermonde (km 120) to about Antwerp (km 80)
Oxygen is rapidly entirely depleted, and other oxidants are used by
anaerobic metabolisms. Then~ near km 70 , owing to increasing salinity,
floculation and precipitation of thc suspended organic matter occur
[Wollast (1973)J, bacterial activity falls down and a phase of recupera-
tion begins, accelerated by mixing with unpolluted sea water. During this
stage, reaeration not only restores the o~·gen concentration but also
regenerates thc previously used oxidizing agents.
~ll these phenomena will be simulated by a model in which measured
values of bacterial activity are introduced as a command parameter modi-
fying the composition of thc watcr without disturbing the thermodynamic
internal equilibrium between all thc involved oxidation-reduction couples.
Thc variations in the concentration of thc considered chemical
compounds are the result of advection, turbulent diffusion or consumption
by oxidation reduction processes :
a a a2ät xi + u(s,t) dS xi = D(s,t) -:2 xi - Ci(s)t)
dS
where t is the time, s ~s the longitudinal coordinate) xi ~s the
concentration of the i th species) u is the residual velocity of the
water, D is thc turbulent diffusion coefficient, Ci is the rate of
oxidation-reduction consumption.
The residual velocity of the water has been calculated as the
quotient of the residual outflow [the seasonal variation of which is
given by the measurements published by the An~erpse Zeediensten (1966)J
to the wet section area [reported by Wollast (1973) to fit a logarithmic
fonction of the distance to the mouthJ.
For the turbulent di ffusion coefficient, phenomenological values,
integrating the effects of the tides were calculated according to the
method described by Wollast (1973).
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This one dimensional hydrodynamic treatment is admittedly very
simplistic. However, its ability to simulate the observed longitudinal
profile of chlorinity for each cruise has been shown to be satisfactory.
The oxidation reduction processes , represented by the term Ci -,
are controlled by heterotrophie bacterial activity in the water. For
oxygen, an additional aeration term occurs. It was taken as proportional
to the oxygen saturation deficit, witll a proportionality coefficient K
about 6 x 10-3 h- 1 , as estimated by Wollast (1973).
The bacterial activity can be viewed as an electron flux imposed
to the water system, according to the reaction
bact.
~
By writing this equation, we assumed that, from an overall point of view,
fermentations play no important role, i.e. that no accumulation of un-
completely oxidized organie compounds (acids, cetones or alcohols) occurs.
For organic acids, this has been experimentally confirmed.
This electron flux, H(s,t) , provocates one or several of the
following reactions to go on
a) 4 e + 02 + 4 H+ "- 2 H20-.-
b) 8 e- + NO; + 10 H+ "- NH+ + 3 H20""T 4
c) 2 e + Hn0 2 + 4 H+ .L_ Hn++ + 2 H20""T
d) e- + Fe(OH)3 + 3 H+ "- Fe++ + 3 H20~
d' ) Fe++ + nco; .<- FeC0 3 + H+-r
e) 14 e + 2 S04"- + Fe++ + 16 H+ "- FeS2 + 8 H20""T
so that H(s,t) = L vi Ci(s,t) .
i
Some of these reactions are biologically mediated and the presence of the
responsible organisms has been demonstrated in the Scheldt (oxygen con-
sumption, denitri fication , nitrification, sulfato-reduction), others occur
spontaneously although direct biological mediation can occur in certain
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circumstances (iron oxidation and reduction, manganese oxidation and
reduction). However this distinction in the reaction nechanisms is not
essential for the overall bal~,ce we are doing.
To portion out the total electron flux H(s,t) imposed to the
system by heterotrophic activity between the different microbiological
or chemical electron consuming pathways, thc ass~~ption is made that an
internal therm~dynamic equilibrium is achieved in thc system for reactions
a) to c). This imposes that five simultaneous cquilibrium relations of
the general form
Ox· .
Eh = E~ + RT log Redl •
1
hold. This is equivalcnt to saying that the bacteria only use thermo-
dynamicallY favourable half reactions in their energy yicldir.g metabolism.
Given a set of limit conditions (composition of thc watcr at
Rupelmonde and at thc seal, the knowledge of the total bacterial activity
H(s,t) would allow to calculatc the consumption term Ci(s,t) for each
oxidant considered, and hence thc complete evolution of the water com-
position along a longitudinal profile of the estuary. Direct introduction
of bacterial activity as a command parameter would allow to take impli-
citcly into account a lot of phenomena that it would be difficult to
considcr explieitely, such as lateral import of organie matter, modifi-
cation of the bacterial population with salinity, etc. According to
Romanenko (1964), total carbon mctabolisn rand hence electron flux
H(s,t)] can be evaluated from dark bicarbonate incorporation measurement
by simply multiplying it by a constant factor n:
H(s,t) = 4 x (total C metabolism) = 4a x (bicarbonate incorporation) •
However, critical examination of the literature [Romanenko (1964),
Sorokin (1965), Overbeck (1974)J shows that this factor n can vary
greatly with the bacterial species, the growth phase, the quality of
the substrate, etc. Because of the lack of a precise value of n , and
considering that n can vary because of changes in the baeterial commu-
nity, we treated it as an ajustable parameter which can have different
values from one seaSon to the other.
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3.- Mathematical resolution
Ta summarize preceeding discussion, the problem posed is to cal-
culate the concentrations Xi(s,t) of the considered oxidants and the
concentrations Yi(s,t) of corresponding reduced form, by solving
following system of equations :
i) 5 transp_ort-diffusion equation_~
o 0 02If V'Ms,t) represents the operator ät + u(s,t) ~ - D(s,t) os2
the equations are
(2) V'LlX i ( X,t ) = K(X 1 - X1 ) - C1(s,t)sat
where the subscript refers to
°2 .
(3) \lLlX. =Cj(s,t)J
j = 2,5 (i.e. NO; , Mn02 ' Fe(OH)3 , 80- -)4
ii) oue-relation on the
( 4) H(s,t) =
C .'s
1-
5
E
i-1
v. C.•
1 1
iii) 2 logarithmic relations between a sixth variable
and Y. 's
___ 1_
Eh and the X.'s
- 1 --
These logarith~ic relations enable to express the concentrations
of oxidants as a function of the redox potential Eh • In the general
case, the function .Q,i has the form
X·
Eh = a· + b. log _11 1 Yi
(see fig. 3) where Yi refers to the concentration of the reduced form
of the oxidant considered. (Note that if the oxidant or the reductor is
asolid species, the corresponding value of Xi or Yi to be used in
the preceeding relation must be unity ar zero.)
For the reduced form Yj , we have
( 6)
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By sumnang this equation with the corresponding equation (3) for the
xj 's , we have :
if
i.e.
vt.Z j ( s ,t) = 0
ZJ':: X ,+ Y , •J J
Vt.(Im; + Im;} = 0
m(Mn0 2 + Mn++}=0
m[Fe(OH}3 + Fe++ + FeC03 + FeS 2 ] = 0
Vt.(SO;- + 2 FeS 2 } = 0 •
The maximum possible value of Xi(x,t} 1S of course Zi(s,t} • The ID1n1-
mUID considered is 10-6 moles/~ , which is approximated to zero. This
divides the redox potential range into three domains for every oxidant
X. g1ven by the relation
1
:Eh =
Eh > LB ,
The numerical method used to solve the system utilizes time and
space discretisation and, at each time step, the following sequential
procedure is used :
i) solution of the four equations (7) for
ii} computation of the limits LA(s,t} and
in the Eh domain.
iii} computation of an associated variable
Zj(s,t) ;
Ls(s,t} far every oxidant
( 8) F(s,t} =
5
E v· X.
i =1 1 1
log C
CH4CO2
HS-
-3 NO- NW4
-----------T--------, 0
o \O2 \ 2
2 VSreck} \(Sato) Fe (OH)3 FeC03 FeS2
\
\
\
-5
Mn02 Mn++ \
\
\
-6 \
\ \
-..;j\ \ \()\ \
I\ \- 7 \\ \\
\
\
- 8 \
\
\
\
\
- 9 \
\
\
\
\
\
(V)
0
.4 .3 .2 ., 0 -., -.2 - .3 Eh.7 .6 .5
fi 0. 3.
Eh - C 0 nc ,- nt rat i end i ii 9 r CI m f 0" t"" W CI t·:,. at Ru f"o 1 e, 0 n 1,., •
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for which the following equation holds :
Vb.F( s ,t) = \) 1 K( x1 - X1) - H( s ,t )
sat
As this equation contains oxygen concentration explicitely, the expression
(X 1 -X 1) ~s calculated using the value of X1 at the preceeding timesat
step (if X1 varies slowly) or by an iterative scheme over points 3
and 4.
The discretization of transport-diffusion equations leads to tri-
diagonal form
- A. F. 1+ B. F. - C. F. 1= D.
1 1 + 1 1 1, 1- 1
which is then solved by recurrent algorithm [Adam and Runfola (1971),
Adam (1975)].
i v) Solution of an implicit relation
This relation allows to calculate the redox potential Eh(s,t) ~~d the
concentration of the oxidants Vla the logarithmic relations
4.- Results and discussion
The present discussion will be limited to the simulation of the
profile of February 1974, as an illustration of the capabilities and the
limitations of the model used. Most of the discussion will be devoted to
the validity of the assumption made that an internal equilibrium 1S
achieved in the system between all the redox species considered.
If it is assumed that perfeet internal equilibrium is achieved in
the system for reactions a) to e), the following relations must hold:
a) Eh = 1.26 - 0.059 pR + 0.015 log O2
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b)
c)
Eh = 0.882 - 0.074 pR + 0.007 log N03/NR~
Eh = 1.229 - 0.118 pR - 0.029 log l~++
H ++Eh = 1.057 - 0.177 p - 0.059 log Fe
d' ) log Fe++ - log Reo; + pR = - 0.286
for
e)
- 0.215 < Eh < 0.053
Eh =0.354 + 0.008 log 804- - 0.067 pR + 0.004 log Fe++
These relations are diagramatically represented in figure 3 for the gross
chemical composition of the water at Rupelmonde.
Figure 4 shows the calculated profile obtained with this assumption.
Fe++ .---- --,
Mn++ 02 NO;
FEBRUARY 1974
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....- .
Denderl'1onde
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fi g. 4.
Calculated profile for February 1974, obtained with a model assuming a
perfeet internal thermodynamic equilibrium.
Comparison with the experimental profile shows that the general trends of
the evolution of the water composition are reproduced by the simulation.
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However~ oxygen concentration increases much later in the calculated pro-
file. Clearly this is the consequence of our assumption of perfeet in-
ternal equilibrium. With this assumption, oxygen can only begin to 1n-
crease after nil NH~ and all Mn ++ have been completely oxidized. To
explain the observed profiles, kinetical limitations must be invocated
the rate of the chemical and microbiological reactions involved is not
sufficient for an internal thermodynamic equilibrium between the NH:/NO;,
~fu++ /Mn02' 02/H20 redox couples to be achieved.
4.2.- ~~E~!~~~_~i~~~~~_~2~~!_!2E_2~g~~
It is possible to obtain a quite good simulation (see fig. 5) of
the observed profile by expressing the oxygen consumption as a kinetical
Fe++ , -,..
Mn++ l
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Calculated profile for February 1974, obtained with a model using an empiri-
cal kinetic term far oxygen consumption.
Dendermonde
term not immediately depending on Eh , but proportional to the concentra-
tion of reduced forms of the other redox couples
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In this treatment, only equations b) to e) are considered for
assess~ng Eh and the relation on the C 'Cl becomesi '"
5 5
H(s,t) = E Cj + k E (Zj - x.)j =1 j =1 J
This treatment is not very satisfactory from the point of v~ew of the
microbiologist because it is only possible to justifY the particular
form given to the term representing oxygeu consumtion by assuming that
all heterotrophie aetivity is sustained by utilization of other oxidants
than oxygen, the lattcr only reaeting ehemieally to regenerate these
oxidunts. This is of course quite irrealistic, aerobic metabolisms
constituting always an important part of heterotrophie aetivity. However
the fact that this model does fit thc experimental profiles, while the
former does not, indicate that kinctical hindrances in the reactions of
02 with NH~ and Hn ++ must be somehow taken into ae count .
The first model, based on the assumption of thermodynamical equi-
librium eould not aecount for two observations
i) Nitrate formation from amoonium is not eompleted before the begin-
n~ng of oxygen eoneentration inerease.
This can be explaincd by the physiology of nitrir,ying bacteria. The
population of nitrifYing baeteria of thc Seheldt estuary are probably
made of fresh water organ~sms of terrestrial origin, carried down by the
river. As soon as thc convenient Eh value is reaehed, their aetivity
begins. Howcver, bccause of increasing salinity, they cannot divide rapidly
enough to counterbalance their dilution in sea water, so that nitrifica-
tion cannot bc completcd [Billen (1975)J. A model ofnitrification in the
Scheldt cstuary, taking into account thc physiology of nitrir,ying bae-
teria is now in progress [Somville~ Billen and Vanderborght (in prepara-
tion)J.
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ii) oxygen concentration increases before manganese oxidation begins
To eA~lain this discrepancYj slowness 01' bacterial action cannot
be invoked because manganese oxidation is a rapid spontaneous chemical
process. In this case, the kinetical hindrance with respect to thc
equilibrium model probably originates from the mechanisms 01' Eh
control by oxygen. TIlis control has been discussed in detail by Sato
(1960) and Breck (1972), (1974). Both authors stressed that the chemical
reduction 01' oxygen is a multistep process in which oxygen peroxide is
an intermediate : summarizing
a' )
a")
The former 01' these processes is easy; the latter, involving rupture 01'
an 0-0 bond, is very slow. A definite non neglectable H202 concen-
tration can thus exist in natural oxygenated waters. A lot 01' chemical
spec1es (including oxidized forms 01' iron and manganese) readily react
with ~ 02 ' decomposing i t back to oxygen and preventing further oxi-
dation 01' the solution by reaction alt). The stcady state so established
between 02 and H202 is the effective way 01' control 01' the redox
potential. This implies that relation a) must be replaccd by thc corres-
ponding Nernst equation for rcaction a'). The steady state concentration
01' H2 0 2 has bcen estimated by Sato and Breck respectively to 10-
6
0-11 1 /n . .and 1 mo es ~ • The two result1ng Nernst relat10ns are represented
diagramatically in figure 3 (dotted lines).
Introduction 01' these relations in the model and comparison with
preceeding data (experimental and calculated) will allow to estimate
influence 01' oxygen peroxide process in thc control 01' Eh potential
in the Scheldt Estuary.
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Determination of Cu, Pb, Cd, Zn in sea water
by anodic stripping voltammetry.
A first approach to the problem of the speciation
of heavy metals in sea water.
by
G. DUYCKAERTS and G. GILLAIN
Based on work by G. DUYCKAERTS, G. GILLAIN, L. MACHIROUX (Laboratoire de Chimie ana-
lytique, Universite de Liege) and I. ELSKENS (Analytische Scheikunde, Vrije Univer-
siteit Brussel).
Introduction
Many pUblications ~n recent years are dealing with different methods
proposed for the determination of heavy metals in sea water [Dyrssen et
aZ. (1972)] : as the concentrations are normally very low, in the ~g/~
range, a prec~ncentration step is often necessary (coprecipitation, sol-
vent extraction, anion exchange, chelating ion exchange) and because of
the presence o~ high concentration o~ salts, same methods like activation
analysis require removal of the main constituents. In our casc, we shall
limit our interest only in the four heavy metals : copper, lead, cadmium
and zinc. Beyond the fact that the concentrations of these heavy met als
are very low (~g/~ or sub-~g/~ level) which means that contamination
during collection and analysis (filters, glassware, chemieals, air-borne
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dust, a.s.o. or loss during'preservation and shipping of the sample) may
easily lead to mcaningless values, especially if preconcentration steps
are necessary, t~is analJ~icDl problem is still more conplicated by the
fact that these metals are present in the Sea Liquid Hedium in different
forms : soluble species like Cu++, CuOH+ , CuOHCl , CuC03 , CuCl + ,
complexed anino acids und those associated ~~th suspended particulate
organic and inorganic matter [Dyrssen et al. (1974)J.
It is thcrefore not surprising that theresults found in the lite-
rature differ so greatly from one method to an other, even when they are
obtained in the same laboratory on the sa~e sample, mainly because each
method gives the results for different species. The situation is still
worse if the results concern sampIes resulting from different sampling
or storine techniques. Ncverthelcss, as it is pointed out in many recent
publications [Laitinen (1974)J, thc understanding and thc evaluation of
pollution by nctals require from the analJ~ical chemist not only the de-
termination of their bulk concentration ~n thc water phase, thc plank-
tons, thc organisms, thc sediments but, ~n each compartment the discri-
mination among various specics in which thc metal is present. Evidently,
this represcnts an enormous task for the analytical chemists [Dyrssen
(1972, 19(4), Laitinen (1974)J.
Amont the multi-element methods of analysis that may be considered
for the heavy metals or some of those we are considering, one finds,
neutron activation analysis, mass spectrometry, arc, spark or flame emis-
sion spectrometry or anodic stripping voltammctry. We adopted like several
others [i'lhitnack (1961, 1964), SÜ'J;:o and Dolezal (1970), Hacchi (1965),
Ariel et al. (1964), Naumann and Schnidt (1971), Baric and Branica (1967),
~fuitnack and Sasselli (1969), Ariel und Eisner (1963), Odier and Pichon
(1963), Florence (1972), Hikelly und Cooke (1957), Le Heur and Courtot-
Coupez (1973)J the last technique for different reasons : thc equipment
is rather simple and inexpensive, the method does not require preliminary
conccntration or separation of thc nain salts which maans a minimum con-
tamination risk during analysis. On the other hand, as we shall see later,
this method seemed to offer a rather sinple, although crude, approach to
the problem of the speciation of those heavy metals in sea water.
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In the second part, some preliminary results concerning comparison
between atomic absorption and anodic stripping will be mentioned in order
to find out if the results obtained by both methods are reliable; a sys-
tematic difference between the results of both methods would perhaps
allow us to find more informations about the species given by each method.
1.- Determination of Cu, Cd , Pb , Zn in see water
The sea water samples were collected by a centrifugal pump made of
teflon, stored in polythene bottles, rapidly frozen at - 40 oe and
maintained at - 20 oe , prior to analysis.
We have observed, as many others did before [Robertson (1968a,b)]
that sea water samples stored in a polythene bottle at room temperature
and sea pI! undergo after three days a noticeable loss probably by ad-
sorption on the vessel walls (table 1).
I I PbCu Cd I Zn ConditionsDates I (J.lg/.Q,) ( ,.']1 JI.) (J.l giRo) (J.lgl JI.)
19- 1 -72 30.2 5.5 1.7 76 Room temperature
21-1-72 13,2 2.6 1 .0 39 pH = 8
1-7-71 17.6 7.0 0.20 84.5 Stored at
- 20°C8-9-71 18.2 6.4 0.19 91 pH = 8
21- 1 -72 19.5 6.6 0.22 80
18- 1-72 30 5.5 1.0 66 Room temperature
20- 3 -72 29 5.3 1.0 68
26- 6-72 30 5.8 1.2 65
pH = 1
Storage at room temperature after acidifying at pII = 1 with Hel or
at a temperature of - 20 oe does not indicate (in that concentration
range) any noticeable loss even after several months.
All our samples have been stored at - 20 oe ; they are quickly'
thawed irnmediately before they are required for analysis and filtered
through a 0.22 llm pore size rvrillipore filter. Here again, it is
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important to wash the filters [Tolg (1972), Burrel (1972)] with 100 m~
of a 10-2 H DTPA solution before filtering the sea water (table 2). The
results on the heavy metal content of these Millipore filters were ob-
tained by anodie stripping after dry ashing with mierowave-aetivated
oxygen and dissolving the residue with 2 mt of suprapur Hel.
Table 2
---
I I I Weight of Millipore
JLg Cu JL'J Pb JL9 Cd I JLg Zn f' 1 .
. 1 ters ln mg
-
1.15 0.01 0.01 0.52 82
Analysis of unwashed 1.25 0.50 0.05 0.91 83
3.0 0.06 0.32 19.7 83.4~lillipore filters
1.25 0.01 0.22 0.30 83
2.3 0.07 0.23 0.27 83.4
Millipore fi lter
washed with DTPA 0.01 0.005 0.02 0.01 83
N.S. These values are corrected for the blank coming from the 2 m~ of HCl used
in dissolving the residue from dry ashing.
1.2.- Instrumentation
---------------
The determination of the four heavy metals is carried out on the
freshly obtained filtrate by anodie stripping voltammetry with a hanging
mereury drop eleetrode (H~IDE).
The experiments were performed with the electronic unit (E.S.A.
Hultiple Anodic Stripping Analyzer Hodel 2014 - ESA Ine. Hass. U.S.A.)
allowing the use of four eells simultaneously it eontains four units
for eleetrolysis and one unit for the redissolution step. Instead of
using thc original cell of thc manufaeturer eontaining a mercury coated
graphite eathode of large area, we prefered to adapt a more elaborate
ceII with a mcreury drop cathode (HMDE).
Fig. 1 shows a drawing of our cello eonsisting of a Hetrohm hanging
mercury drop eleetrode, a platinum working eleetrode and a silver-silver
chloride referenee electrode. The glass electrode proved to be usefull
für our experiments at different pR. The cell temperature was adjusted
Q- 90 -
c· d
a
b
count~r electrode
hanying mercury drop electrode
c
d
reference electrode
glass electrode
silv€r-silver chloride
fi g. 1.
at 25 oe by a thermostat. The details of the procedure we have finally
adopted are best illustrated by referring to fig. 2.
TIle cell contains 30 mt of solution; the distance between the
mercury drop electrode and the magnetic stirrer is 25 mm • The diameter
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of the drop is 0.16 mm • After bubbling very pure nitrogen through the
solution for at least 30 minutes ~n order to remove oxygen, electrolysis
is started at a constant potential of - 1.25 volt versus reference elec-
trode, the magnetic stirrer being i~ steady state at 550 revolutions
per minute; electrolysis is carried out:for a precisely measured time
ranging from 10 to 15 minutes depending on the concentrations of the
metals to be determined.
After that time, the stirrer motor is stopped and after one more
minute, the metals concentrated in the mercury drop are dissolved by linear
Sv,Teep voltammetry at a rate of 200 mVImin •
In order to obtain the concentration of the four elements in the
solution, we adopted the standard addition method, the volume of the in-
jected standard solutions being adapted to the concentrations to be evalu-
ated. This equipment alloved us t'o carry out the analysis of twelve
sampIes per day with one operator.
The reproducibility of the method has been tested on a sea water
sampIe by carrying out five experiments and two recordings on each solu-
tion. The results are given in table 3.
lable 3
------
Cu Pb Cd i Zn
Number (j.lg/ J/,) (j.lg/J/,) (j.lg/J/,) ( j.lg/J/,)
1 3.0 5.1 1.25 5.2
2 2.8 5.7 1.35 4.5
3 3.0 5.6 1.55 4.8
4 2.9 6.1 1.5 4.4
5 2.6 6.1 1.45 5.0
Standard deviation (9~ )
13
for 95 % confidence limits 7.0 8.5 6.5
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1.4.- J~f1~~~~~_2f_!h~_Eg_2~_!h~_!~~~!~[Duursna and Seven Huysen (1966);
Mancy]
As we have mentioned previously, the heavy metal content in the
filtered sea·water sample is distributed among different soluble species
and perhaps some inorganic and organic particulate matter which passed
through the filter.
The distribution between these species depending on the solution
pH and the reduction rate on the mercury drop being different from one
to another, one would expect an influence of the pH on the analytical
result. This influence in illustrated in figure 3.
These results were obtained by starting with an acidified sea water
sample and by increasing progressively the pH by NaOH addition. As
pointed out by Dyrssen and Wedborg (1974), most complexation of heavy
metal ions with organic ligands probably occurs within particulate matter
of biological origin even if the amolli~t of dissolved organie matter maybe
considerably larger. Apart of this is certainly collected on the Milli-
pore filter but as we shall see later, a not negligeable amount remains
in the filtcred sample. Concerning thc rest of thc: soluble species, we
must consider, beside tbe free ions, those complexed by inorganic and
organie ligands. The autors just mentioned above have evaluated the per-
centage speciation for those inorganic complexes (table 4).
Table 4
-------
Percentage speciation in sea water at natural pH
I IC,.,mplex I Cu Pb Cd Zn
M++ 0.7 4.5 1.8 16.1
~iOH+ 3.7 10.2 - 2.3
MHCO; - 1 .4 - 0.3
MC0 3 21.6 0.4 0.2 3.3
MS04 - 0.5 0.2 1.9
MF+
- - - -
MCl't' 5.01'8.9 29.2 44.3
MC1 2 I 1.6 42.3 37.5 15.4
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Ta!?le~
(continuation)
Camplex Cu I Pb Cd Zn
MCl 3 0.7 9.2 27.9 1.7
~ICl ~- 0.5 3.6
-
2.3
MOHCl 65.2 8.8 2.9 12.5
MBr+
-
0.15 0.2 -
(Taken from l~~_~~~, val. 5, Marine Chemistry, Dyrssen and Wedbarg).
It should be noticed from fig. 3 that the behaviour differs for
the four cations between the limits of errors, the concentration of
cadmium given by this method is more or less independent of the pli
between 2 and 8 , a result which is not too surprising since the
chlorocomplexes are the main constituents (in some sampIes, a decrease
with pli is observed nevertheless).
For lead and copper, we observe a progress1ve decrease of the mea-
sured content with increasing pli; this could perhaps be more or less
related with the percentage of hydroxychlorocomplexes.
The curve for zinc looks, at first sight, more surprising, but the
decrease with decreasing pR is probably partly due to the interference
01' proton reduction at - 1.25 volt.
Beside these mentioned effects, it is quite reasonable to assume
that this increase in heavy metal content observed for copper, lead and
Z1nc by acidifying the sea water may be partly due to the dissociation
of some organie complexes.
In order to give some very crude evaluation of the relative impor-
tance of the labile complexes with respect to the soluble species which
are reducible at the pli of sea water, we decided to carry out, for each
sampIe, an evaluation of thc four cations respectively at pli = 3 and
pli = 8 •
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Armstrong has shown that irradiation of the sea water by ultraviolet
light gives rise to some decomposition of the organie material [Johnston
(1964), Pocklington (1971)J with liberation of co~plexedmetallic ions
[Armstrong et aZ. (1966)J. We therefore decided to analyze again the
sampIe after irradiation for 12 hours under the light of germiciue
tubes TUV of 30 watts; the 30 mt sampIe is contained in a slowly
rotating quartz tube of 15 mm diameter (fig. 4). pH of s~ple = 1 •
I~ (0) SampIe af sea water
a
Hg. 4.
UV Irradiation system.
quartz tube containing tho sea water sampIe pH E 1 b germiciJe-TUV lamps
As we shall see later, the heavy metal contcnt observed by anodic
stripping voltammetry (ASV) in acid medium has increased systematically
after irradiation!.
1. Some authors propose thc destruction with persulfuric acid of the organic ligands
causing the masking of a more or less important fraction of the heavy metal con-
tcnt [Noakes and Wood (1961); Slowcy, Jeffery and ~ood (1967)].
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These considerations Iod us to the following scheme of analysis
Sea water sampie, stored frozen
at
-
20 oe, quickly thawed
Filtration through 0.22 Ilm pore
size Mil1i~oro cleaned with DTPA
.1 1 1
ASV at pH = 8 ASV at pH = 3 ASV at pH = 3,5 - 4
(I) ( II) after 12 hours UV
irradiation at pH = 1
(III )
Those three results (I), (II) and (IH) expressed in lJ.g/R. allowed us
to make a rough estimate of a cel~ain speciation of those metals in the
filtered sea water [Rozhanskaya (1970), William (1969), Barker and
Ryther (1969)J; the fraction corresponding to the result (I) will be
called arbitrarely "ionic species"; the difference between the concen-
trations of (11) and (I) represents the fraction corresponding to the
metals bonded in weak complexes at the pli of sea water : we indicate
this by "weakly-complexed cations" and finally the fraction given by the
difference (IrI) - (11) is called " strongly-complexed cations". The
figure given by (111) represents of course the maximum concentration of
dissolved metals we could detect by our method of analysis.
More than one thousand sea water sampIes were analyzed by this
method during the last thl'ee years; these sampIes were collected in the
North Sea at different locations, periods of the year and depths.
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As a matter of illustration of the method we have just described,
we represent in tables 5 and 6 and in figures 5 to 8, the analytical
results obtained for "solution species" of copper, lead, cadmium and
Z1nc 1n the three compartments - ionic, weakly-complexed and strongly-
complexed.
Tables 5 end 6 indicate the location reported on the map (figures
5 to 8) as weIl an the date and hour of sampling.
It is not our intention to discuss in this place the results in
connexion with the problem of pollution or with the question of reten-
tion of heavy metals by microorganisms or inorganic particulates.
Table 5
Cruise of May 27th, 1974
Cu (I'gl J/,) fb (I'gl J/,)
Identi fication I 11 III I II III
pH in situ pH a 3 U.V. pH in situ pH m 3 U.V.
M01.270574.1300.05 1.9 7.9 12.2 2.3 5.3 9.3
M02.270574.1530.05 1.4 7.3 17.6 2.9 5.1 4.9
M04.270574.1900.05 1.0 7.9 11.6 3.0 4.3 21.8
M20.280574.0830.05 1.8 5.5 5.2 3.8 5.0 10.7
M25.280574.1200.05 2.9 5.8 6.1 2.6 4.0 8.3
M22.280574.1600.05 2.9 5.8 8.4 3.0 4.4 7.8
M05.290574.0700.05 2.7 6.6 6.4 2.2 17.7 25.8
M55.290574.1030.05 2.5 9.3 12.5 5.0 5.1 13.0
M09.290574.1400.05 1.5 5.5 8.6 2.0 3.5 13.0
M15.290574.1700.05 2.1 3.0 3.1 3.1 7.9 8.1
M21.300574.070U.05 4.0 6.0 11.0 9.0 13.0 15.0
M16.300574.1030.05 2.9 5.2 4.8 2.4 4.0 7.1
M11.300574.1600.05 1.3 6.5 6.7 3.7 5.5 6.0
M12.300574.1800.05 2.8 5.5 8.7 3.5 4.7 5.1
M05.290574.0700.05 Means a sampIe taken by the Mechelenship at point 05, the 29th
May 1974, at 7.00 a.m. and at five meter depth.
lablti 5 (continuation)
Cd (lLg/2) Zn ( IL:;)/ X',)
.----------!------_.
3.8
16.6
2.6
13.3
4.7
10.0
5.0
6.0
18.3
.
4.2
9.6
5.5
11 .1
8.5
3.5
2.6
1.3
4.0
2.7
2.3
4.4
3.5
1.5
2.4
4.6
5.0
7.2
0.5
1.0
0.9
1.4
0.6
5.8
0.5
0.8
2.5
0.8
1.5
3.0
2.3
1.6
0.21 1.00
0.64 1.00
0.29 0.81
0.35 0.30
0.22 1.30
0.18 0.30
0.75 0.68
0.72 0.68
pH I: 31_u_I._Iv_I'-+_P_H__i _nI_s_i_t_u_I:_p_H_I_~_3-+_u_I._Iv_I'_1
0.22 0.45
0.31 1.39
0.23 0.66
0.53 0.77
0.46 0.40
0.38 0.380.38
0.08
0.08
0.26
0.07
0.11
0.15
0.07
0.17
0.10
0.20
0.18
0.10
0.13
I
pH in situ
Identification
M01.270574.1300.05
M02.270574.1530.05
M04.270574.1900.05
M20.280574.0830.05
M25.200574.1200.05
M22.280574.1600.05
M05.290574.0700.05
M55.290574.1030.05
~09.290574.1400.05
M15.290374.1700.05
M21.300574.0700.05
M16.300574.1030.05
M11.300574.1600.05
M12.300574.1800.05
lable 6
-----
Cu (lLg/ JI,) Pb ( ILg/~) Cd (lLg/ JI,) Zn (lLgl JI,)
a b c III a b I c III a b c III a b c !II
M01 1.9 6.0 4.3 12.2 2.3 3.0 4.0 9.3 0.08 0.14 0.23 0.45 0.5 3.0 0.0 3.8
~102 1.4 5.9 10.3 17.6 2.9 2.2 0.0 5.1 0.26 0.05 1.08 1.39 1.0 1.6 14.0 16.6
M04 1.0 6.9 3.7 11.6 3.0 1.3 17.5 21.8 0.07 0.16 0.43 0.66 0.9 0.4 1.3 2.6
M20 1.8 3.7 0.0 5.5 3.8 1.2 5.7 10.7 0.11 0.42 0.24 0.77 1.4 2.6 8.7 13.3
f,125 2.9 2.9 0.0 5.8 2.6 1.4 4.3 8.3 0.15 0.31 0.00 0.46 0.6 2.1 2.0 4.7
M22 2.9 2.9 2.6 8.4 3.0 1.4 3.4 7.8 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.38 5.8 1.4 2.8 10.0
/·'105 2.7 3.9 0.0 6.6 2.2 15.5 8.1 25.8 0.08 0.13 0.79 1.00 0.5 1.8 2.7 5.0
M55 2.5 6.8 3.2 12.5 5.0 0.0 8.0 13.0 0.07 0.57 0.36 1.00 0.8 3.6 1.6 6.0
M09 1.5 4.0 3.1 8.6 2.0 1.5 9.5 13.0 0.17 0.12 0.52 0.81 2.5 1.0 14.8 18.3
~15 2.1 1.0 0.0 3.1 3.1 4.8 0.0 7.9 0.10 0.25 0.00 0.35 0.8 0.7 2.7 4.2
M21 4.0 2.0 5.0 11.0 9.0 4.0 2.0 15.0 0.20 0.00 1.10 1.30 1.5 1.0 7.2 9.7.
:},15 2.9 2.3 0.0 5.2 2.4 1.6 3.1 7.1 0.18 0.00 0.12 0.30 3.0 1.6 1.0 5.5
M11 1.3 5.2 0.0 6.5 3.7 1.8 0.0 6.0 0.10
1
0.65 0.00 0.75 2.3 2.7 6.1 11.1
~'12 2.8 2.7 5.2 8.7 3.5 1.2 0.0 4.7 0.13 0.59 0.00 0.72 1.6 5.6 _1.3 8.5
CoIumn a : concentration of ionic species; column b : concentration of "weakIy-compiexed cations";
coIumn c : concentration of "strongly compiexed cations"; column III : maximum concentration ob-
served. The sampies correspond to those of table 5.
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2.- Preliminary comparison between ASV and atomic absorption
'Atomie absorption spectrometry is used by many labOl'atories
[Segar and Gonzales (1912), Fabricand, Snwger, Ungar and Adler (1962),
Burrel und Wood (1969)J for heavy met~s determination in sen wnter, the
solution injected'in the flame or in the graphite furnace being an ex-
traet obtained either by solvent cxtrnction usually with APDC-MIBK
[Paus (1973), Burrel (1967), Kuwata et aZ. (1911), Hagnee and Rahmnn
(1965), Arnüttage and Zeitlin (1971), Broaks et aZ. (1967)J (ammonium
pyrrolidine dithioearbamate - methylisobutylketone) or by ehromatography
on a chelating ion-exchange resin [Riley und Taylor (1968), Le ~eur et
Courtot-Coupez (1973)J (chelex-l00 or Dowcx Al). This preliminary
extraetion step i3 required by the nceessity to remove the salt matrix
for atomie absorption and to eoneentrate the solution in heavy metals •
A great deal of literature exists on this subject. Intercalibration of
different methods betwcen different laborntories has been carried out in
the USA reccntly for lead 1n occan water [Pattcrson (1974)J and a project
between several laboratories in Grcat Britain, Holland and Belgium i5
considcring this problem; from thc rcsults already obtained, it seems
that some vcry general conclusiono can be drawn. One should mention first
of all that three mcthods were uscd on thc same samples
1) Heavy metal extraction by APDC-HIBK or APDC-CHCI3 at the pH o[ aea
water followed by atomic absorption with the graphite furnace;
2) Heavy metal extraction by Chelex 100 (50-100 mesh Bio-Rad Lab) at
pH = '1.6 eluted with HN0 3 .2N und analysis by flame or graphite furnace
atomic absorption;
3) Anodic stripping voltammetry on the sample'acidified until pH = 3 •
These three methods, applied in different laborntories on the same
sampIes , gave, except for zine, results whieh are significuntly different.
In general, the eoneentrations found for copper, lead and cadmium by ASV
are higher than those obtained by AA-Chelex concentration and the latter
are often higher than those by AA-extraction APDC. This observation i8
probably not too surprising by considering the fact that on one side AA
gives the eoncentration of those speeles which are extracted at pR =8
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by APDC or by Chelex end on the other side, ASV gives the concentration
of those species which are reduced to metal at - 1,25 volts and at
pH = 3 •
As we know that the pH influences considerably the distribution of
the heavy metal ions between different species, it seemed worth comparing
these three methods on the same sea water solution at the same moment in
the same laboratory.
The results presented in table 7 were carried out by Hachiroux et
al. (1973) for APDC-llIBK extraction and M and by Machiroux et Dupont
(1974) for Dowex A1 extraction and ÄA.
Comparison of the results obtained by the three methods
Cu (Ilg/ .Q,) Pb (j.lg/ R.) Cd (Ilg/Q,) Zn (j.lgJR,)
N°
ASV AAS AAR ASV AAS ASV AAS ASV AAS
427 5.2 4.8 6.3 2.7 0.91 0.86 6.2 5.9
428 4.2 4.0 1.4 1.5 0.45 0.43 1.2 1 .1
429 1.5 1.3 4.3 4.9 2.4 2.1 41.2 29.2
430 4.7 4.5 1.5 1.7 0.28 0.20 3.5 3.3
432 3.8 1.1 1.2 1.4 0.33 0.14 1.9
433 4.1 1.6 2.6 0.4 0.14 0.16 2.2
1 6.5 7.1
2 15.2 13.8
3 6.9 7.2
4 14.8 11.6
5 3.5 3.3
ASV anodic stripping voltammetry
AAS atofilic absorption after solvent extraction wi th APDC-MIBK
AAR atomic absorption after Dowex A1 separation
The experimental conditions adopted are briefly the followinG :
the sea water sampIes are quickly thawed, immediately filtered through
a 0.22 llm pore size Hillipore and divided in three parts for analysis ';
1) Anodic stripping voltammetry at pR:;: 3.5 - 4 (ASV) ;
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2) Atomic absorption with the graphite furnace on the organie phase
obtained by extraeting three times by 5mi MIBK 20 mi of sea
water at pH = 4 eontaining 2mi of APDC % (AAS);
3) Atome absorption with the graphite furnace on the following eluted
solution 100 rot of sea water pH = 8 passed through a column of
Dowex A1 50-100 mesh with a flow rate of 0,5 m~/min x cm2 ; the
elution is performed with 100 rot of mro 3 .2N at the same flow rate
(AAR) •
Considering the fact that the greatest discrepancies between dif-
ferent methods occur generally for copper, we carried out the comparison
between ASV and AAR only on that element.
The results are presented in table 7.
Keeping in mind the low concentrations we are dealing with and the
fact that atomic absorption requires aseries of operations subjeet to
contaminations and considering the errors inhe!ent to eaeh method, it
seems reasonable to conelude that all three methods are capable to give,
undero the described conditions, the same result.
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Hass transfer in disturbed sediments
by
J.-P. VANDER80RGHT, R. WOLLAST and G. BILLEN
(Laboratoire d'Environnement, Institut de Chimie Industrielle, U.L.B. and Laborato-
rium voor Ekologie en Systematiek, V.U.B.)
Introduction
The knowledge of the properties of the water-sediment interface,
as weIl as the kinetics of thc chemical reactions taking place in the
sediments, are essential for the description and understanding of the
mass transfer processes between sea-water and marine deposits.
It reust be recognized that thc boundary conditions at this inter-
face are often poorly known; in some cases, its exact position is not
even weIl defined.
One of thc most important reasons for this situation is the diffi-
culty of collecting cores without disturbing the water-sediment interface.
With the classical gravity or piston corer, and to a lesser extent
the box corer, the turbulence caused by the instrument itself is able to
resuspend the poorly compacted top sediments.
'fhe removal of the supernatant water of the core may possibly carry
away another fraction of the surface layer of the sediments.
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It is thus necessary to use an adequate coring techniquc and to
perform a careful treatment of thc core in order to avoid any loss of
information.
The propcrties of the surface layer of the sediments gencrally
differ very much !'rom those of thc deeper layers, and may conniderably
affeet the muss transport across the water-sediment interface.
The degree of eompaetion in thc surface layer is low, espeeially
in the ease of muds.
The shear stresses produced by thc overflowing water induee per-
turbations of this uneompactcd layer, and increase the mass transfer
coefficient of dissolved species within the Inyer.
Also, thc high porosity favours the diffusion process in the
interstitial waters.
Furthermore, the biological activity of various benthic organisms
~s gcnerally more intcnsc in thc surface layer.
This activity affects not only the cheI:li.stry of the whole environ-
ment, but produces mechanical transports known as bioturbation.
This paper is an attcmpt to dcscribe the properties of thc upper
sediments of thc North Sea along thc Belgian coast.
These sediments are essentially constituted by organie rich muds
(up to 5 % of organic C) deposited in shallow waters, at a mean depth
of about 20 meters. The surface currents are high and the storms fre-
quent, inducing important shear stresses on the water-sediment interface
and favouring the existence of a disturbcd boundary layer.
At the opposite, the activity of the benthic macro- and meio-fauna
is extremely low in these sediments [De Coninck (1972)J. The existence
of this Inyer has been demonstrated by careful coring techniques and
cheI:li.eal analysis performed on very closed vertical spaeings. The
analytieal results were interpreted by kinetic models deseribing the
vertical concentration profiles of various dissolved species in the pore-
water.
In a first part, special attention has been given to the influence
of the disturbed layer on the vertieal profiles and mass transfer eoef-
fieients have been computed through a kinetie model for dissolved siliea.
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A comprehensive model for sulfate~ nitrate and ammonia will be presented
in a second part. ,
We will present here as an example thc results obtained on two
cores taken in the !forth Sea at the position 51°19'45" N ; 3°04'44:1 E •
These cores are representative of a large muddy zone along the Belgian
and Dutch coast and display the typical pattern of the disturbed upper
layer. It must bc pointed out, however, that sandy sediments, which can
also be found in thc same region, do not show this pattern.
The results reported here ~y only bc considered as represcntativc
of the behaviour of poorly consolidated sedinents in shallow waters.
1.- Experimental
The cores were collected by divers of the Belgian Navy in 6.35 cm
PVC core-liner tubes. The inner part of the tubes was covered with a
thin polyethylene shield which allowed an easy removal of the sediments
from the core barrel. The penetration of the core-liner tube was
restricted to thc first 25 cm • The tube was then scaled in situ with
two rubber corks and brought aboard the ship in a vertical position. Two
cores were collected at each site. The first one was i~~ediately treated
by discarding the supernatant water and cutting the sediment in short
segments to 4 cm longe These sOl:1ples were then iII'.mediately centri-
fugated and the Eh, pH and alcalinity were measured on the interstitial
water. 'Thc remaining part of the sample was deep frozen for subsequent
cherncal analysis.
The second core was immediately deep frozcn. Segmentation was
performed in the laboratory where thc fractions wcre centrifugated. Thc
chemical analysis included the determination of ammonia, nitrate, nitrite,
silica and sulfate. It becane apparent by ccmparison of the results of
the chemical analysis performed on the intcrstitial water of the two
cores that the 3 upper centimeters of the first core were lost when
discarding the supernatant water. Only thc second procedure did not
disturb the structure of the water-sediment interface.
--- ----------------------1
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2. - Results
2.1.- ~Q!:2~i!l
The vertical profile of porosity is given in figure 1. The porosity
decreases rapidly fram 100 % to about 65 % in the first ).j. cm and
remains practically constant at a greater depth.
50 %
5
10
15
Depth (end
fi g. 1.
100 %
Porosity
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The existence of a sharp transition at a depth of 3.5 cm between
a brown colored oxidized layer and a black reduced layer indicates that~
in spite of the high amount of organie matter present~ oxidizing condi-
tions prevail in the upper part of the sediments. On the other hand~ redox
potentials as low as - 150 mV were n~asured in the lower part. This
situation is in contrast with the Eh profiles of cores taken in a.small
lagoon near the Belgian coast [Vanderborght and Billen (1975)] where
similar sediments are deposited but are not submitted to high shear
stresses as in the open sea. In this case, reuucing conditions are en-
countered at less th&~ a few millimeters from the water-sediment interface.
Figure 2 shows the vertical profile of dissolved silica obtained
on the core. A sharp gradient discontinuity is observed at a depth of
about 4 cm ~ with a very low gradient of concentration ~n the upper part
of the sediment. This profile differs from those usually described
[Anikouchine (1967)~ Hurd (1973), Fanning (1974)J, where high gradients
of dissolved silica are observed at the interface.
The classically described anaerobic reduction of sulfate can be
observed in the deeper part of the North Sea sediments (fig. 3)~ where
sulfate is completely depleted at a 25 cm depth. As may be expected~
thc reduction of sulfate does not occur in the upper oxidizing layer.
Nitrate profiles in the North Sea cores displayamaximum value in
the upper layer at a depth of about 2 cm (fig. 4). It ~s intercsting
to compare these results with those obtained for muddy and sandy deposits
tnken from a lagoon near the Belgian coast. It has been shown [Vander-
borght and Billen (1975)J that in the muddy organie rieh sediments, the
nitrate concentration is always lower in thc interstitial water than in
10
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overlying water, and decreases rapidly with depth. In sandy sediments,
which are poor in organic matter, profiles commonly show a maximum in
nitrate concentration at a depth of a few centimeters. It has also been
demonstrated by these authors that this maximum can be related to the
activity of autotrophie nitrifYing baeteria in the buL~ of the sediments}
which itself strongly depends on the loeal redox potential value. This
nitrification mayaIso oecur in the disturbed layer of muddy sediments
beeause of the oxidizing eonditions prevailing there.
NH4 (mMj.Q,)
5
10
15
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2.6.- Ammonia
The incre~se of the anmonia concentration in pore water due to
decomposition of organic material is also observed in the North Sea
cores (fig. 5). However, in contrast with the usual profiles obtained
in deep-sea cores, a sharp discontinuity of the concentration gradient
occurs at a depth of about 4 cm •
01234
-:r.---------rj--------·,..----------.1--------.-r-------
I
1
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3.- Kinetic model für dissolved silica
To analyse more quantitativelY the importance of the upper layer of
the sediments in the exchange with surface watcrs, we have tried to
describe thc vertical concentration profile of the dissolved siliea in
. pore water by considering the various physieal 80d chemieal processes
taking place in the sediments. The general approach of the proposed
kinetic model has been extensivelY described by Berner (1971)~ (1914)
for homogeneous sediments. However i simple models for homogeneous depo-
sits are not able to describc the existencc of discontinuities in thc
concentration gradient, as observed in thc profiles of the North Sea
cores. These profiles strongly suggest that one distinguishes a thin
disturbed layer near thc water-sediment interface from a rather consoli-
dated underlying sediment.
The continuous deerease of porosity and of mcchanieal perturbations
with depth implythat thc mass trrolsfer coefficient bc a continuous
function of depth. Howevcr, a simplification of the mathcmatieal treat-
ment has been made by considering a two-Iayer sediment system, where
each layer is eharacterized by a constant mass transfer coefficient.
Furthermore only a steady-state model will be considered here, implying
that all the parameters appearing in the kinetie equation are time inde-
pendant. This hypothesis has been mathcmatieally justified for a similar
ease [Vanderborght und Billen (1975)).
In the kinetic equation describing the vertical eoneentration pro-
file of silica, we will consider the contribution of thc following pro-
cesses :
- diffusion in the pore water of the dissolved substance under its con-
centration gradient;
- adveetion related to the deposition of fresh sediments;
- ehemieal reaetions affeeting the coneentration by produetion or
consumption of siliea.
The net rate of dissolved siliea produetion results from a competi-
tion between dissolution of highly reaetivc opal and reprecipitation pro-
cesses. These are not weIl understood, but it is generally admitted that,
\
in the presenee of clay minerals, repreeipitation of dissolved siliea due
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to reactions with solids in the scdimentary column must be considered. It
can be ShC1VJn [Hurd (1973), Berner (1974), Fanning and Pilson (1974),
Wollast (1974)J that thc nct rate of reaction may be simply described by
thc kinetic relation
([Si] - [Si])
00
where k Si ~s an apparent kinetic constant, [Si] ~s the concentration
of dissolved silica and [si] is cither an equilibrium concentration of
00
dissolved silica or a steady state value of this concentration which is
reached at high depth.
The equation describing th~ behaviour of dissolved silica ~n the
upper and lower layers can be written :
d[SiJ
dz ([SiJ" - [Si]) = 000
"where Di represents the global mass transfer coefficient ~n the consi-
dered layer.
The following boundary conditions are imposed to solve the system:
- at z = 0 , the concentration is equal to the concentration - .~n
a finite value;
(z = zn) , there
on the other hand,
the overlying sea-water;
- at large z-values, the concentration tends towards
- at the interface between the upper end lower layer
is no discontinuity in the concentration profile,
thc fluxes across this interface are conservative
~ = _ d[SiJ, = _ D d[SiJI
n D1 dz 1 2 dz 2 at
Thc solution to equation (1) is, for the upper layer :
for the lower layer
w
;;0 Z
e Co 1
( 4) [Si]
00
with
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The depth Zn is estimated from the porosity profiles. A value of
3.5 cm , which also corresponds to the color transition in the cores, was
used throughout the calculations. Many estimations have been made on the
deposition rate w for the southern part of the North Sea and a mean
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value of 3 cm per 100 years seems to be the best approximation
[UacCave (1971)J. Deposition rates one or two orders of magnitude higher
can be locally observed. The mass transfer for the lower part may be con-
sidered as only due to roolecular diffusion. At the mean temperature of the
system 11°C and taking into consideration the ~orosity and an estima-
tion of the tortuosity of this layer~ the diffusion coefficient for the
lower layer approximately equals 10-6 crn2 •s-1 [Anikouchine (1967),
Wollast, GarreIs (1971), Hurd (1973), Berner (1974), Fanning (1974)J. Tbe
asymptotic value of thc dissolved silica concentration [Si] can be de-
00
duced from the experimental profiles (fig. 2) : a value of 400 ~moles.
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-1~ has been selected. The only unknown parameters are D1 end k Si •
A set of curves has been drawn for various values of ~i end D1
(fig. 6 end 7). The distribution of dissolved silica in the lower part
of the sediments is vcry sensitive to the values of k Si which allows
one to select the value
The best fit for the surface layer is then obtaincd for
-4 2 -1D1 ~ 10 m.s •
Our valuc for k Si is 2n agreement with thc value calculatcd from the
laboratory experiments of Grill and Richards (1964) on diatoms, end
Hurd (1972) on radiotarians. The rate constant deduced from these exper2-
ments are respectively equal to 2 x 10-7 end 7 x 10-7 s-1 • It should
be noticed that the sedimentation rate w can be neglected as long as
it is less than 10 cm/year and has not to be known with 'a great pre-
cision. Tbc value of the mass transfer coefficient D1 for the upper
layer is 100 times greater than the apparent diffusion coefficient in
the compacteu laycr. This large increase is partially due to the change
cf porosity and tortuocity (approximatcly a factor of 2), but mainly to
the advective proccsses induced by thc movemcnt of ovcrlying water.
Thc model allows to calculatc the flux across the boundary bctween
layer 1 end layer 2, across the water-sediment interface and thc net dis-
solution rate of silica (fig. 8). The contribution of the upper layer re-
presents 75 % of the total flux of silica out of the sediments. As a
consequence, thc fluxes may be undcrestimated by a factor of 4 if this
layer is discarded during sampling or handling of the core.
4.- Kinetic model of nitrogen diagenesis
~he preceeding discussion, and the purely physico-chemical model
build up for silica, has shown that the mass transfer mechanisms in the
muddy sediments of the coastal region of the North Sea could be described
by considering two distinct layers with two different mass transfer
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coefficients. The application of the same model to other nutrients like
nitrogen, for which microbiological action is of importance, requires not
only to conside~ different mass transfer mechanisms for the dissolved
species, but also ~~damental changcs of the biological proccsses occuring
in the two layers. In an organic rich nediment, the most important factor
controlling microbioloßical activity is probably the availability of
oxidants. As far as thc overlying water is a major source of these oxidants
their availability will be strongly in~luenced by thc mass transfer pro-
pertios of the two layers. Tho most important oxidants for biological
activity are oxygen and sulfate.
Hanganese oxide, nitrate and iron hydroxide utilization, although
it can account for apart of the oxidation of the organic matter in sedi-
ments, will not bc taken explicitelY into account in the present simpli-
fied model.
The results of Eh measurcments and the experimental sulfate profile
(fig. 3) suggest that oxygen is available in the uppcr layer and prevents
sulfate utilization, while sulfate is extcnsively used as an oxidant in
the lower layer. The microbiological dccomposition of organic matter can
thus bc represcnted by eoupling cquation (a) with equation (b) in thc
disturbed layer and with equation (c) in the lowcr eompacted layer :
(a)
(b)
(e)
Ammonificaticn, a result cf the heterotrophie utilization of organic
matter will thus be under thc control of oxygen concentration in the
upper layer and of sulfate coneentration in the lower layer. Por the same
reason, nitrification is supposed to occur in the upper oxygenated layer
while denitrification is only possible in the lower layer.
The behaviour of 02 ' 80;-, rm; and NO; in the pore water of
the sediment can bc described by the following general equation
ae a2e ae(5) -=D--w-+r
at az2 az
-1(mole.R- )
(r < 0)
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where e is the concentration of the dissolved substance
and r the rate of producticn (r > 0) or ccnsQ~tion
-1 -1(mole.~ .s ), z, D and w as above. Under the assumption of
steady state
aeät:: 0 •
The expression of the rates of reaetion will now be diseussed
briefly for each constituent.
A Michaelis-Menten function would be the best way of expressing
the oxygen consumption rate. However, for reasons of mathematical sim-
plification, this 1·1ichaelis-Menten kinetics has been approximated by a
zero order kinetics at oA~gen concentration higher than some critical
value (around 1 % saturation) and a first order kinetics at lower
concentration. It is also assumed that this critical oxygen eoncentration
is reached at the boundary betwecn the upper and the lower layer, so
that
for
for
4.2.- Sulfate
As stated above, sulfate reduction does not occur in the weIl
aerated part of the sediment, but only in the lower layer. In his
kinetic model of sulfate distribution in sediments, Berner (1964),
(1974), postulated that the rate of bacterial suIfate reduetion was
first order with respeet to the coneentration of a partieular fraction
of organic material used by sulfate reducing bacteria. In the ease of
these organic rieh sediments, however, the organie content (measured
both as total org~~ic carbon and as aminoacids) was found to be degraded
only to a small extent (15 to 20 %) at a depth of 25 cm whereas sul-
fate is completely depleted. This suggests that the rate of organic de-
composition is limited by the availability of oxidants rather than by
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the concentration of organie matter. Sulfate reduction rate will then be
first order with respect to sulfate eoncentration
for
for
The modelling of nitrifieation and denitrification in sediments has
been extensively discussed in a previous paper [Va11derborght and Billen
(1975)]. The same model will be used here : a constant nitrifieation term
will be assumed in the upper layer :
A first order denitrification rate will be postulated in the lo,.rer one
4.4.- Ammonium
--------
for
for z > Z
n
As ammonium produetion 18 related to heterotrophie activity, its
rate is proportional to the rate of 0XYßen eonsumption in the upper layer
and to the rate of sulfate reduction in the lower layer. A consumption
term due to nitrifieation must further be taken into aceount in the upper
layer. Several works show that denitrifieation in natural water and sedi-
ments produces essentially nitrogen and no ammonium [ehen et ale (1972),
Wheatland et ale (1959), Chan and Campbell (1973)]. There is thus no
additional production term in the lower layer
for
for
The equations of table 1 can then be solved analytically; the
solutions are summarized.
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Upper layer (z < zn) Lower layer (z > zn)
Oxygen D1
d2 [02J d[02J
k02 = °
d2 [02J d[02J
_ k' [02J
= °------ - w--- D2 ---- - w -----
dz2 dz dz2 dz °2
Sulfate D1
d2[S04J d[S04J
°
d2[S04J d[S04 J
kS04 [S04J = °---- - w ___ = D2 --- - w --- -dz2 dz dz2 dz
Nitrate D1 ~~~~~~l d[ N03J + kN03 = ° d2[N03J d[ N03J k~03 [N03 J = 0- w ----- D2 ------- - w ------ -dz 2 dz dz2 dz
D1
d2[ NH 4J d[ NH4J kNO + kNH = °
d2[NH4J d[NH4 J
a kS04 [S04 J = °Ammonium -~~2--- -w------ D2 ---- - w --- +dz 3 4 dz2 dz
Solution of the differential equations of table 1
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1
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with
h = k NH4 - kN03
ß ,y as above
(Z n' W, D1 ' D2 , k 02 ) k 02 k S04 )
a) have to be fixed for the ealeulation of the
Eleven parameters
k NO ' k ~O ' k NH '3 3 4
coneentration profiles from these theoretical solutions. Of these, four
(zn' W, D1 , D2 ) have been determined by the aid of the siliea
model discussed above. A further parameter, a, can be easily estimated.
The results of the determination of alealinity and ammonium in the pore
water of the lower layer (fig. 9) show that one mole of ammonnun J.S
produced for each 11 IDoles
30
[HC03] - [HC03JO(mM) of organie carbon oxidized.
Considering the stoechiometry
of reaction (a) and (e), the
value of a J.S then
metry of reaetions (a) and (b), and of
ean be expressed by
1 2
fig. 9.
= 11
3
[NH4J (mM)
2TI ~ 0.18
Furthermore, a relation must
exist between three other
parameters, ko ' k NO and2 3
k NH4 : the oxygen consumption
is indeed the result of both
aerobic heterotrophie activity
and nitrifieation. Considering
lIC
a lIN ratio equal to 8 for
this upper layer, the stoechio-
reaction (d), the value of k 02
(6)
The remaining parameters must now be chosen in order to fit simultaneously
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the three experimental profiles 8°4-, NO; ~ NH:. Aß far as oxygen is
concerned, no experimental profile is available. However, some constraints
can be formulated ; oxygen concentration at the water-sediment interface
is supposed to be 100 % saturation~ i.e. 340 ~~1 • Oxygen concentration
must be higher than about 1 % saturation (3. 4 ~Jv1) all over the upper
layer and lower than this value in the lower layer, for the upper layer
has been assumed aerobic and the lower layer anaerobic.
1
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Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13 show the solution of the equations of
table 1 for selected values of the parameters. It can be seen that the
theoretical curves are very sensitive to small variations of the para-
meters. The permitted range of values for the parameters is thus very
narrow. The best fit is obtained for the following values :
S04 Model
01 - 10-4
02 ~ 10-6
kSO - 10-
7 to 10-8
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N03 Model
01 .. 10-4
D2 z 10-6
kN03 z 10-6 • 2.10-6
k I -6N03 .. 5.10
All these values appear realistic when compared with direct measurements
of microbiological activities in sediments published in the literature
[Sorokin.(1962), Billen (1975)].
It should be noticed that the value of k 02 lS too low by a
factor of 3.5 to satisr,r relation (6). This is probably due to the fact
that other oxidants can be used in the upper layer, [Mn02 , NO; ,
Fe(OH)3J, &ld have not been tw{en into account by the model. If these
oxidants are used successively as in the Scheldt estuary [Billen and
Smit~ (1975)]) a multilayer model would be necessary to describe the
phenomena. However, experimental results are not yet sufficient to allow
such a model to be elaborated.
1000
See enlargement fig. 13b.
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fig. 13b.
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The value of the different mass transfers were calculated from the
equations of table 1 and the results are represented 1n fig. 14. As in
the case of silica, the contribution of the upper layer is much more im-
portant than the one of the underlying sediment. It is probable that the
thickness and the influence of the disturbed layer is more important in
coastal regions than in the deep ocean, because the existence of this
layer is related to appreciable shear stresses or intense biological
activity. However, many estimations of fluxes from the pore waters of
the sediments are probably undcrestimated because of the di fficulty to
recover this layer during the coring. Also, this layer may play an impor-
tant role in the early diagenetic processes and especially for organic
Sedimentation
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matter. It may be assumcd that most of thc decomposition of the organie
matter takes placc in this weIl aerated layer.
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Sorption by some North Sea sediments
by
A. BASTIN and M. MEEUSSEN
(Laboratory of Marine Geology and Recent Sediments, Institut Royal des Sciences Na-
turelles de Belgiquel
The sorption properties of about seventy soil samples of the
thousand points system were investigated up to now by means of four
radioisotopes, namely Cs 137 , (Cs134 ), Co 60 , Mn 54 and Cd 109 •
Similar tests with Zn65 are now being conducted actively. The methods
and measuring systems used have been described in previous reports.
Special attention was devoted to non-sandy sampIes which explains why
most of the samples investigated derive from the South of the survey
network and toward to coast. Figure 1 shows the specimens examined and
their place within the thousand points system. About thirty new samples
are being investigated in order to obtain a better spread over the entire
area under survey. To note that further toward the sea, the sampIes be-
come increasingly sandy and the values for capacities and coefficients
of distribution decrease significantly. As already premised in previous
reports, the sediments rich in clay and silt are actually the only ones
featuring high values for sorption. However, the contribution of sandy
sampIes to sorption may not be neglected considering that these soils
cover much larger surfaces.
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Figures 2, 3 and 4 show thc capacity Q of the specimens with
respect to the various elem~nts. Thc capacity of most specimens has been
determined by means of the fracticn < 150 ~ • For some sand-containing
specimens we were foreed to apply fraction < 30~ ~ because, otherwise~
we would have had no material left. These latter mostly present much
lower capacity values.
A comparison of the capacity between the var~ous elements ha~
taught u~ that wo may classiiy the elements in the following order of
decreasing capacity with respect to soil specimens
Hn » Co > Cd » Cs .
There is adefinite difference between monovalent and bivalent
radio-isotopes where their capacitics are eoncerned. While with Cs ,
Co and Cd the capacities of sandy s~~ples are small « 0.1 meq/g) ~
they remain for all samples with tm > 0.6 mcq/g • This shows that with
~~ there is surely another phenomenon than the exchange of ions. With
Co we determine thc largest relative dispersion of the capacity values
und with Cs 'He find the smallest di fferences •
These capacity values do not offer an aceurate picture of what ~~
actually take place on thc ocean bottom. They only offer the possibility
to fix specific elements under extreme conditions (1 N solution I ) from
the sediment.
Figures 5, 6, 7 and ß show distribution constants
lowing indications have been used : (0) fraction < 150 ~
(0) fraction < 300 ~ of thc specimcn.
These distribution constants offer a truer picture of what may
oceur in seawater upon contact ~th sediments. They have been determined
in seawater und with respect to the element in tracer quantities. They
show the distribution of the element eoncerned b~tween the solid and the
fluid phase.
The coefficients of distribution determined in sea-water show the
follawing picture far the various radio-isotopes
Co ~ Cs » Cd ~ ~fu •
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With all ions we determine for definitely sandy samples small Kd
values (K d < 50) s while for sampIes rieh in clay and silt these values
increa.se to 100 with Mn and Cd t and to 600 with Co and Cs •
Considering the number of specimens examined and the considerable dif-
ferences in soil structure s it will rema.in impossibles however, to in-
dieate areas on the maps. This explains why the maps show but the value
determined at that specific point.
When we compa.re the values measured with rega.rd to capacity and
Kd for one and the same ion, we note a ccrta.in connection determined
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between both qua.'1tities only with Cs and Cd (fig. 9, 10). With Co
and Mn there actually seems to be no connection (fig. 11, 12). Inves-
tigations conducted by Duursma (1973) on soil sampIes from all over the
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world lead to the same result where Cs is concerned. They deternine a
connection with Zn too.
Our determinations with Zn65 are still being conducted but
already they point in this direction too. He did not investigate Cd109 •
We also find a certain correlation to exist between the capacity and
the Kd determined with Cd and Cs for one and the same sample,
Duursma, too, determines no connection between Kd and Q with Co
and Mn • For this reason and based on sorption reaction speed determina-
tions he concludes that there can be an exchange of ions only with Cs
Q (meq/g)
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and Zn while different mechanisms play a more important part for the
other radio-isotopes (predpitation, isotopic exchange, complex forma-
tion, .•• ). The speed of thc sorption reaction which supplies an indica-
tion for the sorption mechanism will be further investigated in order
to check the possibilities proposed by Duursma.
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Cd 109 Sorption versus competing cation concentration.
The influence of other ions (Na, K, Ca and Mg) on the
sorption of Cd, Co and Mn was investigated. While with Cs
(of. 1973/Sed.-Synthesis 01) it was mostly Na and K that caused a
significant decrease cf Kd whereas Ca and Mg had lesser influence,
conditions are different where bivalent radio-isotopes are concerned.
With Cd109 the differences between monovalent and bivalent ~ons are
much less pronounced. Ca and Mg have a greater influence here as
75
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Sorption versus competing cation concentration.
K . Wc have the same picture again with the sorption
where the influence of Na and K is considerably
decreased (fig. 13, 14, 15).
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Mn 54 sorption versus competing ca ti on concentration.
In order to bridge the gap existing between capacities determined
by 1N solution and distribution constants determined by tracer quan-
tities, we determined in seawater the Kd for fi ve speeimens with an
increasing concentration of the same ion. With Mn54 , Co60 and Cd109
this influence is much smaller than with CS137 , which also points to
other reaction mechanism than a pure exchange of ions (fig. 16, 17, 18,
19) •
There will be further investigation to determine a possible con-
nection with the granu1.ometric data of' the soil samples as collected by
100
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Cd109 sorption versus Cd concentration.
Prof. Gullentops' research team. The average diameter as weIl as the
quant i ty of clay and silt in the samples appear to be the most appro-
priate parameters for this purpose. other investigations will determine
possible influence by the lime contents and by the organic material.
The tests proposed and worked out by Duursma for the purpose of
determining the cleaning effect produced by suspensions on the radio-
active solutions and the pertaining values of Kd will also be conducted
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fig. 17.
/oIn 54 sorption \/ersus Mn concentration.
in the future where swnples rieh in clay and silt are concerned. He
draws~ however, attention to the fact that Kd values obtained by means
of different methods may mutually vary to a greater extent as eompared
to those obtained with one and the same method applied to different
sampIes. He suggests, consequently~ to use Kd values of these tests
that best agree with what occurs in nature. Thus the results obtained
with the precipitation will be more appropriate for describing the
absorption of ions by soil material which has been brought again into
- 157 -
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Cs137 sorption versus Cs concentration.
astate of suspension and subsequently precipitates. Also) the thin
layer method will be more appropriate in conditions where a simple
contact exists between the water and the sediments without having these
latter return to astate of suspension.
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Co60 sorption versus Co conccntration.
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Chapter HI
Data acquisition and proeessing
I
Automatie acquisition of
meteorologi eal and oeeanographi c data
further developments and first results
by
G. PICHOT
(Based on work by A. OE HAEN, H. PICARO, G. PICHOT, A. POLLENTIER, F. RIGOLE and
M. VANOENBOSSCHE)
Introduction
Hathematical models describing and predicting the state of eco-.
systems such as the North Sea require many long time series of data
which allow to effect good numerical values to the interactions para-
meters and to check their accuracy in the preparatory phase and which
The author is endebted to Lt. J.P. BARBIEUX and the Section Studies and Research of
the 8elgian Navy for the help he received in this field.
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give the precise boundary conditions in the operational one. These can
only be furnished by automatie data stations. It io the reason why a
network of meteorological and oceanographic buoys has been planned in
the frame of our research prograome. These were widely described by
Pichot et aZ. (1974).
Nevertheless, it seeES worth while to present more clearly the
data acquisition system, to give more details about the sensors which
are used !lOW and to eomment the first results obtained during spring
1974.
1.- The data acguisition system
The major flL.'lctions of the data acquisition system are shown in the
block diagram (fig. 1).
The various meteoroloGical and oceanographic sensors, together
with a number of housekeeping data, are interrogated under control of
the general timing unit. This general timing unit, which is programmed
to g~ve the required frequency of sampling and data eolleetion, controls
in fact the extendable 32 channel data multiplexer and the power scanner.
The power scanner, consisting of a nurober of relays, provides the
appropriatc power supply to the different sensors in a programmable
sequence. This sequence depends upon the actual needed warming up time
and the period a particular parameter needs to be interrogated.
The data multiplexer itself is divided into two distinct parts
which consist in their standard version of a 16 channel analog (f.m.)
signal scanner and of a 16 channel digital information multiplexer.
Depending upon the nature of a certain sensor the output signal is an
analog signal or is already present under digital forn.
If a parameter is available in digital form the information is
stored in a small buffer memory in BCD form, eventually after level
adaptation and code conversion. This storage can happen during the actual
measurement cycle or before, in this manner providing instantaneous or
integrated measurements.
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If the data is not present in digital form the signal is processed
into a frequency.modulated signal by means of weIl known electronic
circuitry, whilst reliability, power consumption and required accuracy
are major design functions. Oncc thc data is present as an f.n. signal
it can be converted into a digital form in two ways taking into consi-
deration whether the data should be intcgrated or not.
If thc data is to be int~grated, the analog-digital conversion ~s
carried out by a frequency measurcmcnt with a time resolution according
to authoritative data requirements. Each result is then stored in an
identical buffer memory as normal digital data. Nevertheless, the flexi-
bility of the system allows that this data is still available for ~n­
stantaneous interrogation, e.g. for time series or in the event of a
considerable difference between research and obscrvational requirements.
If the data is not to be integrated thc signal passes through the
16 channel analog multiplexer which is immediately followed by a time
interval meter and thc result is momentarily stored in a buffer memory.
The sarJ.Pling rate of the time interval meter is synchronous with the
scanning frcquency and the information of each analog channel is in turn
available in the buffer memory.
Oncc thc general timing clock starts a measurement cycle the con-
tents of the buffer memories are, wlder control of the digital multi-
plexer, serially shifted towards the Har.'l.ming encoder and to the modulator.
If analog channels are to be interrogated the digital multiplexer stays
locked on thc buffer memory related to thc time interval meter and passes
the scanning control to thc analog multiplexer. As an additional feature
thc analog multiplexer itself can stay locked on certain channcls for a
programmable period of time.
The serial data prescnt after the digital multiplexer receives also
a continuous updated chromel number and is then fed to thc Hamming en-
coder. This encoder is in fact a parity bit generator that providcs auto-
matie error detcction and correction at the receiving end. 'rhe output of
the Hamming encoder activates the modulator which transforms the serial
information into a pulse length modulated subcarrier applied direetly to
the transntltter input.
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At the receiving station situated on shore or on an oceanoeraphic
vessel the data is available in real time. For certain applications, as
in the case of too great distance, it can be more convenient to store the
,
data in situ on a magnetic tape recorder. For this reason aserial data
output is available before the Hamming encoder.
At last, the receiving station can also transmit a remote control
signal which activates a sensing circuit. If at that moment the general
timing unit has not prepared a measurement cycle it can be triggered off
to start by the remote sensing circuit.
2.- The sensors
A "clever" sensor is a device sensitive to a given stimulus and
able to transmit it under the form of an clectrical signal such as a
frequency, an AC or DC vol~age, a binary coded decimal imput~ etc.
For now the buoy is only equipped with such clever sensors
measur~ng air and water temperatures , incident radiation ~ barometrie
pressure, salinity, heave, wind speed and direction for which a rather
good mean term fiability can be hoped.
Table 1 gives details on these sensors concerning the working
principle, the output signal, the measurement ranee and the accuracy.
Figure 2 shows one of the temperature sensors we have developed.
It has been noticed that theSe can give, in the air, a little variable
results probably when differently shielded from the solar radiation. To
check this hypothesis, a simple sensor for the incident light we built
has been added on thc buoy. As it very quickly reaches its saturation
level, it only shows if there is a hi&~ amount of incident radiation but
it cannot be uscful for scientific needs such as the measure of thc light
available for the photosynthesis. It is why it must be replaced by a KIPP
albedometer for which the sensitive device is a photoelectric cellule
measuring incident and reflected light within a wave length range from
-7 -63 x 10 to 2.5 x 10 m.
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Sensors now working on our buoy
,
Manufae-
RemarksParameter Princi pIe
tured by Output Range Aeeuraey
R.C. osci llating cir-
Air and water euit of whieh the fre- F.M. pulses
us 3-30 °C :!: 0.05 °C Time eonstant : 1 sternperature queney is eontrolled 16 - 100 Hz
by a thermistor
I R.C. osei llating cir-
euit of whieh the fre- interealibrated
Ineident is eontrolled F.M. pulses 50-1300queney us
mW / em2 with a KIPPradiation photoresisting 400-750 Hzby a albedometer
eellule
ealibrated at the
Barometrie 900-1100 0.5 pressure room ofStraingage eonneeted A.C. Voltage ±M.B. the Royal Meteoro-pressure to a Wheatstone bridge 0- 10 mV mbars mbars logieal Institute,
Brussels
Measure of sea water intercalibrated
Salinity conductivi ty by in- FLESSEY F.M. pulses 10-40 % % Beckman± 0.03 with a
duction 4995-7901 Hz lab salirometer
Heave Twiee integrated ae- DATAWELL D.C. Voltage ± 10m ± 3 %
celerometer :!: 10 V
Three-cups assembly
direetly coupled to an NBA F.M. pulses 3-150 :!: 0.3
opti eal interrupter 10-50 Hz knots knots
device
Wind speed
Three-cups assembly
directly coupled to a F.M. pulses 0.6-120 :!: 0.3FRIEDRICHS
disc moving in a ma- 0.2- 40 Hz knots knots
gnetic fi eId
Vane coupled to a
Wind dise optieally eoded NBA B.C.D. 0-360 0 2.8 0:!:
direetion in a 7 bits Gray parallel
code
fi g. 2..
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As far as the wind speed and direction are concerned, the instan-
taneous values which are measured do not have, manymeanings because of
the movement of the buoyitself. So, it seemednecessary for our pur-
poses to take not ori.~Y 'the avera~e speed and'di;~;tion values over a
" "-. ,
g1ven time but also their vector averaging ones. All the details on
.., .. .
these technics are given by Pollentier et aZ. (1974). To summarize them,
let us remember that during thc integration time, the wind direction is
sampled every time that the anemometer has counted 20 pulses which
correspond to an air displacement of 3.08 m,. At each sampling, this
unit vector is projected on the north and east axis. At the end of the
integration, it is easy to express the air displacement and direction
in function of sums of north and east components of all these unit
vectors.
3.- First results
A first experimental mooring occured from March 19th to April 15th
1974 at the station 51° 20' 45 11 N 2° 53' 4011 E, 13 km from the
Ostend receiving station (fig. 3).
There were two sensors for the air temperature, two for the sub-
surface water temperature, two for the wind speed and one for the heave.
House keeping sensors continuously watched over the current supplied by
the wind generators, the voltage of the batteries and the humidity inside
the electronics compartment.
All the sensors except the heave one Were sampled every hour. Each
hourly interrogation cycle has immediately been repeated three times 1n
order to check the crrors which could occur during the transmission. The
heave has been sampled once per second during ten minutes every two
hours. Each interrogation gave thus arecord of .600 measurements which
becomes sufficient for spectral analysis purposes. Figure 4 is an example
of a one day heave record.
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The currcnt oupplied by thc wind generators roughly follows the
profile of the wind speed. But it vanishes for wind speeds equal to
7 knots which is the starting velocity of the generators. It occured
during 25 % of the mooring period and corresponds to a decrease of
the batteries voltage of about 0.5 volt per day. This confirms that
thc buoy can properly work during at least seven days without any ex-
ternal energy supply.
3.2.- Air temueraturc
------_....._------
The air temperature pro!~les have classical diurnal oscillations.
The two ocnsors give slightly different results mainly when the air
temperature increases or rcaches its maximum at midday. This error which
has a maximum of 1 oe probably occurs because of thermistors dif-
ferently shielded from thc solar radiations as explained above.
The two sensors give almost the same results. The curves of the
subsurface water temperature shows up a little increasing trend without
any clear cross correlation with the air temperature.
It has to be noticed that from March 20th to March 26th t the water
temperature semi-diurnally oscillates with a mean amplitude of 0.56 oe .
This could reveal an input of cold fresh water from the Schelde estuary
reaching at least the area in front of Ostende • If i t is true s this con-
firms the water gyres predicted by thc hydrodynamical models of Nihoul
and Ronday (1975).
The two sensors are manufactured by two different firms and work
differently. For the first one (NBA), the measure consists in reading
an optical disc and for the second one (Friedrichs)s in recording an
induction variation.
\,
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Nevertheless the results which are the mean values over ten minutes
are very similar and have a maximum error of 1.5 knots • They have been
compared with the data taken every day at 6 9, 12 15 and 18
hours by the light-vessel West Hinder which stays 32 km west from the
mooring station. These are received at Liege University by telex via thc
Regie des Voies Aeriennes.
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Frequency distribution of the difference between the wind speed data of the West-
Hinder and of our buoy. Mean : + 4.86 knots ; standard deviation : 4.96 knots ;
number of observations : 90 •
Figure 5 shows the frequency distribution of the difference between
the wind speed measurements of the West Hinder and of our buoy. This dif-
ference is equal to + 4.86 ± 4.96 knots • So, the West Hinder systemati-
cally gives higher values than our station and this is observed for any
wind direction.
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autocorrelogram of the wind speed data.
autocorrelogram of the current supplied by
the wind generators data.
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filter of first order desautocorrelation.
autocorrelogram of the current supplied by
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first order desautocorrelation.
crosscorrelogram between the wind speed and
the current from the wind generators.
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The spatial variability of the wind and different levels of sensors
above the sea surface are not sufficient enough reason to explain such a
difference. It seems necessary to plan a next mo?ring in the vicinity
of the West Hinder in order to make an in situ intercalibration between
the data of this light vessel and ours.
Figure 6 gives an example of the kind of processing which can
directly be made on these time series. Fieures 6a and bare thc autocor-
relograms of the data of the NBA wind speed and of the current supplied
by thc wind generators. These two series are very highly autocorrelated.
Figures 6c and d are the autocorrelograms of thc same series after a
filter of first order desautocorrelation. They are now stochastic.
Figure 6e is the crosscorrelogram between the two series. It can be seen
that the current from the wind generators is simu1t~,eously highlY
correlated with the wind speed and it in obvious that the behaviour of
a wind generator is rather similar to the one of an anemometer.
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Present state and prospects of data processing
by
Y. ADAM
(Based on work by Y. ADA"', J.P. FOGUENNE, C.J. FRANKIGNOUL, A. POLLENTIER, Y. RUNFOLA,
M. VANDENBOSSCHE)
1.- Oata treatment: an overview
In the frame of a research program built around a general mathe-
matical model, which is fed by huge amounts of data coming from a great
number of laboratories and automatie data acquisition systems, the dis-
ponibility of a large and easily aceessible data base is obviously a
useful tool for the seientists.
The only way to make a compromise between the terrific amount of
available data and the aecessibility of this information to the scien-
tist, is to build a eomputerized data base structured with the help of
the mathematical model, to develop a set of management and analysis com-
puter programs which will free the scientist from thc painful tasks of
retrieving data from other laboratories, handplotting his own measurements,
performing boring statistical computations and give him a practical tool
to easily edit and eorrect his data, compare them to results of theoreti-
cal simulations.
Tbe great variety of data m~~es this task uneasy; data from auto-
matie acquisition systems (like buoys, current meters) are usually time
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series of regularly spaced samples; data issued from in situ measurements
through laboratories are usually batches of sampIes collected at dif-
ferent positions and times during 0. cruise or a survey; some data are
counts (e.g. number of bacteria), others are decimal numbers (e.g.
nutrient concentration), some are even synoptic codes (e.g. meteorolo-
gicalobservations).
One must thus, first design 0. rather flexible format of data
storage, to cope with the variety of data one is faced with; then
develop general routines to format, retrieve, access and select every
kind of data, each routine being built in such 0. way that it can easily
be tailored by the user to treat the kind of data he is interested in.
2.- Present state of the data base and its associated software
We have described the eoal we are aimine at. It must be e~hasized
that we are still on the first stages of design and development of the
data"base. The scientists involved ~n data treatment and information
processing have up to now been too busy with other fundamental research
(like mathernatical models design and optimization, numerical tools
creation) or with technological tasks (data acquisition systems imple-
mentation) to dedicate their time to thc data base •
. However, some files already exist and are easily acccssible on
computer readable storage media (mainlY magnetic tape) and an elemen-
tary software is able to st?re, access, edit and visualizc these data.
The software has no unity and consists in several programs chains, each
being specialized ~n the treatment of a particular type of data. Up to
now, mathematical or display tools developed for one type of data cannot
be immediately adapted to another type; moreover, computer programs have
been designed for particular types of computers and nothing has been made
to insure the portability, neither of the software, nor of the data (let
us remind that two types of computers, at least, are available in the
frame of the program. for the data processing : a HP2100A and an IBB
370/158).
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Thc automated datachains handle
1) buoy data,
2) current meter data,
3) meteorological data.
All are time series (data every 15 minutes for current meters, every
hour for buoy, evcry 3 hours for meteo).
The first chain has been implcmented ~n Ostende, the two others
in Liege.
2.1.- ~~~~~E~!~gi~~!_~~~~
The meteorological data handling chain is described in Appendix
I. It is the most sophisticated of all because of the complex structure
of the time series (28 sarnples and 14 variables at each time step).
The flow diagram of the buoy data handling chain is show~ on
figure 1.
The first step of the chain is the data acquisition itself,
described elsewhere, together with the signal transmission and reception.
In the second step raw data are fed into the computer on paper
tape support; the first program (DASS1) stores them on a magnetic tape
in a fixed format and updates the catalog of the tape. No correction
and no editing are performed on this stage.
In thc third step the ~IT containing thc raw data may be
- copied by program MC~PY, for the sake of safety,
- listed by program MLIST,
- edited by program DASS3 (scratches wrong files) and I'1EDIT (even-
tually corrects erroneous date or valucs).
Evcry file is then testcd by program PURIF, which corrects data where
erroneous ASCII charactcrs appear, and rewritten at the same place on
MT.
In the fourth step aseries of programs CH01, CH02, ••• decodc the
information given by every channel of the buoy (CHOl translates channel
1 data, CH02 translates channel 2 data, ••• ). Results are stored on disco
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This handling chain ~s the less sophisticated. Current meter data
are received in different ways, according to the tJ~e of instrument.
VACM data arrive in a ready-to~plot-and-analyse form from WHOI
when thcy have been decoded, edited and pretreated (interpolation of
missing values) on a ~~ written in EBCDIC.
NBA re.w data arrive on a paper tape in ASCII characters. No edi-
tion or pretreatment has been performed.
Plcssey data arrive in Plessey code form (on paper tape or MT);
they have to be translated in ASCII or EBCDIC before being available to
processing prograros.
Für each kind of instrument, there exists a program which builds
the time series, edits them und stores them on disk-files which serve
as input for plotting and analysing programs (namely a Fast Fourier
Transform) •
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3.- Guidelines for the building of the data base end processing software
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records be compatible with the great maj ority of the computers used in
scientific research centers. ile e:h-plain later how this can be achieved,
for both the software and the storage format.
4.- Reguirements for the portability of the storage format and of the
software
Computer specialists know very weIl that almost everything that
has been written by any computer system can be read by any other, pro-
vided that the 'translation' software exists. Tte portability of the
software is less evident : not all languages are implemented on all
computer system::; and translating ,a package from one language to another
often needs a lot of time and money. Generally, oceanographic research
centers do not have thc men needed to work out such a conversion. That
is why the software package we are developing ~s designed to be used,
with only a few slight modifications relative to input/output operations,
on the great majority of general purpose er scientific computers.
Due to the internal structure of the routines, to the flexible
shape of the storage format and to the fact that it is hardly impossible
to write data processing progra~ß fully independant from the hardware,
the following hardware and software features are needed :
1) a direct memory access to a roagnetic tape and disk is available,
2) single precision real words are stored in 2 integer words,
3) a compiler exists for ANSI Fortran IV,
4) records of variable length can be read and written on magnetic
tape (eventually through a linuted set of special assembly language
routines) •
A.lIlSI Fortran IV is the most widesprcad computer language for
scientific and technical applications : it is thus the best languagc to
write a scientific package.
As to condition 2), it means that the core storage of a single pre-
cision floating point number is twice thc core storage of an integer
word. That is what happens automatically on 16-bits or 24-bits word
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oriented computer, and what can bp. forced by software on 32-bits
or 60-bits word-oriented machines.
The magnetic tape format is portable in the sense that the structure
of the records on magnetic tape is the same for all computer systems. It
is intended as a data processing and a mass storage format, not as a data
exchange format 1. As such, i t uses binary recording mode for compactness
and input/output performance f i. e. the data on mag-tape are an exact copy
of their core storage representation.
A data exchange format should be written in interchange code as
EBCDIC or ASCII. Such a code is 'U.'1.suitable for fast processing and J.S
less compact than binary code.
However, despite the binary recording mode, tapes written by one
computer can easily be read by another under several conditions.
1} magnetic tape specifications are compatible on both systems
(i.e. same number of tracks, same density, same encoding technique, same
shape of end-of-record ond end-of-file marks),
2) both machines are either 16-bits (word) or 32-bits (byte)
oriented; both machines are 24-bits word oriented; both machines are
60-bits word oriented (computers are then called "word compatible");
3) routines exist for the translation of internal formats for real
numbers and characters.
Provision is made J.n the storage format for defining the internal
code used to write the numbers and the characters in order that the ap-
propriate routines (condition 3) can be selected. The keys dCfining these
codes can be decoded by any computer word-compatible with thc source
computer becausc they are posi tive intee;er numbers that have the same
format in all systcns with the same integer word length.
1. Data exchange formats are now being developed by international scientific organi-
zations.
I
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5.- General description of the software
Thc software being presently on thc first stages of development, it
cannot be described in detail. It can be defined as an extended subset of
the WItOI standard buoy format package, simpler than the latter one under
some aspects. The original is being modificd to be more general (to treat
a greater varicty of data struetures) and More portable; it will be ex-
tended to mcct mathematieal modclling rcquireroents.
It will eonsist in :
1) a set of general purpose routines to read, wri~e date records,
label and retrieve data files (both on magnetie tape and on disk) and to
transfer the data bctween mass storage and core memory (in arrays aeces-
sible to the user), in both direetions;
2) a set of data handling programs (using the general purpose
routines) to seleet, edit, list and plot the data in various ways, depen-
ding on their strueturc;
3) a set of mathereatieal progrws to analyse thc data and to eompare
and fit models to experimental features.
,
6.-_ The data storage standard format
The for~~t is self-deseribing : eaeh data file contains in itself
every information needed to be read properly whatever be the number of
data variables, of samples, their nature, their structure (continuous
funetion of a variable or not), their reeord type, and the number of
records ~n the file. Magnetie tapes written in standard format also
contain at the beginning of the data, an identifieation file und, after
the last data file, an end-of-data file.
Each data file eonsists of :
1) two label reeords,
2) data reeords (in any number).
The first label reeord has a fixcd length and defines
- the keys for binary data eonversion,
- the file creation date,
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- the name of the file)
- the number of variables)
- the number of samples,
- the data origin date,
- the type of thc second label.
The second label record dcfines :
- the position where the data were taken (latitude/longitude or
other information),
- sampling parameters,
- the initial value of the continuous sampling variable,
- for every variable
- its name,
- its units,
- the measurement code,
- thc instrument code,
- the serial,
- the type in which the data are recorded (integer, real,
synoptic) ,
- the depth or pressure (if constant),
- three attributes.
A data record consists of :
- a data file name (to check whether the read data are those
described in the first label record),
- the number of sampIes ~n the preceeding records,
- the number of sampIes in the record itself,
- the initial value of the continuous variable,
- thc data.
The detailed structure of cach record type is described in Appendix II.
Only the structure for 16-bits or 32-bits computers is given.
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Appendix I - Specification of the wind field for real-time processing
and forecasting
1.1.- Introduction
------------
In a preliminary report [Frankignoul (1971)], the present state
of knowledge on wind stress determination was reviewed. Approximate
formulae for the drag coefficient in different wind regimes were given,
thus allowing to calculate from wind data the surface interaction terms
for the ecological model of the Southern North Seo. [Hihoul (1973)].
Preliminary information on the practical problem of collecting,the re-
quired meteorological data was alno given.
Arrangements have been rr.ade with the Regie des Voies Ab>iennes
for real-timp. transminsion via telex of all relevant meteorological data.
Regular transmission to Liege University began in Nay 1973. The system
that has been worked out for the specification of the wind field for
real-time processing and forecasting is now operational. It is described.
in the present report. For illustration, computer plots of the observed
and geostrophic wind field during the first three days of the JONSDAP
experiment in September 1973 are reported. Mention is made of further
improvements that will be permitted by ~~ extennive study of the re-
corded data.
A number of regular weather stations have been selected for real-
time specification of the wind field. These are mainly coastal stations
and anchored light vessels within the zone comprised between 50 0 and
54 ON , . 0 ° and 5 OE • Location and nature of the stations which are
operational now is given in figure 2. A large number of coastal stations
have been rctained so far, although the relcvance of their measurements
to marine conditions is often questionable, duc to considerable change
cf surface roughnens. Work is undertaken to determine and eliminate
those coastal stations that give meteorological datu which are too in-
fluenced by th~ disturbing presence of land. Synoptic data is emitted
.....------------------------------- -
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by most stations every three hours, although some of them show much ir-
regularity. Parameters retRined for use in the mathematical model are
listed in table 1.
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List of stored synoptic data
is hand-analysed by experienced meteorologists. In a later ~tage, the
calculation will be corr,puterized at the R.V.A.
Twelve hourly geostrophic wind forecasts at the five locations are
similarly transmitted every six hours. More extended forecasts might be
used in case of urgency but they are not very reliable at present.
This table shows the various informati~n stored on magnetic tape after the
second data handling program. Same stations give their information in "english code".
others in "Synop code", others in "Metar code". The set of information varies slight-
ly with the used code. In order to store the information in a standard format. in-
existant information is replaced by a dummy code (9999). Some stations, although
they use a particular code, do not send all the usual infvrmation. The asterisks
in the table point the information not always in the messages. A cross denotes an
ever-existing information.
maps ~s also transmitted
05 OE 51° N, 05 OE
05 OE • So far this wind
I English Synop MetarType of data Unit code code code
Station name
-
X X X
Surface horizontal visibility meters X X X
Wave height half-meters * 9999 9999
period seconds * 9999 9999
direction of propagation tens of degrees X 9999 9999
Temperature air degrees oe X X *
sea ,degrees oe X 9999 9999
dew-point degrees oe 9999 X *
Barometric pressure tenths of mi llibars * X *
Wind (at 10 m height) speed knots X X X
direction tens of degrees X X X
\~eather present coded X X 9999
past coded X X 9999
Barometrie trend coded 9999 X 9999
Caracteristic of barometrie trend coded 9999 X 9999
Geostrophic wind inferred from pressure
every three hours, at fi ve locations 51 ON
52 oN, 03 OE ; 53 oN, 01 OE and 53 ON ,
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Information corrung from ships at random positions and times cannot
be handled so far but this is feIt to be unimportant, due to the dense
distribution of regular stations and the poor quality of ship recorded
meteorological data. On the other hand, data from moored buoys is very
reliable. A system will be set up to incorporate such data in case of
long term mooring. Work will begin on this problem as soon as the first
Belgian buoy becomes operational.
The data is transmitted every thrce hours via telex from thc R.V.A.
It is recorded automatically on punched tape in telex code. This pun~hed
tape is then stored on a magnetic tape in a chronologie sequence. At
regular time intervals (every weck or every day, if thcre is some urgent
need) thc first program of the data handling chain transfers thc results
a) on another magnetic tape which will be interpreted later;
b) on a listing which provides information for subsequent treatment.
This latter magnetic tape is the input of the seeond program which
interprets the coded messages issued in different codes from thc various
field stations into numerie values usable by the following programs •
Output of this second step is
1) data sets on magnetic tape whieh are stored in chronologie order;
there are three kinds of these :
- data sets containing the results of measurements in field stations;
- data sets containing 'measured' gcostrophic wind at five points.
- data sets containing prcdicted geostrophie wind at thc same fivc
, points.
Every data set is defined by thc time (ycar, month, day, hour) at
which the measurements were made. A data set includes the most complete
possible set of observations (even if some are missing or never pro-
dueed by a partieular station) af. table 1, of 28 meteorological.
stations (21 before January 1st 1974).
2) an optional listing of messages in readable form.
- stable
near neutral
-- -------------------
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These two first programs form the very first steps of the data
processing. These steps must be executed whatever is needed and whatever
the following treatment programs are.
The intermecliate output is a set of 'erude' data stored in a stan-
dard format usable as input by any subsequent program.
It must be emphasized that thc rough data from the meteorological
stations is only decoded and translated into n~~erical form. No kind of
smoothing, interpolation or debugging has been performed at this point
of the treatment. This is intended to store the most original possible
measurements; doing so, it will be possible later to determine the
eventual bias or systematic errors in data issued by some stations and
introduce the corrections in the data handling programs themselves.
Wcather forecasting provides information on the surface pressure
field, which is then converted into a field of geostrophic wind. An im-
portant question is then how the surface wind at sea may be derived from
the geostrophic wind.
Under ideal conditions (no frontal situation, quasi-steady pressure
gradients , weakly curved isobars ), the ratio of surface wind speed to
geostrophic wind speed depends mainly on the geostrophic wind speed,'the
stability of the density stratification and the latitude. Hasse and
Wagner (1971) have investigated this problem from observations at the
German Bight near 54 ON 7°E • Tbc similarity with our test-region and
the proximity in latitude of their observation zone suggest the direct
applicability of their results. Using standard regression techniques,
they found that the relation between the surface wind speed U10 and
the geostrophie surface wind Ug was (in m/s) :
under stable conditions U10 =0.56 Ug + 3.0
U10 = 0.56 Ug + 2.4
U10 = 0.56 U9 + 1.5
with standard deviation 2.1 m/s approximately independent of wind speed
in the range 5 m/s ~ Ug ~ 32 m/s • Air-sea temperature difference was
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used as stability parameter; the eonditionsare unstable i~
6.T=Tair-Twater «0,
near neutral i~
6.T ~ 0 ,
and stable ir
t!.T » 0 •
The stability ean be established readily fiom the synoptie data, for a
number of sea stations. Conditions are eonsidered unstable or stable if
the mean temperature differenee 6.T is less than - 1.2 °c or greater
than 0.7 °c respeetively and otherwise neutral.
Wagner and Hasse disregarded all eases where Ug was below 5 mph
as the pressure gradient is then too small to be determined reliably. As
those eases are of littly dynamical sie;nifieanee, we will use (1) for any
value of the geostrophic wind. Note that at small wind speed, U10 is
larger than Ug mainly because the surface wind is a loeal variable
(influcnee by grestiness and small seale eireulation) whereas Ug is a
mesoscale variable.
Under general eireumstances, there appear oeeasionally"eases with
fronts, notieeable curvatures or marked non stationarities in the pressure
rield. Curvature effeets ean be taken into aceount by eomputing the
gradient wind instead of the geootrophie wind. Approximate formulae for
the gradient wind are known. However the work of Neiburger et aZ. (1948)
suggests that, over land, the geostrophie wind is more suitable for the
determination of the aetual wind than the gradient wind. Aagaard (1969)
estimates that the error in negleeting eurvature is no more than a few
percent. Thus it will be ncgleeted although it might play a role at high
wind speed [Deaeon (1973)]. Formulae (1) will be used, keeping in mind
that under general eireumstanees, the standard error is larger than given.
Formulae (1) deseribe how to relate the magnitude of observed and
geostrophie wind. There in also a small angle between the two veetors
which has also to be taken into account. In most studies, the eoded
directions (in terms of degrees) da not permit a meaningful investigation
of this small effect. From the results of Aagaard (1969), Smith (1970)
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and Deacon (1973), a reasonable estimate is a 15 0 - 20 0 counterclock-
wise rotation of the surface wind U10 from the geostrophic wind Ug •
We shall adopt
a = + 20 0 •
Further test and improvement of relations (1) and (2) will be undertaken
using the data whose acquisition system is described.
As an example of use of meteorological data, we have computed the
wind field over the Southern Bight during thc first days of JONSDAP sur-
vey. The values of wind speed and direction have been interpolated from
observed data. The points where the wind field has been calculated are
the points of a grid used for tidal computations in the Southern Bight
(this grid covers weIl the studied region). To each point of this com-
putational grid are associated the five nearest meteorological stations.
Three of these stations (thc nearest oncs yielding required information
at a given time) are used to compute the value of a function at a point
(i,j) of the grid with the formula
3 f KE ~-
f ij = K-1
1J,
3
E d .. K
K-1 1J ,
where d .. K is the distance between the (i,j) point and the stationIJ,
K • If the data from any station is obviously wrong, it is then auto-
matically dropped off. Three-hourly information is then integrated over
one day in order to get an average daily value. Thc rcsults of the com-
putation are shown on rig. 3. For the sake of readability, the wind
vcctors (underlined) are drawn only every two points. The vectors point
to thc point where the wind is computed and their direction is that of
the coming wind.
fig. 3.
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Appendix Ir
Label record # 1 (Magnetic Tape format)
Word ~ieaning
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8-17
18-22
23-24
25
26
27
28-32
33-104
Ward
Record length ~
o this information is needed by same sophisticated
Record length Operating Systems
o
Key-word : integer ward (value c 1) : defines a Label # 1 record
Interchange code (code of the internal character representation)
Integer : (1) EBCDIC
(2) ASCII
Internal code : integer ward
Data Name (20 bytes) - 4 bytes for a mnemonic code (nature of data)
- 4 bytes for astation
- 7 bytes for the radio identification of the data
acquisition support (buoy, bart, ••• )
- 5 bytes for a mnemonic code (history of data)
Date of File creation (5 integer words : year-day-hour-minute-second)
Data source (4 bytes)
# variables (integer)
# sampIes (integer)
Format of the second Label record (integer) (standard value c 1)
Date of data origin (5 integer words : year-day-hour-minute-second)
Comments (144 bytes)
Label # 2
Meaning
keyword : integer ward (value = 2) : defines a Label#2 record
of sub sampIes (integer) (value = 1 if no sub sampling)
Sampling interval (real ward) : meaningfull only for data depending
on a continuous variable
Subsampling interval (real word) : meaningfull only i f both former in-
formations are meaningfull
Julian day or initial value of continuous variable other than time or 0
(no continuous variable)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7-8
9-10
11-12
Record Length
o
Record Length
o
~ , •• L,b.l # 1 d."eip'i"
Seconds13-14
15-18
19-22
23-26
or - 1
or 0
Latitude 8 bytes
Longitude : idem
Magnetic variation
degrees-min-seconds
idem
for standard format
( Otherwise, 24 byteo available to
) describe another standa~d fo~mat
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Label # 2 (continuation)
Word Meaning
This set of information is
repeated for every variable
in the data file Cup to 64){
'I' integer
'R' real
'5' synoptic
pressure (in mb)
Variable name: 12 bytes
Dimensional units : 12 bytes
Measure code : 4 bytes
Instrument code : 4 bytes
Serial # : 4 bytes
Data Type : 2 bytes
Depth (in meters) or
or 0 (integer word)
1st attribute (real)
2nd attribute (real)
3rd attribute (real)
46
27-32
33-38
39-40
41-42
43-44
45
47-48
49-50
51-52
Data record
Word Meaning
1
2
3
4
5
6-15
16
17
18
19-20
21-1172
~ecord length ~ .
see Label # 1 descriptionRecord length
o
Keyword : integer word (value = 3) : defines a data record
Data Name (see Label # 1 description)
# sampies in preceeding data rAcords (integer)
# sampies in this record
Not used
Julian day or initial value of the continuous variable in this record
Data
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Chapter IV
Study of the contamination of fish and shell fish
by
P. HERMAN and R. VANDERSTAPPEN
Based on work by Fisheries Research Station, Ostend (BiometrY)j Institute for Chemi-
cal Research, Tervuren (Heavy metals)j Station for Phytopharmacy, Gembloux (Pesticides,
P.C.B.)i all from Ministry of Agriculture (D.G. Research).
1.- Heavy metals
The results mentioned in the present report concern work that has
been done in 1974 and that succeeds to the report 1973 Study of the pol-
lution in sea fish and shell fish.
Taken in a whole, the aetivities of 1974 may be subdivised in the
continuation of the research of 1973 - observation of the Belgian Coast
and study of the Belgian fishery with regard to the contents of heavy
metals and organic forms of mercury in the fillets of different species
of fish and in shrimps - and in new activities :
- the systematical determination of the contents of methylmercury in
different species of fish (fillets) and shrimps;
- determination of heavy metals contents in the liver and the stomach
content of different fish species.
The fish and shrimps studied by the Institute of Chemical Research
are furnished by the Station for Maritime Fishery that makes biometrie
studies on them.
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- A third activity is the determination of heavy metals contents in
organisms collected by the team Van der Ben on the breakwaters of the
Belgian Coast.
The results of the work that has been done in 1974 are successively
presented as folIows.
1.1.1.- Determination intended to get together a statistical series of
50 individuals for each species
!~._.~_!:_~I.:~.....!.~..~~~.ry (Fisheries 1972, 6 species)
Table 1 : mean Hg, Cu, Pb and Zn content ln plaice, whiting,
sprat, herring and shrimps for n = 50.
~.!!.....~!:o~_e.._.!.~ ..~~~,ry (Belgian fishery products from July 1972 till end 1973)
Table 2,3 : mean Hg, Cu, Pb and Zn content in plaices and soles
of the northern Horth Sea and the Bristol Channel.
1.1.2.- Evolution of the percentage of heavy metals in fish and shell
fish since end 1971 (Initial study)
!.:r:l.......~hgE.~ .._.f~ ..~.J:.1_~EY (Fishing periods from end 1-71 till end 1973)
Table 4 : mean periodical Hg and Cu content (4 fish species and
shrimps) •
Qf.f...... ~.J:.1_<?-.I.:~ .. ~.!:3.?.~ry (Fishing :ln four regions during the years 1972 and 1973)
Table 5,6 : mean Hg and Cu content per periods 72-73 in plaices
and soles (Northern North Sea, Irish Sea, Bristol
Channel, English Channel).
First series of determinations on species with different origines (Belgian
Coast and other places).
Table 7 individual relations methylmercury / total mercury.
Table 8 mean relations methylmercury / total mercury.
.----------------------- ---
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Table 9 : Hg and Cu content (individual and mean) in fillets, liver
and stomach content of uhiting (1974 fishing, Belgian Coast).
Table 10 : mean Hg und Cu contents in marine organisms collected
on the breakwaters of the Belgian Coast (1974).
Table 1
/ilean levels of Hg, Cu, Pb, Zn (ppm)
8elgian coast Plaices - Whiting - Cod - Sprats - Herring - Shrimps
(Fisheries 1972)
Hg Cu Pb Zn
n - 50
, X a a/X (%) X a I alX (Ili) X a alX (%) X a a/X (%)
Plaices 0.19 0.08 42 0.77 0.33 42 0.30 0.07 23 ·6.40 1.60 25
Whiting 0.21 0.10 48 1.07 0.44 41 1.04 0.98 94 10.6 8.82 83
Cod 0.19 0.17 89 0.74 0.39 53 0.33 0.14 42 5.11 1.36 27
Sprats 0.15 0.06 40 1.32 0.49 37 1.67 1.4 84 24.3 5.7 23
Herring (1973) 0.05 0.02 40 0.88 0.26 30 0.28 0.07 25 8.7 2.6 30
Shrimps 0.10 0.03 30 14.6 3.26 22 3.42 3.25 98 26.5 6.47 24
Table-1
Mean levels of Hg, Cu, Pb, Zn (ppm)
Off shore Fisheries (1972) : Plaices
Hg Cu Pb Zn
n - 50 I q/X IX a (96) X a a/X (%) X a alX (56) X a al'X (%)
Irish Sea 0.35 0.23 66 0.79 0.35 44 0.38 0.47 124 5.98 1.67 28
Bristol Channel 0.20 0.12 60 0.62 0.36 58 0.33 0.22 67 6.58 3.74 57
North Sea 0.20 0.14 70 0.58 0.23 40 0.40 0.58 145 6.33 2.54 40
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~ble 3
~iean levels of Hg, Cu, Pb, Zn (~pm)
Off shore Fisheries (July 1972 till end June 1973) Soles
Hg Cu I Pb Zn,
n - 50 I I iX a a/X (96) X I a a/X (56) X a a/X (%) X a aiX l50
Bristol Channel U.17 0.12 68 0.86 0.46 53 0.38 0.13 34 10.1 6.55 65
North Sea 0.31 0.21 69 1.06 0.65 61 0.38 0.22 59 9.1 3.44 38
Table 4
----
Belgian coast
~ean levels Hg, Cu (ppm)
Plaices _ Whiting - Cod - Sprats - Shrimps (71-72-73)
Plai ce Whiting Sprats Cod Shrimps
Quarter
Hg I I IHg Cu n Cu n Hg Cu n Hg Cu n Hg Cu n
1V/71 0.14
-
46 0.141
-
67 0.14
-
12 0.10 - 34 0.10 - 10
1/72 0.14 0.67 57 0.17 0.84 25 0.15 1.20 23 0.14 0.70 43 0.10 12.2 57
11/72 0.16 0.81 41 0.17 0.86 59 0.11 1.97 9 0.16 0.48 5 0.12 12.5 27
II1/72 0.22 0.77 86 0.23 1.49 59 0.17 1.25 16
- - -
0.10 16 13
1V/72 0.18 0.90 80 0.18 1.51 107 0.14 1.74 21 0.29 1.09 15 0.09 15 51
II/73 0.19
-
16 0.20
-
30
- - - - - - - - -
1V/73 0.12
- 15 0.21 - 10 - - - - - - - - -
•
Table 5
----
~ean levels of Hg, Cu (ppm)
Off shore Fisheries : Plaices (1972)
Southern North Sea Bristol Channel
Quarter
t jHg Cu n Hg Cu n
I /72 0.17 0.60 8 0.16 0.73 12
H/72 0.25 0.62 10 0.20 0.76 5
II 1/72 0.27 0.48 10 0.25 0.70 15
IV/72 0.30 0.78 14 0.23 0.74 14
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Table 6
Mean levels of Hg, Cu (ppm)
Off shore Fisheries : Soles (72-73)
I I INorth Sea Bristol Channel English ChannelQuarter IHg Cu n Hg Cu n Hg Cu n
III/72
- - -
0.15 0.64 10
- - -
IV/72
- - -
0.20 1.43 9
- - -
1/73.
- - -
0.15 0.60 33 0.20 0.63 24
II/73 - - - 0.13 0.69 13 0.33 0.89 26
II 1/73 0.35 1.21 22 0.20 1.15 40 0.40 1.03 14
0.18
-
21
IV/73 0.14 ,
-
30 0.16 1.39 13 0.24
-
14
I
Table 7
---
Mercury contents and % methylmercury
Hg (total) ~l.!~~!:!..!:lSpedes (ppm) Hg (total)(%)
0.04 75
0.05 80
Soles 0,09 66
North Sea 0.15 53
IV/73 0.16 50
0.22 63
0.30 66
0.11 81
0.14 100
0.14 93
Plaices 0.15 93
Bristol ChannE'l 0.15 86
IV/72 0.16 68
0.21 71
0.39 56
0.46 32
IHg (total) ~~.llmerc~Species Hg (total)(ppm) (%)
0.11 91
0.13 100
Whiting 0.16 100
Belgian coast 0.17 76
IV/?2 0.34 65
0.38 53
0.49 37
0.10 60
0.10 60
Shrimps 0.10 40
0.10. 40Belgian Coast
0.10 40
IV/72
0.13 35
0.15 27
0.18 17
Area Quarter Hg (total) !:!!.!~:i.!~.!:~!:..!:l(ppm) (total) nHg
Soles
North Sea IV/73 0.15 ( 0.05-0.30) 65 (80-50) 7
Bristol Channel IV/73 0.22 (0.12-0.30) 44 (65-13) 10
Plaices
Bristol Channel IV/72 0.21 (0.16-0.46) 77 (100-32) 10
Belgian coast IV/?2 0.20 (0.12-0.39) 36 (40-20) 13
Whiting
Belgian coast IV/?2 0.24 ( 0.13-0.49) 74 (100-37) 10
Sprats
Belgian coast IV/72 0.14 (0.09-0.20) 45 (90-26) 10
Shrimps
Beigian coast IV/72 0.12 ( 0.1 0-0.18 ) 37 (60-17) 10
•
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!~~.!~
(continuation)
Mercury contents and % methylmercury~lean levels
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lable 9
Fillet - Liver - Stomach content
Belgian coast : Whiting (April 1974)
I
Fillet Liver Stomach content
N°
Spec. Hg Cu Hg Cu Hg Cu Nature of
ppm ppm ppm ppm j ppm ppm the content
49 0.13 1.0 0.16 15.6 0.24 4.2 sprat
50 0.19 0.7 0.11 8 0.17 3.4 I
51 0.10 1.7 0.13 4.2 0.12 2.5 I
52 0.23 0.6 0.09 6.4 0.15 2.2 Shrimps
53 0.23 2.0 0.12 7.1 0.22 4.9 Shrimps
54 0.62 1.2 0.27 4.4 0.11 2.2 I
55 0.17 2.6 0.08 6.4 0.12 3.8 I
56 0.23 1.6 0.10 6.9 0.12 10.2 I
58 0.15 0.8 0.04 5.4 0.13 1.7 I
59 0.19 1.5 0.05 9.6 0.08 3.3 Shrimps
60 0.23 1.8 0.12 6.2 0.10 0.81 I
61 0.20 0.9 0.13 10.1 0.14 3.4 Shrimps
X 0.22 1.4 0.12 7.5 0.14 3.6
(1 0.13 ! 0.61 0.06 3.14 0.05 2.4
o/x 68 I 44 50 42 I 36 67
Average content of Hg, Cu, Zn, Pb
(ppm, dry matter)
Belgian coast : marine organisms (breakwaters - 1974)
Spedes n Hg Cu Pb I Zn
Ulva lactuca 12 0.13 8.1 6.3 44
Fucus spiralis 7 0.11 5.5 5 200
Porphyra umbilicalis 2 0.03 22.3 2.4 85
Navicula 1 0.21 86 20.4 127
Asterias rubens 1 0.34 6.1 3.9 210
Mytilus edulis 12 0.44 10 6.8 185
Li ttorina li ttorea 13 0.24 73 2.9 80
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1.5.1.- Heavy metals ~n fish (fillets) and ~n shrimps
In brief, the conelusions of previous reports have been confirmed
the mean contents of hea~j metals may vary between classes and species
from one region to the other and aceording to the period (tables 1, 2,
3 and 10). In the same speeies there is a clear cut eorrelation between
the total Hg eontent and thc age (weißht) and the mean contents may be
very different according to the regions (tables 2, 3, 4, 6).
The new results strengthen the assumption of a variation'of the
contents according to thc seasons, with higher contents in summer
(tables 4, 5, 6). We suggest eonnecting these fluetuations with those
of the primary productivity. Abdullah and Royle (1973) found a similar
variation for cadmium in plankton.
Levels of contents
If the Hg levels were already weIl' defined, it is also the ease
~n this moment for Cu, Pb and Zn. It has been confirmed that Zn and Pb
contents (25 and 3 ppm) are higher in sprats and shrimps and that shrimps
have a higher Cu content (15 ppm).
As for Hg, there should be a fluctuation in funetion of the seasons.
As for Hg, Cu, Pb und Zn contents of a same species are distributed
aecording to a normal log way, with a variation coeffieient of about
50 %. In some species however, such as whiting, plaices, sprats and
shrimps (tables 1, 2), this coefficicnt is nearly 100 % or higher for
Pb.
As far as Pb distribution is concerned, we obtain rather eur~ous
results : pLaices, captured in four different regions, have very elosely
related mean contents (0.3 to 0.4 ppm Pb) but, according to the regions
the variation coeffieients are very divergent - from 23 % (Belgian
Coast) to 145 % (North Sea); soles, on the other hand, from three of
the same regions have mean contents of the same rate (0.38 to 0.39 ppm
of Pb), but the variation coefficients are not very divergent and smaller
than those of plaices (tables 1, 2, 3).
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In short, same mean Pb content in plaices as in soles, in all cases
a correlation between the variation coefficients and the region, 2 to
3 times higher variation coefficients in plaices (in every case there ~s
aseries of 50 s~ples). There seems to be a different physiological
reaction.
Cadmium
We have had a great number of cadmium determinations, but notwith-
standing several restatements of the question, we are not pleased with
the absolute value of the results. The levels we found are nearly 0.2
to 0.4 ppm Cd for soles and 0.7 ppm for whiting; they are considered
to be too high and research continues in better conditions on biological
material; determination on a great series will followafterwards.
Nevertheless, the results have a comparative value.
According to the series of 50 samples that have already been
analysed, it seems to bc evident
- that for a same species, the mcans vary ~n function of the region
(soles: North Sea 0.2 ppm; Irish Sea 0.4; Bristol Channel 0.2);
- that the means vary according to the species (soles 0.2 to 0.4 ppm,
whiting 0.7 ppm);
- that the variation coefficicnts vary between 30 and 55 %.
1.5.2.- Methylmercury
As appears from table 8, the ratio methylmercury/total mercury
differs from one species to another.
In short for the Belgian coast it var~es between 36 % for plaices
and 74 % for whiting, whereas for the Bristol Channel it varies between
44 % for soles and 77 % for plaices, the total Hg contents being the
same. It should be interesting to compare these fluctuations with those
of the sulphurated amino acid contents of the same species, those
contents may be correlated with the Hg retention.
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Generally the relation Me-Hg/total Hg var~es ~n inverse ratio to
the total mercury contents.
The results are given in table 7.
For whiting, the relation reaches 100 % for contents of ahcut
0.1 ppm total Hg and 37 % for ± 0.5 ppm • For plaices nearly 100 %
for 0.1 ppm total Hg and 32 % for ± 0.5 ppm ; for shrimps 60 %
for 0.1 ppm total Hg and nearly 17 % for ± 0.2 ppm • Kosta et al.
(1974) made a similar observation for a Hg polluted -river : "Tbe reduction
of total Hg in trout keeps pace with the increase of the methylmercury
fraction."
As it ~s known that the total Hg content is correlated with the age,
we may say that the degree cf methylmercury increase lessens with the age.
For an almost equal mean content of total mercury, a same species
may give, according to the regions, totally different relations Me.Hgl
total Hg. Examples are given in table 8.
Plaices of the Bristol Channel and the Belgian Coast have mean
contents of total mercury of respectively 0.21 and 0.20 ppm , while
the corresponding relation Me-Hg/total Hg are 77 and 36 %, for soles
of the southern part of the North Sea and the Irish Sea the contents are
0.40 and 0.37 ppm , the relation 34 and 47 %.
The relative value of the methylation degree of mercury seems ~mpor­
tant enough to be considered in order to differentiate the regional
pollution.
Remarks
After these considerations it becomes apparent that the above
mentioned seasonal variations of the total mercury contents should be
mainly imputable to the mineral mercury. Indeed, an increase of the
content generally keeps pace with a decrease of the methylmercury pro-
portion, while the phenomenon of subsequent elimination of Hg for plaices
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is certainlY more complicated with methylmercury as CH3-Hg-proteinate, the
half life of which having been rated at 780 days by Hasanen (1973).
In view of thc high toxicity of Ue-Hg and of the fact that the
relation Me-Hg/total Hg presents a high variability, a low content of
total mercury, from the point of view of fish consumption, could present
the same risks as a higher one.
1.5.3.- Distribution of heav7 metals in fillets, liver and stomach
content of whiting (Belgian Coast)
These are the first results, for Hg and Cu (table 9) of the new
development of our studies.
With regard to the comparison of the contents of the different
organs :
- on the average and in most cases copper is more abundant ~n liver,
next ~n the stomach content;
- on the averae;e and in several cases total mercury is more abundant
in fillets.
Those first trials ceem to confirm some data of the literature according
to which there should be a greater accumulation of Hg in the muscles than
in the liver [GilIes et ale (1973)J in less polluted areas. A higher
Cu-content in the liver is probably not at all an exception, in view of
the function of this organ.
The research concerning the relations between the content of the
muscle and that of the liver and the stomach content have been unsuccess-
ful, except for Hg between museIe and liver where a correlation r = 0.75
implicates a 99 % significative correlation.
New series are already examined, and also new elements such as
Me-Hg.
1.5.4.- Marine organisms captured on the breakwaters
This study' started in 1974, is based upon four campaigns during
which mar~ne organisms (sea-weed, diatoms, musscIs, littorines, etc.)
are captured on the breakwaters of the Belgian coast. Only heavy metals
are studied.
-----------
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Table 10 gives the mean ccntents, calculatcd on the dry material
(thc water content is generally ± 70 %).
Concerning the three animal species that already have been studied
(musseIs, littorines and star-fish), we may admit that, pro element,
the Hg-, Cu-, Pb- and Zn-contents are nearly the same; nevertheless an
exception should be made for littorines with a Cu-content of 73 ppm
and for muss eIs and starfish with a Zn-content of ± 200 ppm .
Compared with the heavy metal contents in fish and shellfish, cal-
culated on dry material (nearly 3.5 times the values calculated on
fresh material), the Hg and Pb contents are nearly the same. The contents
are higher for copper in littorines (that contain hemocyanine) and rank
above those of shrimps (nearly 73 against 50 ppm). Starfish and musseIs
have a ncarly three times higher Zn content than the high value found for
this element in sprats and shrimps.
2.- Pesticides end P.C.B. [HenrietJ
As for the heavy metals - continuation of the determination of
pesticides and P.C.B. intended to get together a statistical series for
each studied species (plaice, sole, whiting, cod, sprats, shrimps, herring)
and different fishing groups - the results confirm that the contents are
relatively low and there ~s no differentiation between regions. Tbe means
are : pp'DDT : 0.004 ppm DDD: 0.002 ppm; DDE: 0.002 ppm ;
Lindane : 0.003 ppm; Dieldrine: 0.002 ppm; P.C.B. : 0.04 ppm •
For rccall the amounts of the different kinds of pesticidcs and
P.C.B. are clearly higher in thc sprats.
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Chapter V
Inventory of the water- and sediment pollution
by
J. BOUQUIAUX and P. HERMAN
The inventory of the coastal zone and of the rivers, realised in 1974, has
been assembled in an advancement report composed of eleven parts, a summary of which
is given in the next pages.
New activities
-----
~r and ~rs Van der Ben, of the Royal Institute for Natural Sciences, have been
associated to the inventory work. This made the following extensions possible :
- the study of the phytaplanktonic biamass of the mixing zone of the sea;
- the study of the contamination of marine organisms, caught on four breakwaters of
the Belgian coast (vegetal and animal macro-specimens, diatomea).
f~~2!!~~~!:l
- further study of the coastal zone;
new studies of the river Meuse and of some rivers of its hydrographie bassin; idem
for the rivers Ijzer, Scheide and Sure;
- a partieular study of the rivers at the frontier point, only aecording to the water
analysis {twenty-six places);
a study of sediments of the Ghendt.Terneuzen Channel is going on.
Cireumstantial results
It should be noted that all the results, just as the informations according to
the places and data of the sampling are put on slips; exemplars of them exist in the
Oata Compiling Center. The eomplete list of the slips, kept sinee the beginning of
the inventory and classified in alphabetical order of the sampling places, are given,
for the coastal zone and per hydrograph basin, in an annex to the present report.
Studies
-----
In 1973, a monography has been devoted to the river Ijzer; a second, that will
be published during the first trimester of 1975, will refer to the river Vesdre.
ICoastal zone
1.- Emissions (towards the seal
(ßased on work by J. ßOUQUIAUX, K. OE SRABANOER, C. SOELEN, R. OE BOECK, H. VANDEPUTTE,
J. VAN DIJCK, Mrs VERHOEVEN - Staff of the Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology of
the Department of Public Healthi ~r. BULTYNCK, director of the T.V.Z.A.K.)
The study of the emission of pollutants into the sea concerned in
1974 the composition of the sewage 3 thrown out by the drains of Blanken-
berge and Nieuport during the whole month of July.
ifihen the results 1974 of Blankenberge are compared with those of
the summer 1972, we find a remarkable similitude for the organic pollu-
tion; on the other hand, the concentration of metals in the water varies
from one year to the other in 1974, the Cu- and Pb-contents are beneath
the detection-limit, those of Cr, which are very constant, approach the
20 ppb.
In Nieuport the water undergoes a primary epuration and the organic
pOllution is not as important as in Blankenberge; for the metal contents
there is a similitude, except for Cr that has not been found in Nieuport.
By extrapolation of the pollutant load of July 1974, it was possible to
make a crude estimation of the pollutants that are annually trained off
into the sea by the drains of Blankenberge and Nieuport.
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I Blankenberge Nieuwpoort
f t/day t/year I t/day t/year
BOD 1.82 664 0.59 219
eOD 3.76 1372 2.42 B83
Susp. mat. 1.90 693 1.63 594
Ntot 0.46 168 0.45 165
Namm 0.42 153 0.44 163
N02 0.038 14 0.185 67
N0'3 0.041 15 0.197 72
P04-- 0.094 34 0.070 26
Cl- 7.045 2573 1.50 549
S04- 1.065 389 0.87 316
Det. an. 0.060 22 0.0012 4
Cd 0.109 10-3 0.040 - -
Cu
- - -
-
Fe 2.504 10-3 0.914 2.72 10-3 0.992
Hg < 0.002 10-3 - - -
Mn 0.495 10-3 0.18 0.229 10-3 0.084
Ni
- - - -
Pb - - - -
Zn 1.571 10-3 0.573 1.458 10-3 0.532
(Based on work by Mrs OE MAYER, J. 8ARBETTE, J.P. DAUBY, J. OEMANET, J.M. SE8A -
Institute for Hygiene and Epidemiology)
This year the control of the emissions of bacteriological pollutants
in the North' Sea was entirelY devoted to the analysis of the material
thrown out by the drains of Nieuport and Blankenberge during the month
of July.
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On the basis of 10 sampIes for Nieuport and of 11 sampIes for
Bla.."1kenberge those sa~les B.re mean sampIes taken over aperiod of 3
days or 72 hours, wc proceedcd to a counting of total, coliform, faecal
coliform and faecal streptococcic germs. The number of germs found ~n
the sampIes varied very little during the sampling period. There is a
remarkable similitude between thc number of germs in July 1973 and 1974,
as it appears from the following table concerning the situation in
Blankenberge.
I.~~g
(co1./100 m~)
July 1973 July 1974
coliform germs 109 5.108
faecal coliform germs 5.108 108
faecal streptococcic germs 106 5.106
It is ncarly impossible to make arepartition of the nlmber of
germs per equivalent inhabitants, there is too big a fluctuation of
the inhabitants of the two stations during the observation period, and
this makes the comparison with a stationary population impossible. Ac-
cording to these results, the influcnce of thc primary epuration in
Nieuport is not very important. Tbe differcnce with Blar~enbcrge is
maximum of a factor 10 and ncgligible with rcgard to the number of
germs in the sewage.
It should be noted that each of the sampIes corresponds to 72 h
of sampling; owing to the working conditions it is unfortunately impossible
to make p..nalyses every day.
(Based on work by P. HERMAN, R. VANDERSTAPPEN, K. ~EEUS-VERDINNE, P. HANISET, J. ISTAS,
J. CORNIL, G. LEDENT, R. VAN DER ZEYP, G. NEIRINCKX, H. STRUELENS, P. HEIMES - Insti-
tute for Chemical Research of the Ministry of Agriculture)
The deposits in sea of the outlets (sewage systems and channels)
have been recalculated for the drains of Blankenberge and Nieuport. The
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pollution by material in suspension and, in some degree, by the decanta-
tion mud, is very variable in the time, nevertheless we find important
Ag-, Ba-, Bi-, Cu-, Hg- and Sn-contents in Blankenberge and Nieuport.
From one year to the other the Pb- and Zn-values vary from very low to
very high. The comparison of samples, taken in Blankenberge in summer
and in winter, taking into account the variations of discharge and of
material in suspension, revealsthatthe Cr-, Ni-, Cu- and Sn-contamina-
tion is more important during the summer.
The pollution of the "Spuikomll (where the overflow of the drain-
system is discharged in periods of floods) is closely related with that
of the sea in front of Blankenberge (most polluted place of the coast;
there is a greater pOllution of organie matter, of total sulphur and
especially Of crude).
2.- Immixture (mixing zone in the seal
(Institute for Hygiene and Epidemiology, cf. § 1.1)
The first five series of sampIes, taken at the usual 12 sampling
points have been completed by two new series bearing the numbers 6 and
7 and also taken at the same points. From the seven series of results
one may draw thc following conclusions
Profile of the dissolved oxygen
- increasing from Oostduinkerke till Hiddelkerke
- decreasing from Hariakerke till Heist
- increases lightly in Knokke.
The nitrate contents of the stations in the SW of Ostend are
considerably below the average value. In Ostend they approach this
value while in the NE we always find higher values, the difference being
sometimes very important (as in Heist, for example).
For phosphates, on the other hand, we find only small deviations
from the general average, except in Knokke.
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Table 3
----
Mean concentrations of nutrients
(general average for the coastal zone)
Units I ~Ji n I ~iax X Xl
Ntot
2 N/R. 1 2.5 1.67 1.67mg
Namm mg N/Q, 1 0.47 0.17 0.17
N02 mg N02/R. 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.015
N03 mg N03/Q, 1.99 6.89 3.98 0.90
P0;j-- mg P04--/R. 0.20 1.00 1.22 0.38
1 Mean expressed in mg NI R, of mg PI Q, .
2 Total nitrogen: organic nitrogen + ammoniacal nitrogen, with the exception of
nitrites and nitrates.
Table 4
Mean heavy metal concentrations (~g/Q,)
Min ~lax X
Cd "<1 <1 <1
Cu 13 19 14
Fe 81 153 136
Hg 0.09 0.24 0.14
~1n 54 100 68
Pb 14 22 18
Zn 27 49 39
Remark the measurements are carried out by A.A.S. on decanted no filtered raw water.
The remark concerning the phosphate concentration applies also to
Cu- and Pb-concentrations for which the deviation of the general average
is very small. Contrary to what has been observed for nitrates) heavy
metals are generally homogeneously distributed all along the Belgian
Coast.
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Superficial ~~d deeper waters
In order to estimate the possible divergence between the values
found J.n superficial and decper waters, we took four double samples, no
significant difference has been found.
(Insti tute for Hygiene and Epidemiology, cf. § 1.1)
Tbe report mentions the results found in four sampling points,
spread cver the Belgian coast. These points are Lombardsijde, Mariakerke,
Reist and Knokke.
2.2.1.- Bacteriological situation in the different stations
With reference to the faecal coliforms, the ereatest number of
germs has been found in the zone of Ivlariakerke in February, April, June,
October and November (superficinl and deeper waters) and also in August
(deeper wat er ) •
In Lombardsijde we observed a serJ.ous incrense of the number of
germs J.n April and September.
In Heist we found a very high number of germs (superficial and
deeper waters) in February.
2.2.2.- Bacterioloeical evolution as influenced by sampling period
There are two main contamination periods, the first one in spring,
the other one in October-November. As no samples have been taken in
September and October in IIeist and Knokke,' it is impossible to draw a
conclusion concernine these two points •. The number of germs,found in
samples of deeper water, seems also to be greater than in superficial
water. This difference could be ascribed to the influence of thetides
und particularly of the current J.n this part of thc water.
The same observations can be made concernine the number of faecal
streptococci, which are unquestionable factors of human pollution.
In any case, the regularly most contaminated zone, from a bacterio-
logical point of view, seems to be thc zone of Mariakerke. Knokke, on the
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other hand, notwithstanding the two higher values in April and October
(superficial water) and in October (deeper water), has a low faecal coli-
form content and seems to be the less polluted zone.
Table 5
-----
Faecal coliforms in superficial water
Stations Febr. IApril ~iay June July Aug. Sept. Od. Nov.
Lombardsijde 200 1980 < 10 50 < 10 < 10 1100 290 880
~,ariakerke 1200 1700 < 10 600 50 60 550 1100 1600
Heist 8200 400 10 300 50 < 20
-
1400
-
Knokke 800 150 10 < 10 10 < 10 - 320 -
I , •
Table 6
---
Faecal coH forms in deeper water
Stations Febr. April ~iay June IJuly AU9· Sept. OeL Nov.
Lombardsijde 600 800 10 50 < 10 < 10 1600 420 1440
~iariakerke 2200 3900 < 10 500 100 20 700 1800 3800
Heist 2800 150 30 300 100 20
-
1750
-
Knok ke 2200 50 10 < 10 40 10 - 350 -
t
2.2.3.- Conclusions
a) The precise mechanism that governs the bacteriological situation of
the water depends on different factors :
- the permanent and/or sporadic coastal supply with sewage. Never-
theless, nothing allows us to say that the touristic season has an in-
fluence on the pollution of the sea;
- the bacteriological effect of the sea-water on non-resistant
germs ;
- the influence of the general content (physical, chemical and
biologieal) on the resistant germs.
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b) The western part of the Belgian coast is more polluted at the
beginning of the year.
c) On the other hand, the central part, with Hariakerke and Heist,
is more polluted in October.
3.- Organisms on the breakwaters
Samples of musseIs, periodically taken on four breakwaters by
Mrs. Van der Ben have been studied. The results of the analyses were
very irregular and to draw conclusions it will be necessary to expect
the results of new samplings.
(Based on work by Mrs VAN DER BEN and Prof. I.'ELSKENS, V.U.B.)
Estimation of the chlorophyll content of the sea-water of the
Belgian coast in connection with the evolution of silica and NH:, NO;,
N0 3 and P04-- ions. Every month sampIes have been taken at four of the
twelve stations and inventorized by the group : Lombardsijde, Mariakerke,
Heist and Knokke, both in superficial and deeper water.
3.1.1.- Results and discussion
Water samples rarely have the same chlorophyll concentration at
all stations and those differences are une~ual from one station to
,another. Only thc April concentrations, in superficial water, are alike
in the four sampling points.
In function of the sampling period, the stations of Lombardsijde
and Mariakerke present, in superficial and deeper waters, a comparable
evolution with two classical maxima, the first one in the spring, the
other one at the end of the summer.
On the contrary, the graphics concerning Heist and Knokke are
not classical at all; they do not present a spring peak in the superficial
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water; the superficial water of Heist had a particularly constant
chlorophyll content for the sampling period of April, May end June.
The chlorophyll-a concentration coming from the total plankton are
often greater in the deeper than in the superficial waters; the greatest
differences are found in Knokkc (April, June, July and prineipally
October) •
gg~p..?:I.:.~~9..n.:.1?~.~y~~n.:..:t?~~_.C..~.:l:'?F.'?I>I:Y.:.~~ ....C?.'?.~.~.~.~~~ ... g~:y.~.~ ...?y'....~?,.~... ~.~?,.:.._~.~_ ..~~~:
~.~.~~.~.'?_n.:.
The calculation of the chlorophyll-a concentration relations
nanoplankton/netplonkton, during the period April to August, led to very
variable results : in 11 cascs out of 40 this relation is nearly 0.5 •
The other values vary between 0.5 and 6 on the one hand (13 cases out
of 40) end between 0.5 ond 0.1 on the other hand (16 cases out of 40).
3.1.2.- Chemistry
Globally, the general chemical situation of the waters, during the
period April to August, may be described as follows :
I
!!~~!_~~_~~ : important falling of the concentration between April and July,
with local anomalies in Heist (deeper water) and Knokke (deeper water).
The situation is less clear in August.
~_<?.~.~~ : thc ammonia-content falls lightly during the same period. August
may bc considered as aperiod with 0. low ammonia-content •
.!:!.g.F.A~.~.:3.. are found everywhere in small quanti ties.
~~_C2.~.I?~.~~.~.~. : as for the nitrates they fall from April till July end vary
in August. The phosphate content becomes a bit higher in all stations
during the month of June (except in the deeper water in Lombardsijde and
in the superficial water in Heist) •
.~~J:~~~.: varies strongly according to the sampling period, but the varia-
tions are in the same way in all stations (except in Lombardsijde (super-
ficial water) ond Heist (superficial water), where the peak does not ap-
pear in June.
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3.1.3.- ponclusions
As the number of campaigns does not even cover a complete annual
cycle~ it is evident that every serious interpretation of the results is
impossible at this moment. Actually there seems to be a different beha-
viour of the water in the SW and the NE zones :
- in the SW-zone (Lombardsijde and Mariakerke), the chlorophyll
content according to the sampling periods evolves on the classical way;
- in the NE-zone (Heiste and Knokke) this evolution seems to be
subjected to important perturbations.
(~r. VAN DER BEN; I.C.R.: quantitative analyses of heavy metals; I.H.E.: bacteriology
and pesticides)
Four campaigns with~ for each of them, collecting of seven organisms
on four breakwaters (Nieuport j Raversijde, Heist and Knokke).
3.2.1.- Collected organ1sms
1) Plants
.-...._._~_ ..__..._..
green algae
brown algae
red algae
diatoms
Ulva lactuca L.
Fucus spiralis L.
Porphyra urrbilicalis (L.)
Navicula grevillei AG. and Navicula mollis SM
mixed (Diatoms of the "Schi zonema-type!l)
2) :f.l.E.~_~~.~ : starfish
musseis
winkles
Asterias rubens L.
l~tilus edulis L.
Littorina littorea L.
At this moment we cannot take into consideration the diatoms
(Navicula) and starfish~ sampies of them having been taken only once.
3.2.2.- Results and discussion
a) Only the results concern1ng the analysis of the speC1men caught
during the first three campaigns were available at the end of 1974 and
are discussed in this paper.
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lable 7
----
Hg I Cu
,
n min max X n min max X
Ulva Iaetuea 12 0.03 0.23 0.13 12 5.8 12.5 8.3
Fueus spiralis 6 0.03 0.22 0.08 6 2.3 7.7 5.3
Porphyra umbi liealis 3 0.03 0.03 0.03 3 10.1 34.4 22.1
Navieula 1 - - 0.21 1 - - 85.9
Asterias rubens 1 - - 0.34 1 - - 6.1
Mytilus eduli 5 12 0.14 0.77 0.45 12 6.3 20.6 9.7
Li ttorina littorea 13 0.13 ,0.41 0.24 13 40.1 138.7 62.7
I
Pb Zn
I X I Xn min max n min max
Ulva Iaetuea 12 3.13 13.88 6.39 12 24.2 89.5 45.5
Fueus spiralis 6 1.13 8.12 4.58 6 95.4 328.4 192.6
Porphyra umbiliealis 3 2.03 3.66 2.79 3 67.0 140.3 103.16
Navieula 1 - - 20.4 1 - - 127.4
Asterias rubens 1 - - 3.9 1 - - 210.2
My ti Ius edulis 12 4.30 14.13 6.97 12 120.5 316.9 191.2
Littorina li ttorea 13 0.51 4.42 2.78 13 46.8 134.9 79.03
The lowest mean contents are always found in plant (material :
Hg and Pb in Phorphyra~ Cu in Fucus~ Zn in UZva; the highest mean contents
are especially detected in animal material: Hg, Pb and Zn in musseIs,
Cu in winkles (which naturally contain copper in their hemocyanine).
Nevertheless, two high means are found in plants : Pb in Ulva and Zn in
Fuaus.
b) When we only consider the plants (Naviculae excepted) we find the
highest concentration of elements that do not play a physiological role
(Hg and Pb) in UZva laatuaa; we find the lowest concentration in
Porphyra.
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c) When we only consider the &~imals, musseIs have the highest concen-
trations of those two metals.
These results are discussed ~n function of the literature and the
water- ahd sediment-contents of the same coastal zone.
3.2.3.- Tentative of conclusions
- The absolute levels, found for Hg, Cu, Pb and Zn are superior to
what could be considered as normal, but do not seem to be excess~ve.
Nevertheless a comparison with the literature is difficult du~ to the
different levels of dryine.
- Thc increasing contamination from thc SW to the NE-stations, detected
by the other te~~ of the Inventory Group, ~s found again in the organism,
with a greater contamination however in Heist (Leopold channel) than in
Knokke where some minima are revealed.
- Heavy metals are strongly concentrated by the organisms and truly
reflect the situation of those metals in the water, especially with regard
to the elements that do not play a physiological role. The best contami-
nation detection are the algae. The species that should be specially
studied are Ulva lactuca~ Fuaus spiralis" Porplzyra w:iliilicalis and f1ytilus
edulis.
- Concerning the bacteria in the musseIs and the pesticides in Ulva
laatuaa it is necessary to wait for more results.
(LG.R., cf. § 1.3)
The pollution degree of the coastal zone and the correlation be-
tween this pollution &~d the proportion of fine particles of sediments
have been confirmed. The part of the coast NE from Ostend ~s more
polluted (especiallY Blankenberge and Ostend). On thc whole, the sediments,
sampIes of which have been taken in 1974, include less fine particles and
since the pollutant contents are relatively lower than the preceeding
years. Sediment pollution in thc neighbourhood of the breakwater, also
~~ction of the quantity of fine particles, is very small.
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Tabla 8
------
Sediments - Synthesis of the results
Coastal zone (immixture)
(6 campaigns from 1971 till 1974)
I IUnits n min max X
I
< 37 jj % 67 0 92 42.06
P/F : 110-550 °C % 66 0.21 15.41 4.29
550-1000 °C % 66 1.44 16.95 7.20
Org. mat. ( K2Cr207) % 54 0.04 5.8 2.37
A1203 % 54 2.28 10.83 6.03
Fe203 % 54 0.53 3.96 2.16
Ti 02 0' 54 0.05 0.55 0.30'u
P205 % 3 0.07 0.30 0.17
CaO % 54 3.61 16.41 10.60
MgO % 54 0.14 2.15 0.97
K20 % 54 0.85 1.97 1.40
Na 20 % 3 1.03 2.24 1.51
Stot % 54 0.02 1.27 0.5
Cl % 54 0.01 0.25 0.14
Ag ppm 62(17) < limit 2 0.7
8a ppm 7 56 140 110
Bi ppm 65(63) < limi t 16 10
Co ppm 65 0.3 14 3
Cr ppm 65 4 120 42
Cu ppm 65 0.6 58 14
Ga ppm 65 0.8 22 6
Ge ppm 65(20} 0.7 11 8 3 I!
Hg ppm 57 0.01 1.77 0.48
Mn ppm 65 70 1488 496
Ni ppm 65 0.4 27 11
Pb ppm 65 10 280 80
Sn ppm 65 0.3 18 7
Sr ppm 54 115 660 301
V ppm 65 0.8 105 29
Zn ppm 65 15 271 120
Zr ppm 65 33 370 176
Crude mt/100g 96 0 0.22 0.008
Be, Cd, In, Li, Mo, Sb, Tl : inferior to the detection limit.
() : number of results used for the calculation of the mean value.
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Table 9
Comparison of the sediments classified according to their granulometry
(6 campaigns from 1971 till 1974)
Sand I MudUn. I Remarks
n min max X n I min max X
Org. mal. % 18 0 0.8 0.2 36 1.02 58 3.4
A1203 % 18 2.3 4.5 1.2 34 5.7 10.8 7.73 2 samp. mud : 3.16 & 3.9
Fe203 % 18 0.53 1.35 0.74 36 1.45 3.96 2.85
Ti 02 % 18 0.05 0.22 0.11 36 0.25 0.55 0.4
CaO % 18 3.61 8.96 5.53 36 9 16.41 12.74
MgO % 18 0.14 0.65 0.29 36 0.8 2.14 1.32
K2 0 .' 18 0.85 1.25 1.04 36 1.02 2 1.59 *lIJ
Stot % 17 0.02 0.32 0.11 36 0.38 1.27 0.89 1 samp. sand : 0.48
Co ppm 26 0.3 2 1 39 2 14 4
Cr ppm 26 4 23 12 39 32 120 56
Cu ppm 26 0.6 10 2 39 4 58 22
Ga ppm 25 0.8 3 2 39 3 22 8 1 samp. sand : 12
Hg ppm 18 0.01 0.28 0.08 37 0.11 1.77 0.68 2 samp. sand : 0.38 & 0.45
~In ppm 26 70 330 126 39 230 1500 725
Ni ppm 25 0.4 7 3 39 4 27 16 1 samp. sand : 15
Pb ppm 25 10 39 22 39 40 280 120 1 samp. sand : 59
Sn ppm 24 0.3 4 2 39 1 18 9 2 samp. sand : 16 & 7
Sr ppm 17 115 220 147 39 223 660 382 1 samp. sand : 240
V ppm 26 0.8 17 7 39 17 105 44
Zn 16 15 61 38 35 60 271 166 2 samp. sand : 178 & 2pppm
1 samp. mud : 36
Zr ppm 26 33 270 138 39 I 88 370 201 *
partition less sharp.
II
Rivers
1.- Hydrographie basin of the river Meuse
(Institute for Hygiene and Epidemiology, cf. § 1.1, part I)
1.1.1.- River Meuse at the Dutch frontier
According to the analyses effectuated up to this day, the Meuse
at the point where it leaves Belgium, carrics ffil organic charge that
may become important at certain moments, and a rather large quantity
of nutrients. The large fluctuations of thc chloride and sulphate con-
tents are probably due to an up-river pollution. Thc mctal-pollution is
rather important; the Cd-content iso moreover, alarming owing to the
high toxicity of this metal; thc Fe- and Zn-contents are nearly always
very high. The pesticide concentrations are low.
1.1.2.- Other frontier-points
In 1974 we started a study of all the frontier points.
1.1.3.- Tributaries
Tbe direct tributaries of the river Meuse have characteristics
that are similar to the characteristics of the Heuse ~n Hastiere. None
of them presents pesticides in demonstrable quantities. They are
weakly or not polluted, except a light organic charge in the Semois.
The same situation appears in the tributaries of the Sambre
(except that in these we find traces of lindane), while the Sambre
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Frontier points - Bassin of the Meuse
I I 02 ICOD BOD S.M. NtotI Namm I N02 I N03 P04--Date % mg/R. mg/i mg/i mg/i mg/i mg/i mg/i mg/i
French frontier - ~leu se and tributaries
Houille in Felcnne 10-06-74 102.7 4 5.6 12 4.1 0.05
-
0.90 0.40
Viroin in ~jazee 10-06-74 85.2 11 0.3 4 2.1 0.05
-
1.92 0.67
Meuse in Hastiere 10-06-74 100 15 5.0 16 3.4 < 0.005
-
1.05 0.15
Semois in 80han 24-06-74 98.9 18 16.8 20
-
0.05 0.04 0.77 0.89
,
Sambre and tributaries
Hantes in Leval Chaudev. 11-06-74 87.1 11 7.5 12 4.2 0.26 0.26 11.3 0.52
Hantes in I-,ontig. St-Chris. 11-06-74 100.9 18 6.5 16 3.3 0.05 0.14 10.3 0.46
Thure in Bersillies 11-06-74 87.1 7 5.7 12 3.4 0.23 0.26 10.8 0.95
Sambre in Erquelinnes 11-06-74 24.5 33 8.0 12 4.7 2.01 0.04 0.07 1.07
Chiers and tributaries
I
Ton in Lamorteau 24-06-74 50.1 134 5.2 30
-
0.57 0.29 2.62 2.15
Chiers in Torgny 24-06-74 49.5 7 4.4 15
-
0.19 0.55 7.87 0.67
Ton in Harnoncourt 24-06-74 77.5 4 9.7 15
-
0.43 0.28 3.97 1.17
,
Dutch frontier - ~ieu se and tributaries
Geer in Kanne 25-06-74
-
17 10.7 10 4.0 3.30 0.05 0.03 4.08
Geer in Kanne 18-07-74 77.4 16 5.0 10 9.4 9.40 <0.01 4.2 37.7
Warmbeek in Achel 18-07-74 86.1 24 7.0 15 7.1 7.1 <0.01 < 0.01 1.23
Warmbeek in Achel 01-10-74 89.7 24 4.5
-
3.3 0.18 0.17 12.4 0.28
Itterbeek in Kinrooi 01-10-74 119.2 10 3.3
-
7.8 0.17 0.17 16.65 0.28
Dommel in Neerpelt 19-06-74 85.6 21 4.2 40 2.2 0.57 0.31 3.90 1.72
itself has an important organic charge and a deficit of dissolved oxygen;
this is confirmed by the presence of free ammonia, representing more than
40 % of the total nitrogen .
. ln January of this year we took a new series of samples in the
RuZles~ the Laalaireau and the Ton. The influAnce of the paper-mill cf
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Table 1,2
(continuation)
Cl- S04- Oet. an., Cd Co er ICu Fe I Hg IMn INi I Pb Zn
mg/ t mg/t mg/t ppb pr:-b ppb ppb ppb . ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb
French frontier - ~leuse and tributaries
I .
Houille 8 14 0 < 1 < 5 11 8 300 0.15 40 6 13 85
Viroin 16 22 0 < 1 < 5 10 < 5 270 <0.01 55 16 22 175
Neuse 20 42 0.08 1 < 5 17 < 5 420 <0.01 92 12 5 237
Semois I 10 16 0.16 - - 13 - - 0.24 95 - - 70
Sambre and tributaries
Hantes 24 28 0.08 < 1 < 5 < 5 < 5 390 <0.01 40 < 5 < 5 187
Hantes 22 34 0 < 1 < 5 < 5 < 5 120 <0.01 40 12 < 5 200
Thure 16 30 0.05 < 1 < 5 9 < 5 260 <0.01 71 < 5 < 5 225
Sambre 34 64 0.12 < 1 < 5 10 9 200 <0.01 128 8 < 5 235! , I
Chiers and tributaries
Ton 152 128 0.17
- -
13
- -
0.19 550
- -
100
Chiers 44 44 0.04
- -
17
- -
0.13 145
- -
70
Ton 12 96 0.15
- -
8
- -
0.03 35
- -
240
Dutch frontier - Meuse and tributaries
Geer 44 68 0.03 2.2 < 5 22 7 2300 <0.01 95 48 13 130
Geer 106 68 0.18 1.3 < 5 2.5 2.5 75 <0.02 36 17 17 225
lJarmbeek 82 83 0.25 < 1 < 5 2.5 4.5 1280 <0.02 80 26 15 250
~Iarmbeek 46 98 0.04 < 1 < 5 < 0.5 5 960 0.03 250 < 3 6 120
Itterbeek 38 56 0.03 < 1 < 5 < 0.5 < 2 590 0.03 60 < 3 < 4 40
Dommel 46 58 0.04 5.4 1 29 8.4 380 0.21 75 16 10 1230
Harnoncourt on the pollution level of the Ton is evident. It is expressed
by a considerable increase of the organic charge and of the chlorides-,
sulphates- and Nn-concentrations, by an oxygen deficiency, and also by
the presence of 80 ng/t of lindane and. of 12 ng/~ of its 0 isomer.
/
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The conclusions drawn concern~ng the RuZZes in 1973 s saying that this
river was clear, are confirmed by thenew samples. Do~~strearJ the MeLLier~
on which a wood distillery has been constructed, we find small quantities
of phenol-products.
In Decembcr 1973 new series of samples has been ta~en in the
Mehaig-ae. For the two campaigns we find a small organic pollution that
increases in Ambresin and Huccorgne. The oxygen-saturation is only
lightly affected by this pollution. The nitrates are very high on the
whole flow of thc river, except in the neighbourhood of Ambresin where
they decrease, especially in spring. We never found high phosphate con-
centrations. In winter we note higher chloride-concentrations and also
an important increase of sulphat('s. Important lindane-concentrations have
been fo~~d, espccinlly in Branchon, as in 1973.
This year a very detailcd study has been made of the Vesdre. Tbe
results of this study will be published in a special report.
At the frontier with the Netherlands, two series of results refer
to the Yeker and the Warr.beek. In July the Yeker is strongly polluted
by nutrients (39 mg/t of NO;), while in June the nutrient pollution in
more normal) the Fe. Ni end Cr-contents allow to suppose a contamination
by a discharge. Pesticides are not found in it. The Warmbeek presents a
light organic pOllution and a small concentration of lindane end of i ts
a-~somer.
The Itterbeek 1S caracterized by a light supersaturation of dissolved
oxygen and a rather high nitrates content, while the DommeL is principally
polluted by Cd, Cr and Zn.
1.2.- Pesticides
(Mr. GORDTS and Mr VANOEZANOE : i.H.E.)
Some pesticides are not taken into account because they.are not
demonstrable in the basin of the river Meuse. It concerns Aldrin,
Heptachlor, pp' DDT, DDE, DDD, a- and ß-endosulfan, endrine, HCB and
ß-HCH.
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No pesticides at all have been found in the Laalaireau, Chiers,
Semois, Houille, Thure, Sarrbre, Yeker, Dommel, Warrrbeek and Meuse.
Attention must be drawn to the fact that only one sample has been taken
on each river, at the front i er.
In the Ton, lindane has only been found in Harnoncourt (80 ng/ t) •
An exception should be made for the Uehaigne where relatively high
concentrations 01' lindane were found. From Huy to Ambresin the lindane-
concentration increases linearly with a maximum 01' 840 ng/t ; downstream
!rom this place the concentration decreases and at the confluence with
the Meuse we still find 60 ng/t • We find a higher concentration in
summer (840 ng/t) than in winter (95 ng/i). This is probably due to the
fact that the river runs through an agricultural area.
Concerning the Vesdre we refer to the special report.
(G. VAN HOOREN and H. OE SCHUTTER, I.H.E.l
1.3.1.-.River Meuse at the French !rontier
Tbe new results of 22.9.1973, found in Heer, confirm a former
conclusion, namely a low degree 01' pOllution of the Meuse where it enters
Belgium (Mathematiaal Model~ Annual Report~ III~ chapter V)'.
1.3.2.- River Meuseat the Dutch !rontier
Referring to the results 01' 1972-1973 (Mathematiaal Model~ Annual
Report~ III~ chapter V), the water of the Meuse is liable to periodlcal
,
pollutions that are not necessarily related to seasons. After the small
pollution period 01' July-August 1973, the situation is becoming worse
and arrives at a maximum in December 1973, January, February and March
1974 (a-mesosaprobe). Then follows a restoration period till June 1974,
ending with a moderate pollution.
1.3.3.- Tributaries
Ton and Laalaireau the results of 1973 are confirmed, here too
the Laalaireau is a pure river, but after its confluence with the Ton
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it is highly polluted in Dampieourt, a pollution that still inereases ~n
the neighbourhood of Harnoneourt (a-meso- till poly-saprobe).
Semois and tributaries : in the surroundings of Habay-la-Neuve the
Semois is very pure. In Rulles, however, we observe an important pol-
lution.
Mehaigne : this river presents the characteristics of an organie
pollution. The situation varies between a moderate and a high pOllution
but is not alarming. The worst situation is observed in the neighbour-
hood of Mehaig:le and the pollution degree decreases towards the confluenee
with the Meuse.
Vesdre : downstream from Eupen the Vesdre is little polluted. The
saprobity index varies between a ß~meso- and an a-meso-saprobe situation,
according to the places and the data. In Pepinster, however, the pollution
is important.
In general thc rcsults eorrespond with those found in 1972 (Mathe-
matical Model~ Annual Report~ III~ ehapter V).
(Insti tute for Hygiene and Epidemiology, cf. § 1.1. part I)
1.4.1.- River Meuse at the nuteh frontier
In 1974 the Meuse has been examined three times on faecal pollution
at the point it leaves Belgium.
IPlaces Total CoH forms Faecal Faecalgerms coliformsDates 1m2 1100 012 streptococci1100 mQ. 1100 mQ.
25-6-74 Lanaye 252.000 780.000 18.000 200
18-7-74 Lanaye 281.000 670.000 4.000 700
10-9-74 Lanaye 99.000 200.000 6.000 550
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Compared with last year the pOllution was mueh more important in
June and July. At that moment a stem of Salmonella bredeney has indeed
been isolated. On the eontrary~ the sampling of September indicates a
eonsiderable regression of tbe eolifor~.
1.4.2.- Other points of river Meuse
As, for most of the points, we only dispose of one result, it is
difficult to draw conclusions after this first year of sampling.
1.4.3.- Tributaries
We note, however, thut thc Sarribre is considerably more polluted
than the Meuse. On the Hantes, Salmonella. panama has been isolated in
Leval-Chaudeville.
Semois and Chiers are still little polluted.
LacZaireau al'ld Ton.: this year a new series of samples has been
taken in the rivers Laclaireau and Ton. Such as last yearthefaeeal pol-
lution of Laclaireau is very small. After Hs eonfluence with the Ton,
the pollution strongly increases; this appears specially in front of the
paper-mill of Harnoneourt. Salmonella Typhi-murium has been isolated in
Dampieourt.
The Rulles: at its source, the Rulles is little polluted; this
pollution considerably increases from the distillery of Marbehan. In
Marbehan, Salmonella infantis and S. brandenburg have been isolated.
The Mehaigne : this river presents an important pollution. There
are more faecal streptococci than Esch. coli. Four stems of Salmonella
have been isolated : S. manchester, S. brandenburg, S. worthington and
S. derby.
At the Dutch frontier, the Yeker carries a lot of coliforms.
(Institute for Chemical Research, cf. § 1.3, part I)
The sediments of the rivers aceumulate the pollution and generally
this accumulation does not depend on the granulometry, contrarily to what
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is observed in the sea where the proportion o~ particles smaller than
37 ~m g~ves an idea o~ the quantity o~ pollutants.
Among the sediments o~ the ~~the, ~or instance, some of them,
rather rough (45 %, < 37 ~m) , are very polluted (Angleur), while
others, very small (85 %, < 37 ~m) , are considerably less polluted
(Chenee) •
It is worth remenbering that there exists a very good concordRnce
between the conclusions drawn ~rom the water analysis (instantaneous
pollution) and those drawn fron the sediments (integrated pollution).
1.6.- B~~~~~~~_~~E~
1.6.1.- River Meuse
According to the degree of pollution, the course of the Meuse-has
been divided 1nto three parts (MatnematicaZ ModeZ~ AnnuaZ Report~ IIr).
a} ~rom Heer (French ~rontier) to Tihange : small pollution~
b) from Flemalle-Haute to Herstal : highest degree of pOllution (region
of Liege, confluence with the Ourthe);
c) downstream from Herstal : the pollution decreases but does not
reach the degree of the first section again.
1.6.2.- Frontier points
The new results concern the frontier points o~ the course of the
Ueuse Heer and Lanaye. Tbey confirm that the Neuse is more polluted
when it leaves our country than when it enters it.
'.6.3.- Tributaries
This year scveral tributaries have been studied : Laclaireau3 Ton,
RuUes (tributary of Semois)3 Mehaigne~ Ourtl'le and Vesd1'e. Tbe study of
Laclaireau and Ton allowed to say that a Ilaper-:-mill had little influence
on the pOllution of sediments s exccpt on Mn (the water analysis rcveal~d
on organic pollution and a higher Fe- and Mn-concentration). The pollution
of the sediments in thc Ton is duc to its tributary the Chavette.
Rulles : thc contribution to the sediments of the Rulles from the
MeUier, a tributary contaminatcd by a wood saw-mill, is very clear,
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although of rather little importance : crude, Pb, Hg, total S, Cu,
organic matter. The analysis of the watcr samples, taken at the same
place (downstream from the confluencc), reveals only an increase of the
con.
Thc little dcgree of pOllution of the sediments of the Mehaigne
is constant on the whole course of the river, just as that of the water,
except in the neighbourhood of its conflucnce with thc Meuse (suga~
works) where we find small Sn, Zn and crude-contents in the sediments.
The sediments of thc OUr'the, pollutcd upstrcam from i ts confluence
with the Vesdre (anong others by Cr)~ undergo thc influcnce of this
affluent particularly for Cd, Cu, Hg, Zn and crude, the contents of
which reach record levels. Thcrc is also a considerable increase of
water pollution, especially when thc meta! concentrations are concerned.
The pollution of the Vesdre justified a more detailed study for the
whole course of this river. In 1974the number of 6w~)les has been multi-
plied in order to make i t possible to publish areport similar to that
made for the Yser. This study will group the results of the inventory
since 1972, the nature of the activities mld the characteristics of the
hydrographie basin. Tbe study will be published at the beginning of 1975.
2.- Hydrographie basin of the river ScheZdt
(Institute for Hygiene and Epidemiology, cf. § 1.1, part I)
2.1.1.- River ScheZdt and tributaries at the French frontier
At thc French frontier, several small tributaries, such as the
Grande HonneZZe, the AuneZZe, the Hogneau and the TrouiZZe join the
ScheZdt; they have a mean or cven small organic pollution.
Thc TrouiZZe is lightly supersaturated with dissolved oxygen. The
nitrate-concentrations are always_higher than 10 mg/~ •
The AwteZZe, contrarily to thc other tributaries, is lightly pol-
luted with pesticidcs.
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Frontier points - Basin of the Scheldt
02 I COD ßOD IS.M./N tot INamm N02 N03 P04--Date % mg/!/. mg/!/. mg/R. mg/!/. mg/ R. mg/R. mg/R. mg/R.
French frontier
Grande Honnelle in Autreppe 11-05-74 93.6 15 10 8 2.6 0.45 0.39 11.0 1.13
Aunelle in f>:archi pcnt 11-06-74 96.3 7 5 8 2.2 0.07 0.29 13.9 1.17
Hogneau in Quievrain 11-06-74 77.4 15 10 8 2.7 0.63 0.72 10.0 0.22
Channel of Conde in Hensies 11-06-74 90.0 I 37 11.5 12 2.4 0.18 0.27 9.7 0.43
Trouille in Civry 11-06-74 126.5 15 8.9 12 2.4 0.05 0.26 13.8 0.92
Scheldt in 8leharies 17-06-74 24.4 51 27 20 - 17.2 1.7 2.1 2.15
Channel Espierres 17-06-74 15.9 66 2.8 200 - 9.5 0.2 0.34 1.75
Espierres in Leers Noord 17-06-74 0 904 320 1050 - 22.0 0.3 0.47 5.21
Lys in f'loeg!'iteert 02-07-74 o. 7.6 40 4 8.4 5.6 < 0.005 < 0.01 4.9
Lys in Ploegsteert 20-08-74 0 82 16 30 7.0 6.25 0.20 0.32 1.93
Lys in Ploegsteert 01-10-74 0 40 8.4 35 7.2 1.94 0.03 < 0.01 3.36
Dutch fron tier
Scheldt in Doel 119-06-741 22.8 472 I 7.6 570 5.614.7 I 0.97 I 3.3 2.24I
Tbe Conde canal has the same characteristics as the other rivers,
but a higher organie pollution and important quantities of PCB (more than
1500 ng/R.).
The metal pollution is negligible in the AuneUe and the Hogneau,
but we find Cr and Ni in the Grande llonneUe and high Cr and very high
Pb concentrations in thc TrouilZe.
On the other hand, the situation of the ScheZdt at the French
frontier is far frop being satisfactory. We find an important deficiency
of dissolved oxygen, high COD and BaD values, a great quwltity of
ammoniacal nitrogen, but a low metal pollution (except' 20 ppb Ni and
Pb), and finally an important pesticide concentration (> 5000 ng/!/.).
During the former years we already mentioned the catastrophic
situation of thc Espiel'res and the new samples confirm the high pollution
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lab~
(continuation)
, I I ICl- 504- Det.an. Cd Co ICr Cu Fe Hg I~in Ni Pb IZnI mg/i mg/R, mg/i ppb ,PFb ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb
French frontier
Grande,Honnelle 28 63 0.10 :< 1 < 5 15 < 5 290 <0.01 50 18 5 200
Aunelle 26 47
-
< 1 < 5 ~ 5 < 5 200 <0.01 ,< 15 < 5 < 5 181
Hogneau 28 57 0.05 < 1 < 5 < 5 9 330 <0.01 55 < 5 < 5 231
Channel of Conde 64 156 0.02 < 1 1 11 15 150 <0.01 142 < 5 < 5 212
Trouille 28 51 0.04 < 1 < 5 41 < 5 260 <0.01 21 < 5 100 225
Scheldt 110 167 0.01 1.2 8.5 12 8 590 0.27 315 24 20 400
Channel Espierres 180 146 0.20 2.4 2.4 12 24 4000 0.63 250 30 95 495
Espierres 236 293 '4.72
- -
210
- -
0.04 495
- -
630
I 430 0.02 190 25 6 80Lys 92 120 0.27 0.8 3.5 < 2 7
Lys 114 69 0.10 < 1 < 2 < 5 < 3 100 0.05 1S0 10 < 5 30
Lys 76 158 0.80 < 1 ,< 5 13 13 290 0.38 180 8 10 100
-
Dutch frontier
Scheldt 8700 11172 1 1.39 /1.51 4 - I 41 /5900 0.30 430 26 1 321160
COD of about 1000 mg/i t more'than 1000 mg/R. material in suspension t
200 ppb of Cr t 4000 ppb of Fe t and nearly 2000 ne/i of PCB.
The situation of the Espie'l''l'es canaZ is better although the pollU-
tion degree is important.
Finally we took three sampIes of the water of the Lys and in none
of them found any trace of dissolved oxygen. At the French frontier this
river seems to be in a permanent state of anaerobiose t with COD values
varying betwcen 40 end 80mg/t . The metal pollution on the contrary
is relatively low; thc situation is thc same for pesticidcs t the quanti-
tics of which are inferior tothe dctection limits.
'2.1.2.- Rivcr ScheZdt at thc Dutch 'frontier
At the Dutch frontier the situation of the Scheldt is worse than at
thc French frontier t with a COD value of nearly 500 mg/R. • Tbe meta!
/
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concentrations) on the other hand~ are nearly the same) except for Fe
which has a concentration of 6000 ppb , ten times the value found at the
French frontier.
We did not find any trace of pesticides at the Dutch frontier.
(Nr GORDTS and Mr VANDEZANDE, I.H.E.)
Same pesticides are not taken into account because they are not
demonstrable in the whole Scheldt basin (Aldrin) pp' DDT) DDD) a- and
ß-endosulfan, endrine and HCB).
2.2.1.- Tributaries cf the river Soheldt
No pesticides have been found in the Hogneau, the Espierres oanal,
the Lys and the Trauf, Ue
The Espierres is undoubtedly the most polluted river. This confirms
the results mentioned in the Annual Report III (ex- and y-HCH) 400 ng/t).
On 15.10.73 lindane and its ß- and o-isomers have been found in Estaimpuis
and in Espierres (700 ng/t, 365 ng/t) 750 ng/t). A great concentration
of dieldrin has also been found (905 ng/~). At the frontier-point on the
Espierres we found PCB (1800 ng/t) and also dieldrin (50 ng/~).
In the Conde oanal PCB han been found many times (1730 ng/9.,). This
could indicate some industrial pollution.
Concerning the DJle we refer to the Annual Report III.
2.2.2.- River Soheldt
Generally the Soheldt is low polluted with pesticides (Annual Report~
III). In Doel (Dutch frontier)) no pesticides have been found but at
the French frontier captan hast exceptionally, been found in a high con-
centration (5850 ng/9.,) • This is probably due te an accidental contami-
nation. We also observe the influence of the tributary Espierres J.n
Helkijn (Lindane, ß- end o-HCH : 160 ng/9." 80 ng/~) 95 ng/~) •
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(Mr VAN HOOREN, Mrs OE SCHUTTER, I.H.E.)
2.3.1.- River SaheZdt
The results of the immersed slides show elearly that the Saheldt
has a high degree of pollution at the plaee where it enters in Belgium.
Contrarily to the chemical results~ the hydrobiologie results show that
the pollution decreases gradually till Ghent.
2.3.2.- Tributaries of the river ScheZdt
Espieppea : from a hydrobiologieal point of view, this river is
heavily polluted, an there exist no more vegetal a~d anime~ organisms.
Due to the preponderating presenee of baeteria, bacteriophytes such as
Sphaepoti ZUG natans and ZoogZoea-panrigepa, the environment ean be con-
sidered as hypersaprobe.
D,yZe : during thc period from 19.8.1973 to 3.10.1973, samples of
plankton have been taken over the whole course of the D,yZe and analyses
have been made.
Whercthe results of the plankton analyses do not give a clear
idea of the situation of the D,yZe, the results of the immersed slides
may be considered as characteristie.
At already a few kilonctcrs from its souree the D,yZe is polluted.
This pollution increases gradually and attnins a first maximum in
Gastuche (downstream a paper-mill). In Florival we observe a serious
reduction of the biological development on thc immersed slides, probably
due to toxie effcct of the water. Downstream from Louvain the pOllution
degree is extraordinarilY high and we observe a tendency to hypersaprobity.
In Wijgmnal apredominant population of Mycophytae shows an obvious
hypersaprobe environment. After dilution of the DyZe 'with the water from
the Demep, this hypersaprobe situation deereases, although the tendency
to hypersaprobity continues to cxist till the confluence with the Zenn~.
As eompared with the fluctuation of the chemical pollution index
according to Prati and Pr.....·anello (Annual Report Ir) the slidings of
saprobity index numbers, tw~ing into account the tendency to hypersaprobity
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nearly agree. Nevertheless, the optimistic picture of the pollution,
given by the pollution index of Froti, does not seem to agree with the
reality.
(I.H.E., cf. § 1.1, part I)
As for the Meuse, we started in 1974 with a study, at the frontier
points, of the tributaries of the river Scheldt.
2.4.1.- River Scheldt and tributaries at the Freneh frontier
At the Freneh frontier the Scheldt rece~ves a lot of little tribu-
taries such as the Grande HonneUe, the AuneUe, the Hogneau and the
TrouiZZe. On their entering in Belgium these small rivers have already
a high degree of pollution; especially when eoliforms are eoncerned.
The Espierres and the Lys have a very important, if not catastrophic
degree of pollution. In Leers-Nord Salmonella brandenburg has been isola-
ted in the Espierres.
2.4.2.- River Scheldt at the Dutch frontier
The situation of the Scheldt in Doel is, of course, dependent on
the faecal pollution of all its tributaries.
(I.C.R., cL § 1.3, part I)
At the end cf 1973 a complete study has been made of the course of
the ScheZdt and sampIes of sediments have been taken in the Espierres,
theDyle and the Ghent - Temeuzen canaZ.
2.5.1.- River ScheZdt
The study of the ScheZdt confirmed the former observations. The
pollution of the Scheldt sediments, observed at the French frontier point,
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increases considerably after the confluence with the Espierres (e.g. crude.
Cr, Hg, Cu and organic matter) and at Kerkhove (Pb, Zn, Sr). Tbe same
can be observed for the water.
The pollution downstream from Ghent to Doel is high and constant,
except for Cr and Zn thc contents of which dirninish in the sediments.
2.5.2.- Tributaries of the river ScheZdt
It is conrirmed that the contribution of the Dendre and of the
RupeZ maintain the pollution level of water and sediments, but do not
aggravate it.
The pollution of the sediments of the Espierres, already very im-
portant at the frontier, increases till the confluence with the ScheZdt
and this explains 'the influencc on the pollution of the river. The sedi-
ments of thc Espiel'l'es canaZ are also pol~uted but not in as high a
degree as in the rivcr.
The DyZe, which is not polluted at its source, hast on its course.
several polluted zones, the pollution being observed as weIl in the
water as in the sediments. Out of these zones the pollutant contents
of thc sediments are.low.
Tbe first contamination is observed in Hays. Afterwards, in the
region of Wavre, from Limal to Gastuehe, we rind a charaeteristie Hg,
Mo, crude and principally Cr and Ni pollution, probably due to paper-
roills. In Florival the influenee of an important aeeumulator faetory
rinds an expression in the very high Pb-contcnts of the sediments (very
abundant Pb and Fe in the water, loeal suppression of the aquatic life).
The agglomerations of Louvain and, partieularly, of Meehelen, eontribute
to the inerease of thc pOllution level. The pollutant contents are
particularly high in thc sediments in Muizen and Mcchelen (broad arm of
the Dyle); they diminish then till thc eonfluenee with the Zenne.
In the Ghent-Terneuzen canaZ, a study is undertaken on the sulfur-
components in thc sediments. Thc sulfur eomponents are abundant and seem
associated - in a stable w~ - with the organie matter.
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3.- Hydrographie basin on the river Yser
3.1.- gh~~~~~z_~f_~h~_~~~~~
(LH.E., cf. § 1.1, part I)
The new results confirm former conclusions : important eutrophiea-
tion, especially in summer (cf. monography concerning the river Yser,
1973).
The situation is very similar in the Berghes canal and the Duinkerke
canal, but with a considerably higher organic charge. The metal pollution
is nearly the same as in the Yser. It is of little importance, except for
Cr 1n the Duinkerke canal.
The Yser and its tributaries are not polluted by pesticides; only
the Yser reveals some traces of dieldrin.
(Mr VAN HOOREN and ~rs OE SCHUTTER, I.H.E.)
During the year 1974 sampIes have been taken four times in the basin
cf the river Yser.
Compared with 1973, the Heidebeek reveals a considerably higher
coliform pollution but a lower faecal Streptocci pollution.
The situation is nearly the same in the Berghes and Duinkerke
canals.
4.- Hydrographie basin of the river Rhine
4.1.- gh~~~~~z_~f_~h~_~~!~~
(I.H.E., cf. § 1.1, part I)
During the year 1974 sampIes have been taken of the river Sure 1n
Martelange.
The analysis of those sampIes revealed a quasi-inexistant pollution
degree; only one abnormality : the presence of 17 ppb of Cr. No
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pesticides have been found. According to the same sampIes there seems to
be little bacteriological pOllution in the river Sure.
IIr
General conclusions
1.- Progress of works
The first task of the inventory group is an analytical one. The
whole question is to improve gradually the description of the pollution
degree of the Belgian superficial waters.
Within this cadre, the advancement may be presented unaer three
aspects :
1) The determination 0/ new parameters, which were not yet considered
until to-day, what is the case for the immixion zone of the sea where,
thanks to the work done by the newly associated team Van der Ben, it was
possible to start with the study concerning the phytoplanktonic biomassa
and with that of the bio-indicators.
Attention should also be drawn on a comparative inventory of the
deeper water on the twelve places where, in 1971, supcrficial samples
had been taken. No significant difference has been found.
2) The study of samples taken at new pZaces that had not yet been in-
ventorized. It concerns especiallY some tributaries of the river Meuse,
the rivers at the frontier-points, the sediments of the Ghent - Terneuzen
canal and, for the sea, the sediments in the neighbourhood of the break-
waters. On the whole nothing special has to be mentioned.
3) Repeated measurements at previously inventorized places ~n order
to collect a reasonable number of data allowing to describe a situation
based on means and to follow its evolution. This "further work", concerned
the twelve places where samples were taken in the immixion zone of the
sea, the outlets of the coast and same rivers.
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The second task of the inventory group, which is a synthetical one,
consists of establishing balances starting from the whole lot of the
analytical data und of ma.~ing their interpretation. Those balances can
be found in each of the ten advancement reports in the form of tabZes
of mean and extreme vaZues. In another connection we already said that
a monography of the pollution of the Vesdre, especially with heavy,
metals and pesticides, will be published in 1975.
Since a lang time the problems of a balance of I/inputs ~ in the
immixion zone of the sea is exercising our minds. The solution of this
problem comes up against the difficulty presented by the measurement of
thc outlets. We hope that a new approach, based upon thc study of the
discharge in thc sea of the rainwater, will allow us to progress. Ac-
cording to rccent information, this 'input" should reach some two
.. 3hundred mlllon of m per year.
2.- General synthesis of the results
It is impossible to give in a few lines a general idea of the
results and once more we refer to the ten reports.
At the best we can try to synthesize the results concerning the
irrorrixture zone of the sea which, in opposition to the rivers, is char-
acterised by a coherent whole.
The pollution level of this zone, previouslY defined as superior
to a normal pollution and to that found in "open sea" has been confirmed
not only by the campaigns but also by the contamination of marine organisms
faund on thc breakwaters. In this case of course it concerns only a
tendency deduced from thc first results.
The new acquisitions of 1974 also allow to confirm that thc pollu-
tion degree is highcr from thc NE of Ostend to Blankenberge. On the other
hand, according ta a cycle unfortunately still incomplete, the evolution
of the biomass should be different and even abnormal in this part of the
immixture zone.
Concerning the bio-indicators of the pollution, the macroscopic
algae seem to give the best results.
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For the rivers we merely point out that the pollution of the
Mehaigne is typical for the agrieultural aetivities and that the de-
tailed hydrobiologie study of the DyZe~ made in 1974) was particularly
instruetive.
3,- Further stud1es
Concerningthe coastaZ zone :
- continuation of the actual research and determination of all kinds
of other information allowing the elaboration and publication of a
general study, as eomplete as possible, at the end of 1975.
Concerning the rivers :
- publieation of two lfionographies, the first one eoncerning the
Vesdre at the beginning of 1975, the other one concerning the D,yle after
a study of this river during thc year 1975.
- the inventory of the rivers at the rrontier points.
IV
Appendix
List of record cards
1.- See end coastal area
Immixtion area~ approaches of breakwaters~ beaches~ fairways and
channelss sewers emitting in the sea.
- Blankenberge (sea, channel, sewers, Spuikom), - Bredene (sea),
- E. Heist (sea), - Heist (sea, breakwater, beach, Channels of Schipdonk
and Zelzate), - Knokke (sea, breakwater, beach), - Lombardsijde (sea),
- Mariakerke (sea), - Middelkerke (sea), - Nieuwpoort (breakwater, fair-
way, channels of Plassendaal, Veurne, Ijzer, sewers), - Oostduinkerke
(sea), - Oostende (sea, fairway, channels of Brugge-Oostende, Noord Eede) ,
- Raversijde (breakwater - Wenduine (sea), - Zeebrugge ( W. Heist) (sea,
beach, channel).
2.- Water courses. by basins and rivers
2.1.- Basin of the Meuse
------------------
Albert (channel), Berwinne, Bocq, Chiers, Dison (river of), DammeI, Geer-
Jeker, Hantes, Helle, Hoegne, Houille, Hoyoux, Itterbeek, JUlienne,
Laclaireau, Lesse, Mangombroux (Biez of), Marche-en-Famenne (river of),
Membrette, Mehaigne, Meuse-Maas, Molignee, Ourthe, Rebais, Rulles, Ruyff,
Sambre, Samson, Semois, Thure, Ton, Vesdre, Vierre, Viroin, Vresse (river
of) •
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2.2.- Basin cf the Scheldt
--------------------
Aunelle, Conde (channel), Dendre-Dender, Dijle, Escaut-Schelde, Espierres,
Espierres (channel),Ghent-Terneuzenchannel, Gete (Grote), Haine, Hofstade
(lake of), Hogneau, Honnelle (grande), Lys-Leie, Rupel, Trouille.
Bergues-Veurnechannel, Blankaart, Dunkerke-Nieu~~oort channel, Handzame-
vaart, Hanebeek, Haringebeek, Heidebeek, Ieperkanaal, Ieperlee, Kemmel-
beek (Grote), Lovaart, Poperingevaart, Robaartbeek, Warmbeek, Yser-Ijzer.
2.4.- Basin of the Rhine
------------------
Sure.
Comme~~
All the reeord eards ean be transmitted when requested to the "Centre de Docu-
mentation (liege UniversitY)1 I.H.E. (Bruxelles) or I.R.C. (Tervuren).
Chapter VI
Physioiogical effects of some pollutants
by
A. DISTECHE
(Based on work by G. PERSOONE, F. BENIJTS, C. CLAUS, P. SORGELOOS, L. VANHECKE-SARLET,
Gent University; J.P. VANDEN BOSSCHE, Ch. PERPEET, M. VLOEBERGH, Brussels ULB Univer-
sity; A. DISTECHE, J.M. BOUQUEGNEAU, F. LANBOT, eh. GERDAY, Li.ge University)
1.- Phytoplankton
1.1.- ~ff~~~__Bß~~_~_~2~~_~_g~~:_~_~~:~_~_~~~~ __2~_~~~_g!2~h-9f_~h~
E~9f!gg~11§~~_~~Ii~f±~_QfrfgfQ_~~~_~~~_Q!~~2~_~~~€Q~Q~Uf~
EriQQ~~!~_b~~~~j~~_€E_gI~_i121~~D
%allows to express the
The organisms are grown under laboratory controlled conditions (light,
aeration, CO 2 , temperature) in artifieial sea water (150 cm3) prepared
following Dietrich and Kalle (1963). Salinity is 30 t , the water is
filtered through a 45 ~m membrane filter; it is used either with or
without addition of VIasbIom growth stimulating medium [Walne (1956)]
containing FeS0 4 , NaH2P04 , NaN0 3 , ~mC12 , glycine.
The heavy metals are added es chlorides and the growth of the algae
during 120 h is compared to the grmrth in absence of pollutants. The
growth curves are drawn and integrated using Bode's formula. The ratio
integrated growth curve test ez:-'Jeriment
integrated growth curve blan~ experiment
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inhibition due to the addition of the heavy metal ions, either in presence
or absence of culturc medi~.
The results are sh~wn in figures 1 to 4.
It is obvious that the two test organisms reaet differently and that
the toxicity scales are as follows : Dunaliella viridis
~n absence of added culture medium j
~n presence of added culture medium; Phaeodaatylwn triaornutwn :
H ++g , Cu++ » Zn++ , Cu++
in absence of added culture medium,
Hg++ » Pb ++, Zn ++, Cu++
in prescnce of added culture medium.
It should be notieed that thc addition of growth stimulating medium
eonsiderably decreases the toxie effect of the heavy metals.
These results show how difficult it is to rely on "test ll organisms
to evaluate water quality 1. Different phytoplanktonie organisms react
diffcrently and the observed effects are sensitive to the presence of
phosphates, nitrates, iron, amino-acids, substances favouring eutrophiea-
tion, but found in a very wide range of concentrations in natural condi-
tions.
1.2.- ~~~~!~~_Qf_~g~Qr.e~!Q~_~g_!~~~~_Qf_~~::_~l_~~ff@ff~_~~4f~_~~
~1~~Q~Q!uf~_!rfQQ~~!~_1~~~~J~~_@!_~f~_i121~QL]
The phytoplankton eell~ are grovm as deseribed above ~n artifieial
sea water enriched with VIasbIom medium (plus 0.03 mg/~ Na2Si03 when
diatoms are grown). Tbe growth is followed ..rith a Coulter counter and
sampIes are retricved to analyse the total Zn content using atomic
1. Marine Algal assay Procedure Bottle test: Eutrophication and Lake Resteration Branch
National Environmental Research Center, Corvallis, december 1974.
100 % inhibition
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fig. 1.
Q~naliella viridis without addition of culture medium.
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fi g. 2.
Dunaliella viridis with addition of culture medium.
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fig. 3.
Phaeodactylum tricornutum without additicn of culture medium.
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fig. 4.
Phaeodactylum tricornutum with addition of culture medium.
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absorption [the centrifuged cells are mineralized in HN03 (65 % vol.
conc.) + HCl0 4 (70 % vol. conc.), l/lJ.
Figures 5 and 6 show the effect of increasillF; Zn concentration on
the growth curve of the two test organisms, figures 7 and 8a,b give the
total amount of Zn, either adsorbed on the cell walls or entered in the
protoplasm, as a function of time, expresscd in 10-9 mg Zn per cello
Without going into a detailed examination of the curves it is clear
that the results are again quite different depending on the test organism
a) in DunaZieZZa cultures the total Zn content per cell measured after
one hour is almost the same whatever the amount of -'Zn ++ added to the sea
water; in PhaeodaatyZum cultures thc Zn content varies enormously after
one hour depending on the Zn++ concentration (with thc exception of the
100 ppm case).
b) DUnaZieZla cells accumulatc more Zn in function of time when the
Zn++ concentration increases (not taking into account the exception at
100 ppm) and the curvcs show that higher accumulation can be correlated
with a slowing down of the population growth.
Phaeodaatylum cclls which show high Zn contents at thc early stages,
lose Zn durine the active phase of their growth curve (with the exception
of what happens at 80 ppm , for which no explanation is given).
Table 1 shows the total Zn content of the cells after 7 days.
Table 1
-----
Zn++ added Zn (10-9 mg) per cell
(ppm) Dunaliella F'haeod~!l~!!l
------
1 0.12 0.09
10 0.47 0.19
30 0.97 0.70
50 2.23 1.82
80 2.22 5.84
100 0.80 0.22
The amount of Zn per cell after 7 days increases although there
is a large difference in the shape of the accumulation curves versus time,
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.rith inereasing Zn'++ initial coneentration in the sea water. A maximum is
attained at 80 ppm • At 100 ppm thc growth is at least for Phaeodacty-
Zum ntrongly inhibited and seems to be eorrelated to a marked deerease
of the Zn contentj the effeet is less obvious for DunaZieZZa sinee the
growth eurvesflatten at 50 ~ 80 and 100 ppm •
So it looks an if during active growth a deerease in the' growth
rate could be related to an inerease in Zn content~ but that strong
growth inhibition hasthe opposite result and very mueh decreases the
apparent Zn uptake.
The interpretation of these results is not easy sinee no distine-
tion ean be made botween thc Zn adsorbed on tho cell walls or ineorporated
in the protoplasm withollt the uso of radio-isotopes~ besides thc authors
have made no attoIl".pt to evaluate mortality. Dead cells might behave dif-
ferently eompared to living ones.
The work howcver shows that thc burden per eell ean reach rather
large values, and that thoro ~s a marked differenee betwoen nakcd cells
and those having a siliea shell.
If thc amount of Zn adsorbcd on thc cell walls is large eompared to
what enters the cell and varies in time, toxicity experiments become dif-
fieult to interpret, although the input to thc food chain can still bc
assossed.
A further eomplieation arises from thc fact that the amOU-l'J.t found
on and in thc cells becomes in dense cultures large enough to alter the
initial Zn++ conecntration in thc sea watcr. At 1 ppm, 88 % of the
Zn is found bound to thc cells after 7 days in DunaZieZZa cultures,
dropping to 11.7 % at 80 ppm and 4.5 at 110 ppm • Similar effects
are found in Phaeodacty Zum suspensions.
Strict control of thc amount of toxie substances to which organisms
are exposed, although at first sight a percquisitc, seems to havc becn
overlooked by many pcople. Thc abovc findings rightly draw attention to
this iIl1!'ortant problem.
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1.0 rnrn
fi g. 9.
Zoeal stages one through four (A, B, C, 0) and megalops (E) of the ~~harrisii·
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2.- Invertebrates
2.1.- Con>bined effects of Zn++ and Pb++ on the larval developrr.ent of the
------------------------------------------------------------------
~~3~E~~_~!~~~~~e~~~_~~~~~ff_I~~~~J~~_~!_~~~_I12I~~11
Costlow et ale (1971) have shown that the little mudcrab Rithro-
panopeus harrisii can rather easily be reared in laboratory conditions
and that high survival conditions can be obtained.
The hatched larvae are kept in 20 ~ sea water in small glass
scales; they are fed with Artemia-larvae~ the temperature is kept at
23.5 °c , the animals are reared 2 h 1n the dark and 12 h under
controlled light conditions. The larvae go through 3 zoeal stages
(fig. 9); at the megalops stage each is kcpt in isolation to avoid can-
nibalism. The development in followed until the first crab-stage. Zn++
and Pb++ are added as chlorides and aseries of concentrations pairs is
tested (0, 25, 50 ppb) • Per concentrations pair 5 parallel experi-
ments with 10 larvae are carried out. The average development duration
is calculated, the combination 0 ppb Zn++ and 0 ppb Fb++ being the
blank experiment for which a development duration of 14.35 days is
found.
The results after statistical treatment are displayed in figurc
10 sho,ring the contours of equal mcan time of development as a function
of both the Zn++ and Pb++ concentration.
The graph shows a significative optimum combination at about
30 ppb Zn-+-+ and 25 ppb Pb++ leading to a shortening of the larval
development to 13.95 days.
It can further be Sh~~l that an increase of the Pb++ concentration
from 0 to 50 ppb inereascs thc development duration following a
quadratie law. At 50 ppb Pb++ and 0 ppb Zn++ the duration is 14.35
days. An increase of the Zn++ eoneentration from 0 to 50 ppb has no
signifieative effeet. Lead is more toxie thon zine.
The I'dramatic" synergism dcscribed for Zn++ , Pb++ and Hg++ in the
growth of the marine eiliate Cristigera by Gray and Ventilla (1973) 1n
the range 0-100 ppb Zn++ and 0-188 ppb Pb++ , the effeets of both
• •• ++ •these metal 10ns be1ng more 1mportant than that of Hg , 1S not observed
in the present case, on the contrary.
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fig. 10.
Mean time of development of Rithropanopeus harrisil from hatch to megalops in days (5 replicatesl.
Again the choice of the test organisms is crucial and certainly
there must exist species. especially at very low metal concentrations
like in these experiments. where one might weIl be in the range where
metal ions play an essential role in some metabolie pathways and there-
fore enhanee biological proeesses instead of inhibiting them.
Whatever the result however the method used by Benijts et aZ. with
its type of display. is an elegant toolto show synergisms either positive
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or negative of importance either 1n normal physiological conditions or
in acute intoxications.
2.2.- ~ff~~!_2f__~g:~_~~_~~f~~_~~~ff~_~~Q_4~~~rfgQ_~~~~_h~~rri~~~~
Y12~2~!-g~_i121~11
2.2.1.- !!Jjtil.us eduUs
a ) .p.~~.~..~~.E..~.~~g~ 9...f..._.._~ ~_:.!~_g ~.!l_._.:t..~<:: .<?.!..g.~~§
ppb 203 Hg
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Adductor museie
fig. 11.
Hg content of the organs of ~ltilus ed~~ exposed to sea water containing 7, 5
and 1 ppb Hg.
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MusseIs (20 specimens) are placed during 24 h in 51 artificial
(32 t) sea water contaminated with 7 ppb 203Hg (0.005 l-ICie)(HgC12) ,
the radioactivity in the gills, the digestive tract and related organs,
the mantle, the adductor museIe and the foot is measured using a liquid
scintillation technique (Packard Tri-Carb 3375). The tissues are dis-
solved in 1 cm3 Soluene 350 (50°C, 2.h); 10 cm3 Dirnilume are
then added. The experiments are carried out in May, June and August. In
gay the musseIs are sexually mature and have used most of their stored
glucids and lipidS. Figure 11 shows that in May accumulation is highest
in the gills, it remains important in June and August, but becomes even
higher in the digestive tract. The adductor museIe contains 30 times
less Hg, the mantle and the foot are a little more contaminated.
At 1 ppb and 7 ppb , during sexual resting period, the distri-
bution follows the same pattern, but the amounts of Hg found are much
reduced. It seems that there is a threshold concentration between 5
and 7 ppb where accumulation incrcases sharply.
b) ~.!:l..~~.~_~~._..c:>_f ~_?~ ~.~~~~ _.~.~.~~~!.:.~~~.<??:._.~~ ~?~._._?!..g~~.~ _~~ _ ? ~?: ! ..J'.p.?
The sea water is replaced every day during 7 days. Figure 12
shows the rate of intake of 203 Hg in the various organs. Accumulation
~s faster the highcr the Hg concentration.
Figure 13 indicates the effect of salinity : the gills accumulate
at a lower initial rate in 16 t sea water containing 5 ppb 203Hg •
...-------- ----- ---
ppb
500
250
o
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fig. 12.
Kinetics of accumulation of Hg in Mytilus edulis exposed to sea water containing 5 and 1 ppb Hg.
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Effect of salinity on the uptake cf Hg by ~ytilus edulis exposed to sea water containing 5 ppb Hg.
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Release of Hg by ~llll~~~ kept in non contamined sea water
after initial intoxication (7 ppb Hg).
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The authors have tried to evaluate the amount of 203 Hg lost to
the atmosphere s adsorbed on suspended particles or on the aquarium walls.
In natural sea water their results show that a large proportion of the
added 203 Hg is quickly adsorbed on particulate matter. They use an
MusseIs intoxicated during 24 h in sea water containing 7 ppb
203 Hg are placed in Hg-free sea water s changed every day. No Hg is
found in the water s the Hg seems to be eliminated in pseudo-feces.
Figure 14 shows that aredistribution of the initiallY incorporated
203 Hg probably happens before its release. fastest in the digestive
organs.
HgC12
amount
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aquarium forming a closed system with traps at the air inlet and outlet
(acid ~'~04 solution). Starting at 10 ppb Hg ~n solution, they end
at 8.6 ppb after 65 win; 9.5 ppb Hg are found on the particles re-
tained on a millipore filter.
With artificial sea water, ~n presence of mussels, fine particulate
matter is formed which adsorbs part/of the mercury. Evaporation repre-
sents however the most important loss. After 8 days, under these condi-
tions at an initial concentration of 23 ppb the mussels however contain
2.3 ppm 203 Hg in the average.
2.2.2.- Asterias rubens
Five specimens are exposed in 5 t sea water contaminated with
containing 203 Hg • The results are expressed as if the total
of mercury was radioactive.
a )_~~.~~.~~.?'::t.~~?..~ g.:r._ _~.~.~!~g ~.r.l..._ ..~?:.~ ..g:l::~~f;) _.L~ )?I'? J.fg.__ ~.!.l:_ "~?'~ ~.~~_._~~.~.~E1
Figure 15 shows that the podia and various parts of the skin ac-
cumulate large quantities of Hg. After 15 h the animals are in very
bad physiological condition (swelling of disc and arms, loss of pigmen-
tation, cessation of movements). This severe intoxication explains
probably the 1055 of Hg initially accumulated and its release in the
water. Digestive organs do not participate at this Hg concentration.
b) _~.~~~~~.~.._.?f.._..... ~.?=..~.~ ..._.f.E?~ ..~.~.~.~!.'fCl.~ ....~~~. __~.~~.~.i._~~~.:r. .....~~~.? ~~.~.~~~~._i.~_ .._~.~~_
!!.~.~.~.!..._<::_<?~_~_~_~.~.~_~. €;,..•._...2..~.g_ ...J2Jl~ ....!!:.~
The animals first intoxicated at 0.2 ppm Hg during 24 h are
in mueh better condition than in presence of 1 ppm Hg •
The digestive tract and the podia accumulate Hg as ~n the case
of Gu++ it seems that at high concentrations the heavy metals block
the respiratory system, which limits the entry in other organs. At low
concentration the Hg is distributed in organs other than the podia.
Figure 16 shows the release of the Hg load which is fast trom
the podia and the skin, but the situation is quite different for the
stomach and the pyloric caeca, showing aredistribution of the toxic
material.
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fig. 15.
Uptake of Hg by Asterias rube~~ exposed to sea water containing 1 ppb Hg.
Preliminary experiments show that one mussel contaminated in sea
vater containing 0.8 ppm Hg and fed to one Asterias rubens produces
an increase of radioactivity in the stomach and the pyloric caeca. The
podia and the skin are little affected. The starfish contains about
10 times less Hg than the mussel per gram.
When fed with one mussel exposed to 5 ppb Hg , the starfish accu-
mulatcs progressively Hg in thc pyloric caeca as shown in table 2.
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fig. 16.
Release of Hg by ~~t~rias rubens kept in non contamined sea water after initial
intoxication (0.2 ppm Hg).
Mucus is formed by the starfish s containing as much as 13 ppb Hg •
This process might prove to be an unexpected excretory pathway.
The experiments performed with 203Hg allow to study the effect
of very low concentrations of Hg. They sh?w that direct intoxication
is more effective than intoxication by ingestion of contaminated food
in the case cf Astenas rubens. They also show how fast Hg is taken
from water in the gills cf mussels. Conditions similar to those created
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Table g
203 Hg content (ppb) in the organs of Asterias rubens fed with eontaminated musseIs
48 hours 106 hours 127 hoursOrgans Controls digestion digestion digestion
Podia 0.27 0.51 0.98 0.48 1.47 2.34 0.85 1.22
Skin 1.11 0.54 0.98 1.24 0.63 1.55 1.48 0.87
Siomach 0.17 0.41 0.91 1.80 1.29 13.37 1.50 0.60
Pyl. eaeeum 0.09 0.17 6.20 4.65 10.10 3.89 55.17 14.13
Reet. caecum 0.32 1.50 2.29 1.04 1.65 6.79 13.60 6.50
Gvnad 0.14 0.33 1.39 5.00 0.80
-
6.40 0.39
J.n the laboratory are seldom found in natural environment, since Hg is
probably adsorbed on particulate matter in the water column or in sedi-
ments where anaerobic conditions might lead to very stable forms but
where bacteria might also produce dangerous methylated forms. However,
direct intoxication is a very fast process, which exists even at very
low concentrations of free ions end it cannot be overlooked as one of
the important entry routes of heavy metoJ.s in marine animals, many of
- which filter continuously enormous amounts of water through their re-
spiratory system. Some do also retain suspended matter cventually loaded
with heavy metals • Release of mercury in thc sea results probably 1n
most cases in local effects, because of fast adsorption on particulate
matter : musscls collected at 3 km from an outlet have been found to
contain 0.93 ppm Hg [Fimreite et aL. (1971)], the specimens found at
11 km distance contained only 0.11 ppm Hg •
d) .9-!...~ ~.9-.. j g_u.:.~ .._I.'.?, ~ ' ~? ~~ ....!.~ ~9...~~.~.?~ ~.f '-1t.~fIl:l!!. l!..4~~.f.f!. .._..~.?~..~~_c.~~.~ ~..?
~.~~ ~_~.!!.5:~.9:~.. [Vanden Bossehe (1975)]
The musseIs have been collected, 100 at a time and grouped 4
by 4 in function of their length (varying between 2 and 6 cm) down-
str~am, at Perkpolder, Terneuzen and Hoofdplaat. The speciroens have been
taken in January and May to show eventual seasonal effects in connection
with sexual maturity (May).
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fig. 23.
fig. 17-23.
Cr, Cd, Cu, Pb, Mn, Zn, Fe content of ~y~il~~~~~ collected in the Scheldt.
Tbe musseIs kept in deep frcezer are dried at 115 °c during 24 h
ashed at 450 °c . The ashes are suspcnded ln 3 cm3 HCI and 1 cm3 HN0 3 •
After hcating and slight dilution, the solution is filtered on Sartorius
25 mm C/J SM 12804 filters and brought to 25 em3 • It is ane,lysed by
atonie absorption (Perkin EImer 303).
Thc results are indieated in figures 17 to 23 expressed ln ppm dry
lreight (l1g/g) •
There seens to be no eorrelation between the metal coneentrations
and the size of the animals. There is no sign of inereased aeeumulation
in older speeimens. None of' the results shm., a simultaneous increase or
decrease 01' all metals at ene locality. Tbere is no way to decide which
place is l'1ore contam:i.nc.ted.
Com:;>arison 01' thc values found in January and Hay ho'.ever shows
some regularity : the con~entration 01' Cd, Cu, Fe, Mn and Cu is less in
Hay at :?c:-:~polder and Terneuzen . Thi~ is h01,ever not true for Zn and
Pb at Per~polder.
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It is to be noted that the results at Hoofdplaat in January might
bc too low becausc of thc usc of a different filtcring technique; the
Cd coneentrations at Perkpolder in January are probably too low beeause
of a dcfeet of the Cd la.rep : thc mean valuc should be around 16 ppm •
Thc results eonfirm the finding of Perpeet and Vloebergh (1973)
,
regarding the absence of eorrelation with size; the date for CUt Zn t Fe
are lower than thcirs t thc data for Pb t Cd and Cr are 1n the same range.
The fact that lower eonecntrations are found in May might indieate
the existence of some exeretory mechanism, but this is only speculation
sinee no data are available about the metal eoneentrations in the water,
in the sediments, in suspended matter, at the same localities, at the
same time in the year.
3.- Vertebrates (fish)
3.1.- Ace~ul~ti9~_~~~_~~~E~~~9~_9f__~g__~Z_~~~~~~~~~l~~_~~~~f~
12~9EEi9~_f~2~1_~~9~g~~ß~~~~_1121211
MyoxocephaZus scorpius, also ealled Cottus scorpius is of little ,
importanee 80S food resouree, but plays an important eeologieal role. It
is extremely voraeious t feeding on erustaceans, fish eggs and larvae. It
1S found along the Ilorth Atlantie and the North Sen coasts.
The fishes are kept in natural Sea water and exposed to sublethal
doses of 0.1 ppm and ppb Hg (HgCI2 or CH3HgCl). The water is
ehanged every day. Tbe methodology is the same as deseribed in the pre-
vious work on the cel AnguiZZa anguiZla [Bouquegneau (1973a)J.
3.1.1.- Total Hg burden and body distribution in non-intoxieated fish
. Table 3 shows the distribution of Hg in specimens from the region
of Ostend and Den Helder (Netherlands). No signifieant difference is found
between the fish originating from these two loealities t but the total body
burden is very high (1.1 ppm Hg), most of whieh located in the museles.
Figure 24 indieates that there exists a correlation between the
musele eontent and the body weight, but no eorrelation is found between
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Table 3
Distribution of Hg in non-intoxicated ~l~~~~pha~~~Ei~~
Weight Concentration of Hg (ppm) Hg burdenOrgans ( g) (2) I (2) (I-Ig)(1 ) (1 ) m± ES
I
1.41Museies 71.5 0.9 1.3 1.7 1.3 ± 0.2 93.0
Skin 10.5 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.4 ± 0.1 4.2
Stomach 5.1 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 ± 0.1 3.1
Gills 4.6 0.7 0.8 1.1 0.9 0.9 ± 0.1 4.1
Bones 3.2 - 0.4 0.8 0.9 0.7 ± 0.2 2.2
Liver 2.4 0.5 1.5 2.2 1. 02 1.3 ± 0.4 2.6
Gonads 0.8
-
0.4 0.4 0.7 0.5 ± 0.1 0.4
Intestine 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.9 0.8 0.7 ± 0.1 0.5
Kidney 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.9 ± 0.1 0.4
Bile 0.3
-
0.3
-
0.4 0.4 ± 0.1 0.1
Spleen 0.2 0.5 0.7 1.0 0.8 0.8 .± 0.1 0.2
Heart 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.9 0.3 0.6 ± 0.1 0.1
Brain 0.1
-
1.4 1.3 0.8 1.2 ± 0.2 0.1
Body I 100 I Total amount of Hg , 111 .0 I-Igweight in 100 9 fish I 1.1 ppm
(1) : 2 living specimens from the Fisheries Institute in Ostend.
(2) : 2 living specimens from the Marine Station of Den Helder.
1 Including the 25 results from fig. 1 [Bouquegneau (1975)].
2 Including the 25 results from fig. 2 [Souquegneau (1975)J.
the liver Hg concentration and the body weight. Correlation however
does exist between museIe and liver burden : the more Hg in the museIes,
the more in the liver.
3.1.2.- Total Hg burden and body distribution in fish intoxicated
duri_~g one month in sea vater containing
CH3HgCl)
ppb Hg (HgC12~
Table 4 gives the distribution o~ Hg in ~ish kept during one
month in sea water containing 1 ppb Hg (HgC1 2 or CH3HgCl) • The
results clearly demonstrate the accumulat i on o~ Hg in the various
organs, the gills being especially affected in the case of HgCl
Ippm Hg2.0 _
I
I o
o
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fi9. 24.
Relationship between the concentration in museies from Scorpion
fish and body weight.
as observed in sea water adapted eels. The overall effect is more impor-
tant with CH3HgCl, but the distribution differs from that observed in
the case of HgC12 •
3.1.3.- Kinetics of Hg accumulation and excretion
Fish are first kept during 24 days in sea water containing
0.1 ppm Hg (HgC12 ) ; some specimens are placed in non-contaminated
water after 8 days and the Hg content of the main organs is followed
in both batches.
Figure 25 shows the kinetics of accumulation and release in
museIe, liver and gills.
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Table 4
------
Hg burden in ~~~~~~eph~~~~E~~kept during 30 days in sea water containing
1 ppb Hg (HgCI2 or CH 3HgCI)
Hg burden (Ilg)
1 ppb Hg in sea water
during 1 monthOrgans
Weight
(g) Controls 1--------...-------1
HgCl 2 CH3HgCI
100.1 135.9
4.2 13.7
3.1 5.1
12.0 11.5
1.9 2.6
4.6 7.4
0.4 1.0
0.5 0.8
0.6 0.8
0.3 0.4
0.2 0.5
0.2 0.5
0.2 0.2
MuseIes 71.5 93.0
Skin 10.5 4.2
Stomach 5.1 3.1
Gills 4.6 4.1
Bones 3.2 2.2
Liver 2.4 2.6
Gonads 0.8 0.4
Intestine 0.7 0.5
Kidney 0.4 0.4
Bile 0.3 0.1
Spleen 0.2 0.2
Heart 0.2 0.1
Brain 0.1 0.1
Body
100
weight
Hg body load 111.0 Ilg
Hg body concen-
tration 1.1 ppm
Concentration
factor -
128.3 Ilg
1.3 ppm
( 1 .3 - 1.1).1 00
c 200
180.4 Ilg
1.8 ppm
( 1 .8 - 1.1).1 00
c 1QQ
The Hg distribution has been followed as shown in table 4 for the
other body p~rts. The total concentration factor reaches 51 , 75 and
98 res~ectively after 8 16 und 24 days in presence of 0.1 ppm Hg
(HgC1 2 ) , it falls to 46 and 35 when the fish is kept, after 8 days
intoxication during 8 and 16 days in non polluted water.
,.....----------------------- ----
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fig. 25.
Accumulation of Hg in the gills, muscles and liver of Scorpion fish kept in sea
water containing 0.1 ppm Hg (heavy line).
Increase cf Hg concentration when the fish are kept in non contamined water after
8 days intoxication (dotted line).
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The curves show that for a given intoxication time the rates of
accumulation in the different organs can be classified as follows starting
with the slowest one : museIe and stomaeh, bones, brain, intestine and
skin, bile, heart, liver, spleen, kidney, gills. Elimination of Hg is
more complicated
a) the gills, skin, intestine, spleen tissues lose Hg rather quickly;
the kidney, liver and bone tissues show a somewhat greater half life.
b) the museIes, heart and stomach tissues practically do not release
their Hg load within the time of the experiment, and the half life of
Hg is very long in these organs. The same conclusion was reached for
eels [Bouquegneau (1973a»).
c) the Hg content of the bile continues to increase when the intoxi-
cated fish ~s decontaminated, indicating that Hg is eliminated from the
liver.
Hg (ppm)
15
5
o 16 32 days
fig. 26.
Accumulation and release of mercury by Scorpion fishes (heavy lines) and sea water
adapted eels (thin lines). 80th are intoxicated in sea water containing 0.1 ppm Hg
(HgC1 2)·
It is possible from the different accumulation and release curves to
construct a diagram showing the kinetics of intake and removal of Hg in
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thc total body as sho~~ in figure 26, together with the resultsobtained
for sea water adapted ecls [Bouquegneau (1973a)]. It is obvious that the
scorpion fish accumulates Hg much faster than eels at the start of the
experiment; elimination is also faster.
The above results reveal that Cottus scorpius has an abnormally
hißh burden of Hg in natural conditions. The intoxication experiments
indicate that Hg accumulates in muscles and is stored there with an
extremely long half life; liver is more active, accumulates and releases
Hg much fast er.
The fact that the amounts found ~n fish living in normal conditions
are of the same order of magnitude in both liver and muscle indicate that
the polluting levels at Ostend and Den Helder are rather the same re-
garding Hg.
Direct accumulation, through the gills, is very important and al-
though intoxication through the food chain cannot be discarded and is
difficult to ascertain, both effects cumQlate.
The fact that the scorpion fish ac cumulat es and eliminates Hg
faster than eels is related to the difference in the relative weight of
muscles, gills and liver in both fishes : rcspcctively 71.5 % and
84.8 %, 4.6 % and 1.9 % 2.4 % and 0.9 %.
It also scems evident that thc excretory mechanisms are more effi-
cient in Cottus scorpius than in AnguiUa anguiUa : the Hg concentration
in the kidney still increases in eels submitted to desintoxication
[Bouquegneau (1973a)] and remains stationary in scorpion fish.
3.2.- !~~_~~~h~~~~~_2f_E~~~~~~~~_2f_f~~~_~2_~g:E2i~2~~~g[Bouquegneau
et aZ. (1915)J
It has been shown by Bouquegneau (1973a)that eels intoxicated by
Hg at sublethal doses of HßC12 , accumulate large quantities of Hg and
become resistant to otherwise lethal concentrations.
This type of adaptation mechanism can be identified as being
related to the formation in different organs of the eel cf metallo-
thionein-like proteins.
Eels adapted to sea water are exposed to 0.4 ppm Hg (HgC12 )
during two weeks. Tbe organs'of control animals and intoxicated
"
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fig. 27.
Elution profiles on Sephadex G 75 columns (5 x 50 cm) of the extracts of different
eel tissues. Left side, control fish; right side, intoxicated fish. Hg concentration
is expressed in ~g/9 rot fractions (dotted line).
specimens are homogenized in 3 volumes of 0.5 M sucrose, the extracts
are centrifuged and chromatographied on Sephadex G75 columns equilibrated
in NH4HC0 3 0.05 M • Elution is monitored at 254 nm ; the amount of Hg
is determined in the fractions as described earlier [Bouquegneau (1973a)J."
Amino acid analyses are made using the procedure of Benson and Patterson
(1965) and a Beckman amino acid analyser Model 120 B.
Figure 27 shows the typical distribution of Hg in the various
fractions obtained from liver, gill, kidney and muscle of chronically
intoxicated eels.
Except in the muscle sample most of the Hg is found bound to a
protein fraction having a molecular weight close to 10000 daltons.
The mercury carrying fraction of liver extracts shows an unusual
protein spectrum, similar to those produced by metallothioneins (fig. 28).
Removal of Hg (70 %) by dialysis against chelating agents produces a
spectral change also typical of these proteins.
Table 5 shows the a~ino acid composition of the Hg binding protein
from eel liver. The low level in aromatic amino acid residues and the
high content in cysteine residues is also characteristic ofmetallothio-
neins although the aliount of cysteine is smaller than in the proteins
extracted from killi~ey and liver of mammals and birds exposed to Cd and
,Hg intoxication.
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Ultra-violet absorption spectra in NH 4HC03 0.05 M of the Hg binding protein of
eel liver in presence (---) and absence (,_._._._) of mercury (see text).
To test the role of these proteins in the adaptation mechanism
developed by chronically intoxicated eels, the Hg distribution in the
different gill protein fractions obtained from eels exposed to
0.4 ppm Hg during 8 days has been compared to the Hg distribution in
extracts from acutely intoxicated eels (10 ppm - 5 h) •
Figure 29 shows the elution profiles indicating that in acutely
poisoned eels, the Hg is absent in the low molecular weight proteins,
revealing that the amount of metallothionein is extremely low. In this
case one gram tissue contains 61 ~g Hg; 46 ~g are found in the in-
soluble fraction, the rest in the supernatant is bound to high molecular
weight proteins. At sublethaI doses one gram tissue contains after
8 days 120 ~g Hg; 23 ~g in the insoluble fraction, 97 ~g in the
supernatant , 78 ~g bound to the metallothionein fraction.
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Elution profiles on Sephadex G 75 columns (5 x 50 em) of the 9ill extracts prepared
from 1 9 gill tis8ue of chronically (a) and aeutely (b) intoxicated eels. Hg
concentration is expressed in ~/9.t fractions.
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Table 5
----
Amino acid composition of Hg binding protein in eel liver
No of residues/molecule
Amino acid
calculated assumed
Lys 9.60 10
His 1.10 1
Arg 1.70 2
Asp 8.08 8
Thr 6.50 7
Ser 7.60 8
Glu 10.20 10
Pro 10.20 10
Gly 11.10 11
Ala 11.20 11
* Cys ( half) 8.60 9
Val 4.80 5
** ~lp.t 0.83 1
Ile 3.10 3
Leu 4.60 5
Tyr 0.00 0
Phe 1.06 1
Trp
- -
Total 100.30 102.0
determined as cysteic acid
** determined as methionine sulfone
It is concluded that Hg most probably induces the synthesis of a
low molecular weight protein containing a large amount of cysteine
capable of binding Hg and acting as a protective agent against damage
caused to other proteins where SH groups play an important role with
respect to their enzymatic activity~ linked for instance to the active
transport of Na. It is known [Bouquegneau (1973b)] that acutely intoxi-
cated eels die from disruption of the osmotic balance, the Na content of
the blood increasing drastically.
Time of intoxication (days)
I !
/
x
x
% mortality
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3.3.- !~~~!!~s!_~!_f~_2~_~~!~_i~~~f~~~_~~f~~~1_~~~E~~Q_~2_~~~_~~~~~
tiambot (1975)]
Sea water adapted eels are exposed to natural sea water containing
varying concentrations of Cd (CdC1 2 ) • The tissues are mineralized in
HN0 3 65 % (2.5 cm3 per g fresh tissue). The diluted extract is
analysed using atomic adsorption techniQues (Perkin-Elmer 103 and 303);
sampIes with low Cd content are analysed by polarography after dry
mineralization under activated oxygen (Tracer-lab 600). Mineralization
with HN03 + H202 and extraction (APDC-MIBK) have also been used.
3.3. 1•- Hortality curves
o
50
100
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 15 20
flg. 30.
Mortality curves for eels intoxicated in sea water containing 30 ppm Cd (0) or
80 ppm Cd (x).
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Accumulation and release of Cd in and from the organs of eels kept in
sea water contai"ing 13 ppm Cd (dotted li ne : Cd levels in the ani-
mals kept in ~on polluted sea water after 60 days intoxication).
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Accumulation and ~elease of Cd in and from the organs of eels kept
in sea wate~ containing 13 ppm Cd (dotted line : ~d levels in the
animals kept in non p~lluted sea water after 60 days intoxication).
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Figure 30 shows mortality curves at lethaI doses of 30 and
80 ppm Cd. In the sublethaI range eels can be kept four months in water
containing 13 ppm Cd • They are thus extremely resistant; a dose of
5 ppm Cd is lethaI for Cottus scorpius.
3.3.2.- Kiuetics of accumulation fu~d release of Cd
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fig. 31c.
Accumulation and release of Cd in and from the organs of eels kept in
sea water containing 13 ppm Cd (dotted li ne : Cd levels in the ani-
mals kept in non polluted sea water after 60 days intoxication).
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Figure 31 (asb,c) shows the accumulation of Cd 1n different organs
~~d body fluids of eels exposed to 13 ppm Cd s some of the animals being
kept in non contaminated water after 60 days intoxication.
Aceumulation is highest in the liver s kidneys ~~d duodenum. Release
is negligible when the loaded animals are kept in normal sea water.
The case of intestinal corpus eIes will be dealt with later in this
report.
Table 6 gives the distribution of Cd in animals kept during 60
days 1n sea water eontaining 0.013. 0.13 and 13 ppm Cd • Coneentration
~g Cd/g wet weight
8
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fig. 32.
Accumulation and release of the total Cd l~ad in eels exposed to sea water
centaining 13 ppm a~d 0.13 ppm Cd (dashed curve Cd lead in animals kept
in non polluted water after initial intoxication).
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Table 6
Distribution of Cd in eels into~icated during 60 days
insea wa t e r co nt a in i n9 O. 01 3, 0.1 3 0 r 1 3 pp m Cd
Cd concentration I
ppm 113 ppm I 0.013 ppm I0.13 ppm Iin sea water 0.013 ppm I0.13 13 ppmI I
I iOrgans Cd concentration IWei ght of Total amount of Cdppm (wet weight)* i organs(g) I (IJ g)
I t II~Iuscles < 0.5 <: 0.5 0.6 75.5 7.5 ? 15.1 ? 43.0Skin 0.2 0.4 1.2 10.6 2.1 4.2 12.7
I
Bones
- I - - 6.6 0.7 ? 1.3 ? 3.8 ?
D.T. Oesophagus < 0.3 1.5 14.5 lStomach < 0.3 - 5.2 E = 2.1Duodenum 2.2 1.9 17.4 65.319.2 60.8Post. intest. 0.9 4.3 43.8.
Liver 0.9 6.0 88.3 1 .2 1.1 7.2 106.0
Kidneys 1.6 21.8 56.2 0.7 1.1 15.3 39.3
Gonads < 0.2 0.5 3.2 0.7 < 0.1 0.3 2.2
Plasma 0.1 0.3 3.1 0.6 < 0.1 < 0.1 1.8
Gills 0.7 2.6 16.5 0.5 0.3 1.3 8.2
Intest. liquid < 0.1 < 0.5 5.6 0.4 < 0.1 < 0.1 2.2
Blood cells 0.5 0.3 2.6 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.8
Spleen 0.5 1.7 9.7 0.2 0.1 0.3 1.9
Ai r bladder 0.4
-
2.5 0.2 < 0.1
-
0.5
Bile 0.4 0.4 1.2 0.1 < 0.1 0.1 0.1
Heart < 0.2
-
7.8 0.1 < 0.1 - 0.8
Stomachal liquid
- -
9.7 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 1.0
Intest. corpuscles 2.0 ? 22.0 396.0 0.1 0.2 2.2 39.6
Brain < 0.3 0.5 1.8 < 0.1 - - -
Total body 0.15 0.63 3.29 100 15.1 63.5 329.2
Concentration factor 11.6 4.9 0.25
* 1 ppm = 1 1J9/9 •
Figure 32 shows total body burden versus time at 13 ppm and
0.13 ppm •
It can further be shown that at 13 ppm , after 120 days exposure,
the museIes (0.6 ppm Cd) only contain 7 % of the total Cd body load,
although they represent 75 % of the body weight. The liver with a
weight corresponding to 1 % of the body contains 50 % of the total
Cd.
Cd concentration
I IJg Cd/9 mR.
j
I
_.10
1
120 fraetions90
are higher the lower the Cd concen-
6030
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ppm Cd in tissue or animal
ppm Cd in vater
of the sea water.
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215 nm
Hg. 33.
Eel intoxicated duri"g 120 days in sea water containing 13 ppm Cd • Absorbance and
Cd distribution i~'fractions collected from Iiver extracts passed on Sephadex G 75
[see Bouquegneau ~~l. (1975)J.
j
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Figure 33 shows that Cd is bound, as Hg, to a metallothionein, the
existence cf which has also been recently demonstrated in plaice
(PZeuronectes pZatessa) by Coombs (1974).
At lower doses (0.13 ppm) the kidneys, the liver and the diges-
ti ve tract contain 50 % of the total Cd body burden but the duodenum
and the kidneys contain more Cd than the liver. In non-intoxicated fish
where the total amount of Cd ~s 0.1 - 0.2 pp~ the concentration is
also maximum in the kidneys. Storage in the liver seems to happen only
at high Cdconcentration ranges.
Comparison with Hg intoxicated eels is shown in table 7 and shows
how different the two metals are distributed between the organs.
Table 7
Comparison between the distribution of Hg antl Cd
in the organs of eels exposed to contaminated sea water
0.13 ppm Cd I 0.1 ppm HgOrgans 60 days 32 days
Total Cd in ~g Total Hg in ~g
MuseIes 15.1 1136.3
Skin 4.2 163.6
Digestive tract 17.4 36.3
Gills 1.3 126.7
Li ver 7.2 43.7
Kidneys 15.3 92.6
Total body 63.5 1614.4
Concentration factor 4.9 162
At acute lethaI Cd doses (90 ppm) , the Cd level in plasma reaches
about 15 ppm in 10 h , the levels in the other organs remain below or
are equal to those observed during prolonged sublethaI actions.
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3.3.3.- Intestinal corpuscles
Botn in sea water adapted eels ~~d scorpion fishes, white mucus
corpuscles (~1 ~ diam) are obncrved in the intestine. They are also
present in fresh water eels.
In eels intoxieated with Cd these corpuseIes are found to contain
enormous amounts of Cd (see table 8).
Cd content of intestinal corpuseIes from eels
intoxicated at di fforent Cd concentrations
Cd concentration i Cd concentration in the intestinal Maximum
in sea water corpuseIes (ppm) (wet weightl concentration
( ppm) Min ~lax m factor
0.005 (= SW from the aquarium) < 4
0.013 < 4 < 307
0.13 5 27 22 207
0.9 7 71 55 79
13.0 141 859 396 66
90 33 3397 942 38
Although their weight fraction is very small (0.1 g) they carry
after 8 days intoxication at 13 ppm half the total Cd found in the
animal. After 120 days the corpuseIes carry as mueh Cd as all the
muscles.
CorpuseIes from non intoxicatcd ccls retain Cd in vit~ : put into
distillcd water containing 90 ppm Cd ) thcy contain 2.188 ppm Cd after
6 h treatment. The same is observed in sen. vratcr.
Thc corpuseIes tal~en after 6 h from ccls exposcd to 90 ppm Cd
eontain about the same amount (3000 ppm Cd) as found in corpuscles
directly exposed to a solution containing identical Cd concentration.
Thc same is true at other Cd conc8ntrations and it thus sccms that Cd
is simply adsorbed on the corpus eIes direetly from the sea water ingested
by the animal. The effect is to eonsiderably lower thc Cd coneentration in
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the intestine : in one experiment at 90 ppm Cd ~n the sea water, the
Cd eoncentration was found to be 45 ppm in the stomacal liquid and only
1.3 ppm ~n intestinal liquid; the corpuscles earried 3000 ppm Cd • -The
presenee of corpuseIes would therefore proteet the intestinal wall and
greatly limit the entry of Cd by this route.
Table 9
-------
Com~osition of intestinal corpuseIes
of sea water adapted eels
Element ppm (dry weight)
Mg 126,000
Ca 75,000
Na 20,500
S 5,400
K 1,300
Sr 700
p 600
Si 150
As 74
Zn 46
Ti 31
Fe 27
F 20
Al 15
Cr 11
Br 10
Ba 5
Sb 5
The average composition of the corpuseIes is given in table 9.
Their eontent in Ca and Mg is very high, and these metals are probably
present under the form of carbonates, preeipitated in an organic matrix
formed from mucous seeretions and cellular debris.
The Cd concentration observed in mus eIe animals in non contaminated
sea water (1 - 5 ppb Cd) is of the order of 0.03 - 0.10 ppm) rising
sometimes to 0.4 ppm • After 120 days in sea water containing 13 ppm
Cd, the concentration in the muscles only reaches 0.6 ppm • Direct in-
toxieation by Cd has thus probably little effeet in natural eonditions
on the average level found in fish museIes. However it is obvious that the
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viscera although their weight fraction is small can carry an important
part of the total burden and thcir Cd content should be controlled.
Whether ingestion of contaminatcd food has a bearing on the Cd level in
fish remains an open question and awaits further experimentation.
Fish seem to be protectcd against thc toxic effects of Cd by thc
formation of metallothionein at least in thc liver and also by thc pre-
scnce of intestinal corpuscles capable of adsorbing large amounts of Cd,
subsequently eliminated.
4.- General conclusions
1) Whether in invertebrates or vertebrates, and in the case of diatoms
direct intoxication quickly rises the heavy metal burden of eA~osed &,i-
mals or plants; the release when back in non-contaminated water, at least
in animals, seems to be a comparativcly slow process involving the redis-
tribution of the heavy metals within the body, the half life being largest
inmuscle. With diatoms Zn seems to quickly adsorb on the cell walls; its
subsequent fate depends strongly on the growth aptitude retained under
intoxication.
2) Marine specics scem in general extremely resistant in presence of
heavy metals and are capable of accumulating large amounts of these, be-
coming a potential danger to man as food. The resistance can be explained
in the case of fish by the production of low molecular wcight proteins
containing large amounts of SH groups having high affinities for heavy
metals likc Hg, Cd, etc. These metallothioncins normally control thc cell
content in essential metals like Zn und Cu. Their synthesis is enhanced
when large amounts of heavy metals are present in water. It should be
interesting to look for these proteins in marine invertebrates. If the
aquatic animal life is capable of synthetizing !'lore rapidly large amounts
of such proteins then terrestrial animals or plants do, then the danger
of consuming contaminated marine food at a rate greater than the rate at
which mamma.ls .for instance are capable of produeing meto.llothionein might
be the final due to determine tolerable contamino.tion levels ~n aq,uatic
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animals. The whole problem of tolerable doses would boil down to an esti-
wate of the defense capacity of terrestri~_ animals first, in terms of
the kinetics cf their proteetive proteins produeticn. By no doubt many
marine speeies ean aeeumulate enormous doses cf heavy metals, lethaI to
man, .without diffieulties. Little damage is therefore expeeted to be
caused to marine life by dumping heavy metels in the sea. The danger of
eutrophication, with all its ecological changes, appears far more impor-
tnnt.
Both types of pOllution have an impact on man, the former because
it lowers the quality ofmarinc food, the ether bccause it lowers thc
amount of consumable food produced. On the other hand, in heavily eutro-
phicated regions heavy metals easily bind to organic suspended matter and
sediments, anoxie conditions lead to stable compounds and the potential
danger of heavy metals is lowcrcd. Regression of cutrophication might
lead to the release of hca\7 metals and subsequent direct contamination
of marine life at all levels. 'Ehe kinetics of intake are generally fast
compared to thc release mechanislI~s : to trap heavy metals in eutrophica-
ted areas and subsequently to release them by suddenly controlling P04 ,
N0 3 , etc. sources , would simply subntitute to continuous dumping a sort
·of square wave action which obviously should be avoided by deterroining
the optimal rate of reversal to normal conditions.
3) Water quality tests either using phytoplankton, larvae, fish, et~.
will all give different results dcpending on how the test is carried out
and the type of organism used. The author belicves that field surveys are
far more efficient to detcrrnine thc intensity of pollution and its type.
4) Direct intoxication is obviously important for marine species in-
gesting or filtering great anounts of water; thc cffect of pollutants
moving through the food chain io still difficult to asscss, although many
results seem to indicate that direct contamination is more effective.
Further studies are needcd to clariry this point.
5) Adsorption and desorption of heavy metals on particulate matter,
organie or inorganic, on living cells, on particles inside animals (like
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those formed to bind large amounts of Cd in fish) are to be studied more
carefullY3 in the cnse of phytoplankton, at least for diatoms) this pro-
cess might prove to be an important entry route not only for heavy metals
but for other pollutants.
6) More studies are needed on the benthic fauna physiology with respect
to accumulation of toxic substances und possible rate of release in
correlation with loeal substrate and water quality.
7) Efforts should be continued to obtain kinetic data as required for
roodelling marine systems [Nihoul (1975)J at all levels of marine life
and to try and group animals and plants with respect to their main
physiological behaviour (oxygcn and CO2 consumers or producers, filter
feeders, scavengers, detritus feeders) predators, etc.) to try and eva-
luate the rate of en~rgy flow through the globalized system together with
the fate of the toxic substances resulting from manls impact on the marine
ecosystem.
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